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INEQUALITY IN SCHOOL FINANCE

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1971

U.S. SENATE
SELECT COMMITTEE ON

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
Washington, D.C.

The Select Committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room.
1114 of the New Senate Office Building, the Honorable Walter F.
Mondale chairman of the committee, presiding.

Present: Senator Mondale.
Staff members present; William C. Smith, staff director and aenerat

counsel; Donn Mitchell, professional staff; Leonard Stric%nan,,

minority counsel.
Senator MONDALE. The Committee will Come to order.
This morning we have as our witness an old hand before our corn-

mittee, M. David Selden, president of the American Federation. of'
Teachers. We are very pleased to have you here with us this morning.

STATEMENT OF MR. DAVID SELDEN, PRESIDENT, ANIEFIOAN

FEDERATION OF TEACHERS

Mr. SELDEN. Thank you very much, Senator. Usually I would

allow you to read my testimony at your leisure, but there are others.
present and if you can bear with me I would like to read it myself.

Senator MONDALE. That is actually better for me.
Mr. SELDEN. I have titled my precentation 'The Marginal Child."
The insidious influence of the laws of economics on educational

theory and tactics is little understood and seldom acknowledged. Yet
this relationship is fundamental to any discussion of the quality of
education. Money does not educate children; teachers and other
educational workers do. Spending money on education will not in
itself guarantee that children will be educated, but it is certain that
children cannot be educated without it.

If we accept graduation from high school as he minimum definition

of what constitutes "an education," American schoolseven by their

own standardseducate only half the children of the Nation. Half of
those who enter first grade never make it through the 12th. Some-

where along the line they become dropouts, fallouts, or pushouts. The

idea that half our children are not worth educating seems monstrous;
and, yet, this is exactly the effect of what we are now doing. In effect,

our school systems are based upon the concept of the "marginal child."
(0727)
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MARGINAL CHILD: BARELY WORTH EDUCATION COSTS

In economics, the marginal product is that which is barely worth
producing. The marginal child is that child who, in the judgment of
our society, is just barely worth the cost of educating. Those who fallbelow that linethe submarginal onesaro rejected or discarded in
exactly the same way submarginal products aro thrust out of the
marketplace; except that humansunlike submarginal automobiles,
soap, or breakfast foodsdo not just disappear. They become a part
of our unemployment welfare, crime, and riot statistics.

There are those who insist that the amount of money spent oneducating a child has little or no bearing on whether or not the child
learns. This is nonsense. Tho effectiveness of teaching depends on anumber of factors, all or almost all of which are controlled by the laws
of economics.

There are differences in tho educability of children. There are
differences in intelligence, for instance. While intelligence tests m ay notbe reliable as fine-scale measurements of the learning potential of aparticular child, they nevertheless give adequate information about
gross differences in intelligence, and these differences do affect the
educability of children. Some children are emotionally unstable or
psychologically handicapped so that they aro unable to function in a
group setting without special attention being given to them. Hundreds
of thousands of children are socially and environmentally handicapped.
Even when the problem of cultural relevance of curriculum and
materials is properly dealt with, so that such children at least under-
stand the references in textbooks and other materials, they still have
greater difficulty in learning than do children coming from more
amenable environments.

The fact that some children will be able to escape the statistical
predictions of success and failure, which could be made for their pro-file group does not alter the fact that we are confronted with a massive
problem. Thus, only a solution which takes this into account has anyvalidity.

MUCH ADDITIONAL MONEYS NECESSARY

If we are going to reform our educational system so thatinstead
of educating 50 percent of our childrenwe educate 75 percent, oreven 90 percent, tremendous amounts of additional money will be
necessary. Even considering that the most effective and efficient
methods are used, educating another 25 percent of our children will
require a vast expansion of educational services. It is obvious that the
amount of money per child will increase as we go down the range of
educability. That is, the farther we get away from the typical child
for which our schools are designed the more it will cost.

We have been educating the easier-to-educate and rejecting the
others. The easier-to-educate aro those who can adapt to large group
routinized instruction. Children with special learning problems re.-quire extra servicesmall group or remedial instruction, psyclick)gical
help; medical service, or just tender, loving care. Such services nre
squeezed out by the economic crunch within which our schools mustoperate.

The liberal Benthamite principle of "the greatest good for tho
greatest number" becomes a cruel engine of destruction when applied
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to a school system .with less than half enough money to do the job
assigned to it. Under present conditions, a child who needs twice as

much attention as another will be pushed aside, because if we educate

him we aro denying an education to two other, easier-to-educate

children.
ECONOMIC FACTORS CONTROL SCHOOLS

The following are some ways in which economic factors control

what.goes on in American schools:
1. According to the "Coleman Report," the most important

single factor in a child's learning experience is his social milieu.

Children from lower socioeconomic groups, when mixed in school

with middle- and upper-middle-class children learn better without
handicapping the learning of the other more favored children.

Because of the segregated housing patterns, particularly in the
northern big cities, the only way such a social mix can be achieved

is by busing. Busing is expensive, both in capital outlay and
operating costs. But-, if schools are not integrated, even larger
amounts of money will be required for compensatory education

programs. We therefore, reject as immoral the policy of the
Nixon adminst!ration which would restrict the amount of Federal

aid funds available for compensatory education programs; and,

at the same time, prohibit use of Federal funds for busing.
Senator MONDALE. What you aro saying is that you accept the

Coleman principle that one of the best ways of helping a child learn is,

as early as possible, to put them into an environment of social and
economic advantage, that interplay in such a classroom is very help-

ful?
Mr. SELDEN. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. And you should also try to compensate that

child for the disadvantavbes 'by a special enrichment program which

may vary depending on mrhat the child would need?
Mr. SELDEN. Give him a more intensive educational experience in

school.
PRESIDENT'S STRATEGY SAYS 'NO"

Senator MONDALE. What you aro saying is: That the President is

saying "No" to both strategies?
iMr. SELDEN. Both. 'That s right, Dooming those children

I do not know, whether this is the point' to.mterject this Or not, but

there is a minor point related tO this prObleM. When .the Elementary

and Secondary ,School EduChtion 'Act waS 'adopted, wethe APT.
tried to get the U.S. Office of'Education to reCognizo the principle
in keeping with. the Colethan report' findings=that total 'schoOl pro-

grams were.better 'than 'ComPensatory prograrns which tend to segre-

gate children within a scheol: We .tried .to :get ..the.OE to say: That if
half or more of the childrenin the sChool were poVerty' Children, te.be

assisted by Title I, class size for the whole school ceuld be reduced.and

the whole. program: Ot the, Schoel intensified.
Senator IONDALE. 80.you. do no( separate them?
Mr: SELDEN. That is right; and this was accepted until just re ently:

I understand the rules have now been changed. Services supported by
Title I funds may go only to 'Title I children." I do not think it was

done deliberately to segregate children within school, but I think the

6
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rule change will have that effect. Furthermore, I do not think that the
programs that try to pinpoint service to individual poverty children
can be as effective as total school programs:

Senator MONDALE. We have heard a lot of complaints from Head-
start teachers and parentswho presumably would appreciate the
guidelines under Headstartthat they resent very much the welfare
smell of Headstart. That is for all the services being rendered, the
child still walks into that Headstart program only because he is a
loser. They would much prefer a broader program, as a matter of right,
like public school for preschool children. That was the central dispute
in the Comprehensive Child Development Act which the Federation
supported. One of the key principles was that it ought to be for work-
ing people and pcor peopie;_but, together and not as a welfare program
but as a matter of right. i was very heartened to see the way that
principle received support on the Senate floor.

TO1AL SCHOOL PROGRAM

Mr. SELDEN, Well, so were we. Just one more on the aside that I
raised, and that is that we are not in favor of allowing local districts
to "salt" schools with a few poverty children. Then to use that as an
excuse for reducing class size and putting in other types of enriching
programs which really benefit the already favored children. But where
a school is 50 percentwe would even go for a higher figure: 60.per-
centcomposed of poverty children or children who come under the
definition in Title I, we think the children ought to be mixed within
the school. Once you do that you cannot reduce class size for the
poverty children and not reduce it for the others. Thus, you really
have to go to the total school programs.

Senator MONDALE. At the tame Title I was being shaped, did you
over think am sure you didthe possibility of defining dis-
advantage not in economic terms, but in terms of achievement; so
that schools that had a high percentage of low achieverswhatever
their racial or economic backgroundwould be assisted? I think they
would tend to be verY close.

. Mr. SELDEN. The number of emotionally disturbed children is
hi hly correlated with social class.

enator MONDALE. Absolutely.
Mr. SELDEN. And, of course, many in middle class and upper middleclass districts have:their own psychological assistance programs for

childrensupport prograins, remedial programs. It would be nice if
we could imt these programs in eVery school in the Nation but I
think we have to take the most urgent problems first.

Senator MONDALE. Yes; :and it is true from everything We have
learned from our school finance experts, that Title I, for all of its
failures, still principally goes to the poorest, of the poor, and that is
quite an achievement..

Mr. SELDEN. Well, it should be broadei than it is.
Senator MONDALE. That is'right, but I mean it still tends to go in

relationship to need. There have boon some illegal distortions here and
there.

7
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TITLE I BEST ASSISTANCE .PROGRAM

Mr. SELDEN. Title I is our best:assistance prOgratn, in our view.

[I am now continuing With.my prepared 'statement.]
2. Shortages of funds inevitably force large-aroup inStrnetion.

Larger classes can be taught by a teacher if trio children in the
class are all of approximately the same learning ability. The
teacher can then use maSs methods of instruction.. The basic effect

of ability grouping, however, is to adapt the school to the learning
rate of the child instead of intensifying the child's educational
experience so that he learns at a faster rate. Consequently,
children in the slower groups spend more and more tiMe learning
less and less.

The opposite of ability grouping is heteroaeneous grouping, but
smaller classes are required to teach varieeability groups. When
children of greatly varying, learning ability are placed in the
same class, much more individual attention from the teacher or
other educational worker is required. Small classes . inevitably
require more teachers and other ,staffUnless the amount 'of
classroom time for the 'child is reduced, in which case his learning
would again be handicapped. Some of the differentiated staffing
and team teaching schethes are simply based on this device
ineidentally. They intensify the learning experience for sonic
children but they cut down on the total amount of classroom time
by pooling the children in, very large

b..roups
for quite long periods,

during the day. The more favorable- tlie staffing ratio the more the
cost per child, of course.

3.1n addition to the.cost factor,described .above, ability group-
ing raises a problem of racial discrimination. Socioeconomic
class is highly correlated with . race.. Since 'learning rates are
highly correlated with socioeconomic class, ability grouping
results in segregating large numbers of black and other minority
children in the slower jearning groups.

4. Staffing ratios have a controlling effect op the organization
of instruction within the school. In addition to the problem of

ability versus heterogeneous grouping, there are also many
other choices of methods and tactics available to educators.
Most of these choices such as team teaching, differentiated
staffing, and modular programing require a more favorable
staffing ratio, not, less. When money is tight there is no leeway
in staff assignments and the more innovative and creative
approaches to education are ruled out in favor of the tried and
true methods of. the past.

5. Economic factors have a hidden effect on curriculum offer-
ings, particularly at tile secondary school level. When small group
instruction is squeezed ou t of the curriculum some of the more
advanced courses in math, science, vocational and technical
education, and fine tircs are offered much less often, if at all. For

instance, analytical geometry may be offered only once every other
year instead of every.year. If a student cannot fit the course into
his program in the year it is, offered, he is just out of luck.

6. The quantity and quality of instructional materials and
eq iuipment s restricted when the supply of money is restricted.

t.'
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For instance, at the later elementary and intermediate levels,
computer-assisted instruction has proved particularly useful for
remedial teaching. But computers are expensive. Children cannot
receive the benefit of such instruction if the school district does
not have theMoney to buy or rent the machines.

IRRESPONSIBLE TO DENY EDUCATION MONEYS

It is totally irresponsible to say that until we can find a way to
educate children more effectively and cheaply no more money can
be spent on education. No one denies that we need more research in
education. No One can deny that children should be educated in the
most effective and efficient way possible. But, until we find more
efficient and'effective Ways to do the job, we have the moral responsi-
bility to give 'our schools the money necessary to educate children on
the basis of what we now know.

Senator MONDALE. I don't know how it can be said that somehow,
unlike most other things, money has no relationship to Output.

Mr. SELDEN. That is why I dwelled on this at such length.
Senator MONDALE. I notice many of the wealthy who make that

argument do notrisk their own.children on that strategy. They either
live in a rich suburb where there is a high per capita spending level
or they send .them to a private .quality school where the per pupil
expenditure is even higher. I would like to see a study of how many
of our wealthiest send their children to schools that spend less than
$1-,000 per year per student. I bel you would find very, very few of
them. Yet many of those same people say: "There is no point in
spending money on education until we know better what to do."

Mr. SELDEN. Well, this is what the President of the United States
said when he came out for the National Institute of Education
which may be a nice idea, it 'Cannot hurt, I suppose.

Senator MONDALE. But what he said essentially, as I Mall it, is:
"Let's not spend any more money on education until"

Mr. SELDEN. WC find a maobic way to edueate children.
Senator MONDALE. Yes. But the interesting thing, of course,_is

that leaves the State. and the 1oCa c, Wl governmentS holding the ba . e
have afigure that shocked me: Froth 1966 to 1971, the Federal.Gov-
ernment has increaSed spending in the elementary and secondary
schools by $900 million: a 'year. In the meanwhile, State and local
governments have inereaSed spending for the same purposes by
$15.7 billion and, of course, the percentage of Federal support has
dropped from 8 to 6 _percent. h other words, while we have been
holding back at the Federal level, the State governments and the
local governments are left holding that bag with all the inequalities
of local tax support increasing the differenceS between the poor and
the rich, with the State governments' efforts to generate revenues
while 'retaining industry and with all the inequalities between the
StatesMississippi has about $400 per capita; New York has $1,200.

So the Federal Government's abdication of its role of financial
support Of these 'schools has contributed enormously to inequality
of education and enormously to the fiscal problems and tax problems
at the 'State and local level.'Would you not agree?

9
1/4"r. 1
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ADMINISTRATION RESPONSIBLE FOR PLIGHT OF SCHOOLS

Mr. SELDEN. Well, Senator, I think it goes a little deeper than that.
I hold the present administration responsible for the present financial
plight of our schools, not only .because it has failedbecanse the
President has failedto back Federal-aid 'proposals; but also because
of some other things he has done of a financial nature.

suppose it is too much .to ask an administration, that was elected
by as narrow a margin as this one; not to play politics with any issue
that comes along. But, the politics that hav3 been played with the
education issue have hurt every child in the United States. This is
how it is done: The Presidentinstead of conferring with the leaders
of Congress, or with other responsible people, about ways to finance
educationcame out with a revenue-sharincr plan which he Well knew
had no chance of adoption in this Congress. The reyenue-sharing plan,
however, gave a promise of money for nothingfree money. Under the
influence of this offer of free money, State legislatures 'Stopped in-
creasing their support of education in the way they had been expand-
ing such support, as you pointed out, throughout the 1960's..

As a result, not onl3 have Federal funds decreased on a per-child
basisand funds from local sources dried up .long beforebut the
effect of the President's announcement of revenue sharing has been to
decrease the amount of support offered by State gOvernments. They
feel that if they can demonstrate a need they are going tO get thiS free
money. It is an insiduous interrelation of factors which;is bringing our
school system:down around 'us:

Senator MONDALE. To the point that, incredibly; the other day th'e
Superintendent of the. Philadelphia school system came _in here and
asked to be nationalized. : '

Mr: SELDbN. Yes ..Well; I do not want to 'get into that right Maw,.
Senator MOND'ALE.'. All right. IthOught that vas'why you Weie here.

' Mr. SELDEN. Well,, we ''woukr not necessarily:oppose it;`:13.ut we
think that if you just nationalize the big cities you are'only Confronting
half the problem. Also, I doubt that the State governments are going
to give up their jürisdictioneYer their big cities. TheY are not going to
allow states ;within States . to be created, so why , talk...about It
won't h Open. It is' like talking about revcnue 'Sharing:. .

Senator MONDALE. I think'he*a's tiying tO bring home' the..severe
plight of his school system. MaybOi"6 waS .a.'SeriOus propoSal, but I
think he was trying tnfigure 'out hOW he could get the Federal' GOvern-.
men t's. attention. , .

Mr. SELDEN. I think that iS Ude. .

MaY I ieinrn to 'my NY'ritt,eri, presentation?' Thank yOU:
. One final" Point 'Must be made Concerning the. effectS 'Of 'funding on.

the qua* of edUcatiOn.,.
7. School SySternS Which 't*e' faVerable'lsalarY seliedUleS; ;fringe

benefits,. and Working.. conditions Can be-more-Selective in.'teadhek
hiring 'and ':ean haYe greatet.flexibilitY.in ,the..'clioioe. Of ,ifiethods,
technique's.; pidgram.s, arid Stritc Good''teaChers :can. Make
otherwise ,ineffective . teaching. strategies SUceesSfUl;'.while. pOor
teachers,.:are apt' te, be .less, produetive even though they:May be
going through.the Correet Motions in a favorable setting..Acknowl-

'' edging that there 'are' differences' in the 'effedtiveriesS of teaChers

tio
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does not justify the so-called merit pay schemes, however. Even
assuming that we could agree on the degree of effectiveness of
one teacher as compared with another, paying them differently
would not do anything to change their relative productivity, but
being able to hire better qualified and more promising teachers
in the first place is a different matter. Those school systems who
can attract more effective teachers will inevitably be more pro-
ductivequantitatively and qualitatively. Their students will
receive better educational service as a direct result of the money
spent by the district on its schools.

DISTRIBUTION OF SERVICES

We now turn to the questions of where the money is to come from,
and how it is to be translated into educational services, and how those
service's are to be distributed.

In talking about improving the financing of education, one must
make the basic assumption that a much greater percentage of our
°Toss national income must be devoted to this purpose. As a matter
of fact, the United States ranks very low among the developed nations
of the world in the percentage of national income given to education.

In 1970 the United States spent slightly under 6 percent of aggregate
income for elementary and secondary school education. England spent
8 percent and the percentage of income spent by other countries
varied upward. It would not be at all unreasonable for the United
States to spend 10 percent of its gross national income for the educa-
tion of the young. This would increase the total amount spent for
elementary and secondary school education to 10 percent of $795
billion, or $79.5 billion, using 1970 figures.

In that year the United States actually spent $45.4 billion for
elementary and secondary education, both public and private, with
the Federal Government contributing approximately 8 percent of that
totalabout $4 billion.

NEED $35 BILLION ADDITIONAL FUNDS

In other words, in order to make even this modest additional com-
mitment, $35 billion per year more would have to be produced from
somewhere. The question is: Where?

In addition to insuring intensive education for the children who
need it most, a fair and equitable educational support program must
require an equitable contribution from all taxpayers.

Our basic ideas were contained in the National Excellence in Edu-
cation Act introduced in the Senate 2 years ago, sponsored by many
of the members of this committee, including yourself. Our plan will
be amended in light of the Serrano decision, and we will ask the spon-
sors to reintroduce it in the next session of Congress.

The plan, as amended, would have the following basic elements
we arc willing to confer with anybody on this to modify our position
if it, should be desirable:

1. The average per-pupil cost of education, utilizing proper
staffing ratios, would be pegged at $1,600 a year. This is aver-
aging not only elementary school education.which does not cost
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as much per student hour as vocational and other seCondary

school education, but averaging them ali out it would be pegged

-at $1,600 a year.
2. This amount would be achieved by a combination of Fed-

eral aid and State tax effort, since the locally levied property tax
is no longer a reliable source of income.

3. Each State would establish a State educational fund. We
make the following suggestions for raising the State share of this

fund:
a.. Each State would levy a 20-mill property tax based

on State property assessiva procedures audited by an agency
to be set up within the U.S. Treasury Department. This is
entirely feasible. There are some States who do have pretty
good equalization boards and there are national associations
of tax assessors, but due to all sorts of considerationssonie
of which were mentioned by a previous witness before your
committeetax assessors need overseeing not only by a State
board of equalimtion of assessments, but also auditing .by

the U.S. Government, providing this kind of supervision
could introduce a degree of fairness into the prOnerty tax
which is not present now.

I have done some studyina of this matter. I once lived in school

district here 90 percent ofQthe tax valuation consisted of an auto-

mobile ptant. Needless to say, the tax rate in that district was set at
the State minimum needed to qualify for State aid.

CONFLICT BETWEEN EDUCATION AND JOBS

Senator MONDALE. Interestingly enough, often sucb district$ have

a potentially rich base but they do not dare really tax it under threat

that industry would leave and the job's would go with it: One Of the
few areas I have heard of that had the tzuts to stand up and riSk that

was the Minnesota Iron Range. For nearly 40 years, we had the .best

school system in the countrybecause we said we aregoino. to ectucate

our children. Within one generation, we were sending people to medical

and law school and turnina out corporate.leaders and religious lenders.

The story of the Minnesobta Iron Range and what waS done in 'one

generation, with tremendous inputs of money to be 'surb----beeause

those people had the courage to stand up and require the 'Mining
industry to pp,yWas really a fantastic story. It was unlike .many
mining areas in the west where the fear of losing the Single tax base
resulted in an era of low public spending which asSured jobs which

-kept them alive but cheated the children in the process. 'Then. when

the Mines were exhausted there was nothing left. Many of:the mOst
tragic 'areas in this country are right there. They °ended up with

nothing...
HMr. SELDEN. Right. The probleMS thatRalph Nader broughtbtit,

I can just atteSt to:.When it coines- to 'evaluating indUstrialprolierty,
how does a little loCally elected asseSsOr 'who haS.three 'elerkS. and

:three other people Working in his offtce--7how ddeShe'gb down- and

'asgess an auto plant? Well, I Will tell -yon hOW- he doeS it.. Mr. Nader
is exactly right. He calls np the general manager ofthe plant. -arid 'asks

'him what it is worth..
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Senator MONDALE. "What would he like to pay?"
Mr. SELDEN. That is exactly right.
Senator MONDALE. It is pretty much like the United Fund when

you call up and ask for a contribution.
Mr. SELDEN. That is right. We had a strike in Gary, Ind., last year

that went on for 21 days in near-zero weather. The two sides were
about $100,000 apart; and, all that time, sitting there within the
confines of that school district, was the main plant cf U.S. Steel. The
thought often crossed my mind that if we only had that plant assessed
a little higher, that strike would have been unnecessary.

REAL INEQUITIES ARE INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

At any rate I would not abandon the property tax. There are ways
to administer the property tax and take the inequity out so far as the
home owner is concerned. That is no problem at all. As a matter of
fact, people that own older homes often get a tremendous break on the
property tax and they can write it off on their Federal income tax. The
real inequities are in the things that Mr. Nader pointed out: industrial
and commercial property.

Under what I am proposing, the States would be permitted to levy
an educational surtax on the Federal income tax. There are various
problems with levyino income taxes or progressive taxes in many
States. If the Federal t."'Government were to extend the opportunity to
State legislatures to piggyback on the Federal income tax, then the
leoislatures could 'take the responsibility and the tax source would bethere for them if they had the fortitude to use it.

Each State would be required to raise from sources other than the
20-mill property tax, such as the piggyback surtax, a minimum addi-
tional amount which would vary with the State's taxable wealth and
income. I do not think that you can expect Mississippi taxpayers to
raise the same amounts of money per child as New York or even
Minnesota taxpayers.

Senator MONDALE. As a matter of fact, Mississippi is trying pretty
hard in terms of generating money.

Mr. SELDEN. As a percent of income, their taxes rate up within thefirst 10 States.
Senator MONDALE. Yes.
Mr. SELDEN. Federal aid would be distributed to the States so as tomake up the difference between the amounts raised by State effort

and $1,600 per child, the amount we originally started with as a fair
support level for educating all children.

Now, when it comes to spending the money, States should be re-
quired to present to the U.S. Office of Education a plan for distribution
of educational funds to local districts in accordance with the educa-
tional need of the district. Educational need would be determined by
means of a sociological index which would take into account such
factors as per, capita income, student mobility, student involvement
in court proceedings, and other factors. These indicate social environ-
ment not conducive to education and shows that the educational
experience must be intensified if You are going to get quality education
for those children.

Local districts would be required to certify acceptable plans to their
State agencieswith copies to the U.S. Office of Educationdescrib-
ing programs for intensive education for hard-to-educate children.
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In other words, they get more money if they have ,oreater need. They
then have to tell their State agencies and the U.S. Office of Education
what they are going to do with the extra money in order to educate
their hard-to-educate children.

Finally, local districts would be required to coMplY with Federal
laws and court decisions relating to integration and civil rights.

WUALITY RELATED, TO FUNDS

In SUrnmary, We have tried' to show here that thequality of ethidation
is directly related to the funds devoted to. education; differences
in the educability of 'children must be taken into account in any
system of .education so that those. with the greatest need receive,the
most intensive service; .eqUalization of expenditures between States
should be 'acComplished through a .COmbinatien 'of, required, stateWide
tax effort and Federal aid; -and funds must 'be distributed Within

States in accordance With educational need. f ,

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much for a Most 'useful State-
ment.

You began'. by recounting some of the failures of, ciiir,,systein as it
operates tOday, the 50 percent of our student body ivho began first
grade and do not make it to the 12th #ade.'There must be Many
c-hildren, however, that finally get what you might' Call' a degree:who
really failed; 'too.. . . .

M.r.SELDEN..That is right. In referring to an ethication by our own
standards. . .

Senator MONDALE. So that probably you are understating the mag-
nitude of the degree to which children, for whatever. reasons, -fail

,to reach their full potential and are cheated of .their life chances

as a res.ult:
Mr. SELDEN. Yes. For instance most schools track children for

college academic progranis; vocational pro:gams, or general programs
when students get to .secondary,schools. The schools do this because
,they just do not -haVe ihe . manpower and facilities .to give every kid

a decent well-rounded,;education; it is not that they want to diScrimi-
nate acrbainst or hurt children or shortchange them. .The schools
cannotdo better because of the tremendous amount of effort and
money required to educate the harder-to-educate children. So they
put a little frosting on the cake and put it in the window.

Ser itor MONDALE. We had several examples of School failures.
Mark Shedd, superintendent of the Philadelphia schools, said that
on any given day their truancy rate is about a thirdin the average
school, about a third of the, students are out. Then he said 'in' their
50 ghetto schools--2I think' these are elementary schoolstwo-thirds
of the children are.graded at 16 percent, or below in- the Iowa Basic
:Skills test. I. asked him what. that meant, and.hesaid:.."That means,
in effect, two-thirds of those, students in those classes could .not

possibly': knoW whaii the ..teacher is saying.", Thai is so, abysmally
.below grade level that for two-thirds otthe children the educational
process just could not be Workir,g. ,. .

If that is true, in most,ghettosand I would think that the Phila-
.
delphii. school system..is fairlY typical ,for a northern, central,.city,
would you not? ;

Mr. S'ELDEN. Yes.
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Senator MONDALE. Tbere must be hundreds of thousands of children
that just do not getto be apart of the educational process in any
Meaningful sense. 'Would yon agree With that?

Mr. SELDEN. Yes. Tbey do not drop out; tbeY are never in.
Senator MONDALE. Would you have other examples that show the

degree of this faihire?
Mr. SELDEN. Well, I cannot cite statistics, but I know Mark

Shedd, and what he said about the Philadelphia system is prettytypical anywhere you go. The ghetto schools just are not educatingchildren.
PROBLEMS ARE ECONOMIC

I do not blame parents of ghetto children 'for being angry. Theyshould be angry. I think their anger, however, is often misdirected.
They ought to realize that their probkms are mainly eoonomic inorigin. The environment the child lives in is determined by economics;and, when he gets to school the quality of bis school service is deter-Mined by economics.

Senator MONDALE. The president of the New York City School
Board testified before the committee and be was complaining aboutthe situation in the New York Schools.

Mr. SELDEN. Right.
Senator MONDALE. SO I- finally said, "Well, what are you doingabout it? You are the board president." He said, ,"There is nothing

we can do about it:" When the president of the New York City SchoolBoard feels unable to do anything, what is that poor black parent in
the ghetto going to feel?

Mr. SELDEN., As a matter of fact, the president of the New York
City School Board for many -ears was a leader of black parents in
Harlem and he should know what he is talking about. He has probablybeen on as many Marches and picket lines around New 'York asan37body.

Senator' MoNpAnn. He just sounded utterly hopeless to me.
Mr. SELDEN. 'Well; ,you Cannot improve education by giving the

teachers or administrators kickS in the ioants.'You OannOt say, "teachfaster." It ,does not work. You really' haVe to be sensible about this
thing and put tbe money into the school .syStem that will allow us todO a job.

have a metaphor that I sometimes- use,' It is as though we weregiven a river a mile otross ',and given the Material to build a bridgehalfway. Then people get mad because they fall in the water at the.end of the bridge. .,

Go PART WAY ;rO MooN, . . .

Senator MONDALE..:I. have USed that sinne analogy. What if we, for
-eXaMple, glie the NA$A .$5 billion to gO to tbdrhoon and they found
out it- costs-$25. billion? Would 'We' say-to them; "Well,' go -as far asyon can:go and tell ' ui .What' you. See?" "We' did not .say that: We
said, "We will 'give. yo.u... What you' -need: Now. be ,careful." So they
took.$25 billion .to get there, I think:' '''

Because we intiSt' have'-'a C-5A airPlane, in "1 Year there are .COsts
overrunsthat exeeedbY $400 Million all that We Spent under Titlefon
the 9 million so-called disadvantaged children in this country.
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I think justice in this Nation requires that we must have educated
children and they must have equal education. It may be different
education, but it must be equal m terms of achieving the life chances
of that childand we are enormously short of that goal.

I agree with you that a good chunk of the problem is money.
Mr. SELD EN. You can waste money in education, and a lot of it has

been wasted over the years.
Senator MONDALE. I did not take your testimony to mean that

there were not some institutional crises and lots of them, but the
teacher has to make e decent .salary or you are not going to get a
decent teacher. If a child is hungry be has to be fed.

We heard the superiutendent of the Inkster school system, which is
an all-black system in a suburb outside of Detroit. He said they have
classes in which they have no textbooks, they have science laboratories
with nothing in them, and they are bankrupt to boot; and they are
spending at the rate of $650 per capita while Grosse Point is spending
$1,100.

So I believe that there is great merit to the need for a substantially
increased role by the Federal Government in the support of our
schools.

Mr. SELDEN. Senator, just let me add one other personal observl-
don. A little over a year ago I took a week off from my regular job ao
president of the American Federation of Teachers and became a
substitute teacher in the Kansas City, Mo., school system. Of course,
the life of a substitute is never very pleasant, and you really have
two strikes against you, if not three, when you walk into the class-
room. But in that school system I presided over, as best I could, 5
different day'sdifferent classes, most of them 10th-grade world
history classes.

Most of those classes were one-textbook classes with no sup-
plementary materials at all, and if a child did not bring his textbook,
he was supposed to just sit there.

Senator MONDALE. What ldnd of a school was it?
Mr. SELDEN. I did not teach in any of the better schools. The

teachers are not absent so much, I guess, in those schools, but they
were schools where the harder-to-educate children were.

TWOIKEIT,11DS VOTE FOR MILLAGE INCREASE

I do not knov, whether you know much about Kansas City as a
town. I have never lived there myself, but I learned quite a bit about
it. It is a place with a great.deal of civic pride and yet, those people,

ifive times in a row, have voted down a school tax ncrease.
Now, here is the peculiar part of it. Five times a majority of the

people have voted in fayor of increasing the taxes, but you have to
get a two-thi.ds vote to raise the millage in Kansas City.

Senator MONDALE. We are used to two-thirds votes around here.
Mr. SELDEN. SO it went down every *ime, and you have .10th grade

classes with one textbook and no supplementary materials, and those
kids are just waiting until they are old enough to get out.

Senator MONDALE. M 16 they leave.
Mr. SELDEN. Right.
Senator MONDALE. What is the per-pupil expenditure level in

Kansas City, do you know approximately?
8S-412-71-pt. 10-2

4

.16
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Mr. SELDEN. Well, in elementary schools it is about S500.
Senator MONDALE. You mentioned earlier that yon support ado-

quate 'research and from my work here, my impression is that it is
certainly needed. The amount we put into research is very, very
infinitesimal'compared to industry, for example.

Mr. SELDEN. That is right.
Sehator MONDALE. I do not know what we spend federally onresearch but
Mr. SELDEN. It is not very much. Most of the research in education

has been done by Ph. D. candidates. These people do not have the
money to hire computer time or get large staffs to gather data. Thoy
usually work over the material that somebody else has acquired horn
somebody else:

There is very little basic research going on. The commission of the
States is doing some on the national assessment program. There is
some being done on contract, although a lot of that money has dried up.

There is now in progress a compensatory education study.. It is a
rather extensive one. It will do original research and I think it will be
a very good study. But we are going to have to restrict the sample to
1,000 kids, which really gets down to the threshold of reliability.

EXPERIMENTATION

Senator MONDALE. What is your position on experimentation? We
haveexperiments with the voucher system, and on Gary, Ind. and a
few other places with so-called private contracting. There hasbeen
movement called free schools. There has been the community school
movement. School districts have experimented with introducing
choice so that parents can send one child over here if they want an
open school or open classroom approach, they couM send him to
someone else for sort of a hard disciplinarian approach, another school
for vocational approach, and other choices trying to give the person
who has only a public school option choices within that system.

Now, maybe what I have talked about, following the differentc ategories
Mr. SELDEN. They do in my group.
Senator MONDALE. Would you respond to that?
Mr. SELDEN. Well, we are very much in favor of experimentation

in educational methods and structure of instruction within the school.
We have endorsed and a lot of our prominent union people have been
associated with many such experiments.

We support promising experiments. If it can be shown that an
'experiment is likely to produce something of value, we say go ahead.
But we are not in favor of breaking eggs to see if you can put them
back together again.

The voucher plan comes in that category in our view. We are op-
posed to educational vouchers. They are really not an experiment.
They do not advocate any particular style of education or any new
method or technique. They are merely- a way to get public money into
nonpublic schools. We support Title I which provides for public serv-
ices to children in nonpublic schools, and we support that concept in
general, but we do not support the voucher concept which, if it were
widespread, would undermine public education.
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It happens that I have written a piece on this question. Rather than
trying to ad lib the whole thing, I can give it to you. I am rather proud
of it. I also think it is balanced.

Senator MONDALE. Has that article been written?
Mr. SELDEN. Yes; it was published in the Teacher-College Record

last January.
Senator MONDALE. Would you submit that to uS for the record.*
Mr. SELD EN. I will.
Senator MONDALE. What about contracting?
Mr. SELDEN. Going to performance contracting, we were very

dubious about it in the beginnina. The more we found out about it,
the less we like it. We think tha performance contracting is an in-
vitation to the ripoff. Fly-by-night companies are formed and convince
beleaguered school boards to give them Contracts. The proofs of ac-
complishment are very often rigged, and many of the companies
emphasize that they would not want to stay more the 2 years anyway
under the so-called turnkey principle. They claim that all they are
doing is showing you .how to do things and then they. are going to
move on. Well, I am suspicious of that sort of operation.

Senator MONDALE. Have you had a chance to
Mr. SELDEN. A. project in Rhode Island was to be evaluated by a

specified test. A couple of weeks before, the test, the children were
given practice tests which overlapped as MuCh as 75 percent the test
that they were given finally when the payoff test came.

Senator MONDALE. This was in Rhode Island?
Mr. SELDEN. Yes; it was in Providence, R.I., last spring. We

hired some people to go up there and investigate. That contract is
now being held up and being challenged.

BELIEVES PERFORMA NCE CONTRACTINtr LiOOMED

Introducing the profit motive into this .cooperative enterprise of
education simply confuses things. It promises people things that
cannot be delivered and in the end, I think, performance contracting
is doomed to failure.

The 0E0 had 16 projects for performance contracting. I looked at
some of those and they were not bad, but the profit motiVe had very
little to do with the success or failure. Th6 creativity and inventiveness
of the people that were inVolved was really what was carrying the
project and they were doing this simply because they were energetic
and creative people, not because they were going to get a 5 percent
profit out of the deal.

Introducing this kind of incentive almost guarantees that yoliare
going to enter into a long contest betweeniprofit seekers and goVern-
mental watchdogs that will introduce .a false note. into education.

Senator MONDALE. Have you had a chance to .look into the Gary
projec t? . ,

Mr. SELDEN. No.. We .represent the, teachers there in Gary. and
those in the project, too. Ninety-eighti percent of the teachers are
.members of our union. Our union 'takes a dim . view of the 'project.
A recent evaluation which gave the project high marks we think is
inaccurate.

*See Part 16D, Appendix 4.
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Senator MONDALE. Can you dwell on that a minute, because there
have been some Very glowing national reports.

Mr. SELDEN. I cannot go into detail on this at the present time,
but I can get the infoimation after this hearing.

Senator MONDALE. You might submit some comments for the
record?*

Mr. SELDEN... I will. Or if you like, I can easily bring members of
our union who are involved in the project and have them talk to you.

Senator MONDALE. Have you had members of your union employed
at that school?

Mr. SELDEN. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. Would you submit for the record your view of

that and we will include that in the record.* .

But let us take .one of Mark Shedd's schools in which one-third of
the children are dropping out or missing, and he claims two-thirds are
just so far behind. Other than the broad restructuring proposals which
you referred to, a massive reordering of national priorities to deliver
fiscal equity, is there any shortrim structural or strategic approach
that offers any hope for those children?

MORE EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS PROGRAM

Mr. SELDEN. I do not think so. I do not think that you can make
bricks without clay. Our program for ghetto schools is called the
More Effective Schools program. It is essentially based on improved
staffing ratios so that class sizes can be reduced. The teachers in the
school have time for planning and conferring with each other and for
developing innovative new approaches. But, the More Effective
School program adds about 50 percent of the cost per child to the
school; and because we really are operating on the marginal child
theory, we just do not come up with the money. The More Effective
School program is actually in danger in New York Citynot because
it is not producing, it is producingbecause it costs money. The
city government and the State government do not want to come up
with the money to educate these children.

Senator MONDALE. How many schools are involved in the More
Effective School system?

Mr. SELDEN. Thirty-one in New York.
Senator MONDALE. Do those include high schools?
Mr. SELDEN. No. They are elementary schools, and I think this is

really the site of our most serious educational problem.
Senator MONDALE. Has the number of schools gone down or is

it the same?
Mr. SELDEN. It has remained the same.
Senator MONDALE. And what is the per pupil expenditure level

there, if you know?
Mr. SELDEN. About $1,200.
Senator MONDALE. Has that risen or dropped?
Mr. SELDEN.. It has remained about the same.

. Senator MONDALE. And how long has the MES system been in
effect? ,

Mr. SELDEN. It was originated 6 or 7 years ago. I am very proud
to say I was the chief negotiator for the union when we ,negotiated
the MES plan with the superintendent of schools.

*See Part 161), Appendix 4.
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Senator MONDALE. Would you submit for the record a short
evaluation of what you think the More Effective School system shows;

that is, what is happening to the money?
Mr. SELDEN. Sure.
Senator MONDALE. Would you do that?
Mr. SELDEN. Yes, I can do that. There have been several evaluations

in the past 2 or 3 years which have given the plan very high marks.
The first evaluation which was made 5 years agowhich we feel was
erroneouscriticized the pupil progress in reading, but gave it high
marks in other fields. Since then all the other studies have given the
plan very high marks.

Senator MONDALE. If you have those evaluations easily available
we can get them I am surebut if you have them, would you give

copies to us for the record?*
Mr. SELDEN. Yes, I will.
Senator MONDALE. I would like, in addition, maybe a short letter,

if you have time, indicating what you think it stands for in general

terms.
Mr. SELDEN. I will be very happy to do this.

Senator MONDALE. I feel very strongly there should be no marginal
children in this country. I think every child should have an opportunity

to fully develop, and this Nation is not a just nation until that is true.

Mr. SELDEN. I used the term to shock, but I think nevertheless, it

is accurate.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much for a most useful

statement.
The conunittee is in recess, subject to the call of the Chair.
(Whereupon, at 11:10 p.m., the Select Committee was recessed,

to reconvene at the call of the Chair.)

*See Part 16D, Appendix 4.
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INEQUALITY IN SCHOOL FINANCE

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1971

U.S. SENATE
SELECT COMMITTEE ON

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
Washington, D.C.

The Select Committee met at 10:04 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
1318, of the New Senate Office Building, the Honorable Walter F.
Mondale, chairman of the committee, presiding.

Present: Senator Mondale.
Staff members present : William C. Smith, staff director and general

counsel; Donn Mitchell., professional staff.
Senator MONDALE. The committee will come to order.
This morning, continuing our discussion of school finance, we will hear

from Professor Oliver Oldman, professor of law and director of in-
ternational tax programs, Harvard Law School; and Mr. Allen D.
Manvel, consultant on Government finance and statistics, Washington,
D.C.

Mr. Edward Fort* is not yet here, but he will be with us shortly.
If you will please come to the witness table, we very much

appreciate having you with us this morning.
Perhaps Professor Oldman could commence the testimony, if you

will.

STATEMENT OF DR. OLIVER OLDMAN, PROFESSOR OF LAW AND
DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL TAX PROGRAMS, HARVARD LAW

SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Dr. OLDMAN. You will forgive me for reading ,my statement this
morning, but I deliberately made it a short one. Most of the sentences
in it, I think, will come out better if I read, rather than summarize
them.

Senator MONDALE.' We appreciate that. That usually helps us as
well. Proceed.

Dr. OLDMAN. Studies which , set forth the unequal geographic
distribution of the property tax base as a source of public school
financing are well known, and will not summarize them in any detail
here. ..

In my first footnote, I enumerate the several Advisory Commissions
on Intergovernmental Relations studies as well as two studies done by
the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston.' Unfortunately, the copies of
the summary of the Boston bank study done by Steven Weiss, have
not arrived here at the committee room on time. They were sent and

Sdo Part 195 for NIL Edward Fort's testimony..
(6745)
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were supposed to be appended to the paper, and I am sure will arrive
very shortly.

Senator MONDALE. When they are received, the staff will review
them for inclusion in the record.*

Dr. OLDMAN. In addition, one item that I would have added to the
first footnote, I just came upon yesterdaybecause yesterday was the
clay that the September issue of the National Tax Journal was released.
That reported on the seminar session hold by the National Tax
Association here in Washington at the end of July. And one of the
papers there was presented by Dr. Panl Cooper of Maryland. And his
paper called, "State Takeover of Education Financing," which is in
24 National Tax Jonrnal 'at page 337, certainly ought -to be added to
any collection of references.

Not only does it survey the literature, but it (rives us the hard facts
and data with respect to the State of Maryl6and which might not
otherwise be easily available to a large audience.

Senator MONDALE. The staff will review that information.
Dr. OLDMA N. Unequal distribution of property tax resources exists

among the separate taxina jurisdictions within metropolitah areas, the
juriSdictions within a State, and among the States. Examples of dis-
tributional extremes were presented 'in a recent study done by Steven
Weiss for the Federal Reserve Bank of BoSten.

In one State, there exist two diStricts which have the same school
tax rates, but one is spending three times as much per pupil as theother.

In another instance, two districts are spending the same amount
per pupil, but one is levying school taxes at seven times the rate ofthe other.

There are further examples along the same line in the footnotes to
the Serrano versus Priest decision which I am sure you have ,all seencopies of.

PROPERTY TAX BACKBONE OF SCHOOLS

The property tax continues to be the backbone of public school
finance and provides over one-half the revenue used to finance public
schools in most of the United States today. And those were one-half
of the property tax revenues that goes into financina the schools.

Inequalities in the distribution of the property tlx basethat is,
inequalities in the distribution of wealth among jurisdictionsac-
counts for a significant part of the unequal distribution of spending
on schools.

Little is being done by Federal, 'State, and local governments to
eliminate or substantially reduce these inequalities. Federal distribu-
tions of educational funds do little to Compensate for interstate ine-
qualities. Attempts by some States to distribute school aid in, an
inverse .relationship to available local property tax resources have, as
a whcle, failed to compensate fnr intrastate inequalities.

And generally, nothing is clone to equalize property tax base re-
sources among independent jurisdictions located within the same
metropolitan area.

Within some of the larger cities, the poorer areas suffer from a
combination of discriminatorily high property taxes and discrimina-
torily low public services, especially in the schools. Th'is particular

'See Part laD, Appendix a.
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Property tax 'discrimination was identified in a study d one a few years
ago by Dr.'Henry 'Aaron and myself. Data Used was for the city, of

BoSton.
Senator MONDALE. If You would yield' there, is it fair to say by way

of 'generalization that whether one is looking at interstate differences,
interdistrict differences .within the State, or differences between rich
and poor areas within a school district, it is almost uniformly the
case that the richer areas have the most money-and the poorer areas
have the least?

Dr. OLDMAN. That iS not only true, but correspondingly the aluount
spent .on public schools is areater in these richer districts and richer
States than is the case in trie poorer oneS.

'EDUCATION MONEY SPENT INVERSE TO NEED

Senator MONDALE. So that the money for education today is flowing
inversely to the need.

Dr. OLDMAN. Exactly.
In the study for the city of Boston, while the discriminatorily high

property tax burdens in the Roxbury section of Boston may have
Occurred at least in part as the result of lethargic administrative prac-
tices rather than conscious discrimination against either the poor or
the black, the fact of discrimination nevertheless appears demon-
strated in the study. The study itself was published in the National
Tax Journal in 1965:

Current litigation may resolve thiSproperty tax problem in Boston.
Similarly, pending litigation growing ont of MissisSippithat

the case involving the town of ShaW, the Department versus the Town of

Shawplus, the litiff.ation in California to compel equal expenditure
per Student in schools within a State, may, be a start toward solving
the other side of thiS particular, prOblemhamely, discriminatorily
Varying levels of public services to different areas within a given city.

The recent California decision in Serrano versus .Priest has high-
lighted for the entire 'American pnblie the concern over upequal
edncational facilities caused by inequalitY ia the distributioa oflwopT
arty tax', base. How-ever, in My stateinent today; I Wish to emphasi0
that the courts;deSpite the CalifOrnia decision', are not likely to provide
the- solution to the general probleM. CoUrts may strike down bad

systems, but, will not design and order good ones.
'LegiSlatiVe solutions, particiilarVat the State level, will be required

if there iS tO be tithely chalive in adeqiiate amount
Senator -NIOND4i,E. Would 3 ou.3,ield there? .

Dr. OLDMAN. Surely. .

Senator MONDALE. Now; the 'Sernino caSe' goeS back --to the' trial
court. If the court finds the facts substantiate the plea of the plaintiffs,
presumably some remedy' will flow. What kind of remedies or remedy
would .flow conceivably or, logically from a, finding that the plaintiff
made his case on the Serrano principle? .

Would itprohibit the payment of programs, by.the States, State aid,
in sOme way, or hoW Would the court fashion a remedy to achieVe 'the
objeCtive of the Serrano principle?

11 1 1;1Dr. OLDMAN. I have not yet tried to think out* a__ Lie possi
remedies which the plaintiffs might reqnest as well as the pOSSible
reMedies which the court Might grant. But let me suggest one atleast.

k4:'" 2 3
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If the State of California Supreme Court when the case comes
back up again looks at the facts and decides thatit still wants to take
action to support its original decision, then one line of approach might
be that used in New Jersey in the property tax equalization field and
in some other Statesnamely, to issue prospective orders in the future
which would order the State to change the system to .bring about a
greater amount of inequality, in this case the financing of sChoOls.
But then leave a periodof perhaps 2 years or 3 years for the State to
work out its own solutions and then come back to the court. to see
whether or not the court will accept that as a reasonable approach to
the sohition to the problem.

Senator- MONDALE. In other words, the order would run to the
Governor, I suppose, and the other appropriate State officials, saying
it was found that the present system violated the Constitutionthat
they must shape remedies to aChieve this described objective. The
court would retain jurisdiction. Then, say, 2 to 3 years after the
legislature had had time to work on it, the court would take a look at
what alternatives it came up with.

Now, suppose the State did nothing except continue its present
program. Then what kind of remedy would the courts have? I assume
all they could do was prohibit what the State was doing in some way.

DIFFICULT PROBLEM To REMEDY

Dr. OLDMAN. This is one of the kinds of problems I. do not really
like to think about. It is difficult to imagine a suitable remedy. To my
mind, the possibility of that happening at the verY least, of course,
allows the court to oive an extension of the deadline which I suppose
is the mostlikely fut;t act.

But I also suppose that the posSibility of that eventuality is one of
the reasons why this committee ,and the Congress is and should be
giving consideration to developing measures which might make that
eventuality unlikely to.come about.

Senator MONDALE. I think in general the courts are really the
inappropriate agency to deal with the equities.of school finance and
school desegregation. Every time we abandon our public policy rule
here in the Congress and leave the courtS. -alone, they are left with
reallY inadequate ranges of remedies to do the right kind of sensitive
job. .

I think the, whole desegration field has-badly suffered because of the
failure Of the CongresS and State interests. and Others to do their.part
of the job. That is, I 'think what you. are S'aying here-,.'WhatOrer the
constitutional principle, siirely the PrinciPles of social equity should
require a broad reform of school financing..,

.
LEGISLATIVE ACTION

Dr. OLDMAN. Perhaps the great service of the courts in this issue is
to alert people to the concern of the Courts and ,the willingness of, the
courts to enter into the fray. And that might be one of the important
prods to legislative action which quite clearly is needed to work out
careful solutions. .

Senator MONDALE. I think it is quite clearly an additional strong
argument for those who are proposing reform 'to' saY this may not
only'be the proper social policy, but it may alSo be a legal imperative
as well. That is a nice additional arguinent.

c 24
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Dr. OLDMAN. There is nothing like having the law on your side to
win a case even before a legislative body.

Senator MONDALE. It is nice to be able to say you should do this,
and if you do not, you have to anyway.

Dr. OLDMAN. Exactly. And that, I think, is what the California
courts are trying to tell us. We do not know yet what the Supreme
Court will do on this. I suspect that it may be a good period of time
before we get a full view of what the Supreme Court's response is
aoina to be-. So that the time for legislative action, certainly, is ripe
at t16ie present moment.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you.
Dr. OLDMAN. The legislative solutions as we have just concluded,

particularly at. the State level, in addition tf-? the congressional level,
will be, required, if thcre is to be timely change in adequate amount.

One approach, exemplified in proposals in the States of . Maine,
Michigan, and Vermont, is to finance public schools through the levy
of a statewide property tax, uniform in rate and coveraff6e. The
approach can be implemented by State collection and operation, or
by local collection with State supervision and equalization where
necessary.

MASSACHUSETTS PROPOSAL

Another approachthat proposed by the Massachusetts Master
Tax Plan Commission last fallembraces two features. First, the
percentage of State and local tax revenues to be raised by the prop-
erty tax would be limited to a ceiling figureabout 40 percent.

simultaneously, a uniform basic rate of property tax would be
levied throughout the State. The proceeds of this levy plus other
State revenues would go into a fund which would be distributed
entirely to local governments. The local aid fund would be of an
amount equal to 80 percent of all local government expenditures in
the State during the preceding year; and would be distributed to the
local governments by per capita and other formulas designed to have
an equalizing effect.

This: approach is broader than the statewide school property tax
approach because it tends to equalize the tax burden of all local
government expenditures.rather than just:school expenditures, and it
restricts the growth of the property tax. . .

The Massachusetts proposal :permits local governments to :levy
additional amounts of property tax for local government use. But only
a part of. the revenue, raised by, the additional tax levy inures :to the
benefit :of the taxing. locality. The rest becomes , available ;for:State
distribution to poorer communities. The, effect is to spread throughout
the entire State the, benefits .of increased :property .tax:leyies in:well-
to-do communities. , ,

Thus, if a relatively wealthy community wishes: to: increase the
amount it. spends on its public, schools, it: will find:that some; of _the
increased levies made 'upon its .own,..taxpayers, will:be. employed to
finance increased services in othermunicipalities.
,.Senator MONDALE.: :Is that just a proposal:at this 1.)oint7...

OLDMAN: ,This is now a proposal.by a. bro adly, based commission
in terms of .the Politieal spectrum ,and interest:groups.: These Are their
tentative.,proposals. It has been announced that their final proposals
will be issued in a fourth report, supposedly fairly soon.
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I have no reason to doubt that they will repeat this particular pro-
posal in their final proposal, but I have no information in any case one
way or the other.

It should be emphasized that a fair system of educational financ-
ing

Let me backtrack for a second. I did bring along an extp, copy o f
that Massachusetts report, and perhaps it may be of some use to the
committee if I leave even the tentative proposals here.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much.
Dr. OLDMAN. I will set these down for that purpose:
It should be emphasized that a fair system of educational financina

need not jeopardize traditional educational interests at the local lever.
I have just noted that, under the Massachusetts proposal, a community
may still make a decision to spend somewhat more or less on education
than its neighbors.

Moreover, uniform property tax burdens throughout a State need
not threaten decentralized decisionmaking. A community may stil,
administer its own schools and make decisions on curriculum, facilitiesl
and teachers.

STATEWIDE PROPERTY TAX UNIFORMITY

There are still other important problems which statewide property
tax uniformity would help to solve. TNVo prime examples are metro-
politan fragmentation and the provision of low- and moderate-income
housing in outlying areas:

Most metropolitan areas consist of many small independent jurisdic-
tions clustered 'around a large city. Economies of scale often indicate
the desirability of fewer and 'larger jurisdictions with a resulting
decrease in :the overall per capita cost of Government services.

One barrier to governmental consolidation has been the inequality
of taX base resources. A'.counimnity with a relatively high' tax base
resiSts combination with a community having a relatively low tax
base since combination would increase the property tax burden -in
wealthier communities by. :more than the savings realized throngh
iedliced costs .of -consolidated aovernment.

Property tax reform Which'7diminished the significance of tax base
differentials would represent a sianificant step- in lowering fiscal
barriers. to .local government consolidation. movements.
.; Property tdx reform will also encourage the provision of low- and

Moderate4ncome housing in relatively high tax- base. communities.
Suburban Communities with high .tax bases resist demands for low;-
incoMe' housing because 'they expect that the units will not contribute
enough property 'tiix to pay for the increased governmental Services
needed by the low-income residents.

The new housing tinitS iequire the 'full range, of:urban services, the
most costly of which is likely to' be schoels..As a result,.these locahties
currently encourage:lbw density, high-valued land Uselnxnry hous-
ing, clean industry, and shOpping centers.

If one wanted, ta.fin&examples of coMmunitieS, I think one only
has to look in the siibitrban range of almost any major lar_ge citY in
the country :today to find the failure:to build' low.-income housing in
snbstantial amounts. Even in areas where State programs have
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offered the local community funds .to make up in part for the addi-
tional drain on the property- tax, even in those cases, one finds com-
munities reluctant to invite low-mcome housing in.

But at least they have the argument in a number of communities
it is going to be costly to them, why should this particular local
community be asked to bear the burdens of low-income housing when
those burdens are not distributed evenly throughout the State.

The same data that is in Serrano versus Priest, for public school
financing, the same data that is in the Weiss studies, is the data that
supports the disparities in property tax base which lead to discrimina-
tion against having a low-income housing.

Senator MONDALE. Now, while that argument by a suburban
community may mask racial views, in fact, standing on its own, there
is an argument there, is there not? As long as that local community
depends primarily upon real estate taxes to fund its services including
schools, to permit substantial numbers of low-income families in
public housing or in low-income housing would not generate much by
the way of taxes. They will, in fact, probably have a net deficit to
pick up through the taxes on others to pay for their education.

That is undeniably true, is it not?
Dr. OLDMAN. There are a few States, such as Massachusetts, which

are trying to work out programs which would compensate for this
property tax deficit so to speak.

Senator MONDALE. But they have not worked it out.
Dr. OLDMAN, But it is not really worked out fully.
Senator MONDALE. We tried a couple of things. The Eagleton

amendment which is now law provides impact aid fin the children in
public housing units as well as military facilities. If it were fully funded,
that would mean $600 to $700 a head. That, too, I. believe would be

helpful.
'But all that ie trying to correct basically is, the inequitable tax
structure which is based on the vagaries of the present real estate tax
eysterh. .

Dr. OLDMAN. Exactly.' And if, Federal and State measures would
compensate for these vagaries, then a local community- would be faced
quite squarely with the problem of discrimination. And mime consti-;

tutional questions might then be. raised if they ,reject offers of low-
income housing when the only reason is to avoid association with low-
income people or people of different racidl background.

UNIFORM TAX, ELIMINATES ,OBJECTIONS

. If property tax burdens were uniform throughout the State, how-
ever, and distribution of the proceeds,were made on an equitable basis,

the fiscal objections to low-income housing would largely disappear
as we have just .noted. Without ,any, increase in taxes, the per pupil
educational expenditures in suburban, areas, for example, could be
kept at the same levels as before the addition of the low-incomehousing

to the community.. , ;

The principal point I have made so far is that statewide equaliza-
don of property tax burdens is' an S important forward step in solving
the problem of inequality of educational opportunity:' It is by, no
means the entire solution. It does mit assure a sound distribution Of
spending on schools or other public servkes;. nor, does it assure the
best possible distribution of tax burdens among the people of a State.

-gt7
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Far more attention, than has been given to date, needs to be devoted
to designing intrastate distribution formulas; and, to developing the
continuous supply of the facts and data needed to apply formulas,
so as to produce the desired results.

Also, once statewide uniformity of property tax burdens is achieved,
then the substitution of fairer statewide taxes such as the personalincome tax for at least a part of the property tax becomes a practical

Senator MONDALE. If you will yield there, that statement implies
that in order to be in a position to substitute a progressive income taxas an alternative to property tax for school services, one must firsthave a statewide property tax in order to practically substitute onefor the other. Why could not a State say, "Well, now, we are going topick up 75 percent of the operating costs of schools," or somethingincrease State aids?

Dr. OLDMAN. Of course, in principle, it would be possible for aStatewhich, for example, say 50 percent of the property tax revenuesare used to finance the schoolsto adopt legislation which would
finance the schools by increased State taxes on progressive income, taxbase. That would lower the total property tax cdections by perhapsas much as 50 percent.

While that is possible in principle, it is not difficult to see the vastshift in tax burdens that is going to be brought about as a result ofsuch a switch,

SHIFT TO STATE PEASONAL INCOME-TAX"'. .

The question 'arises hoW does one practidally make that 'switch. Isit-done in one la* ,on 1 .day or. is it done by an orderly process ofchange in transition?
. And what I am suggesting here is that it is More likely .that we willget to the end result of the income tax as the source of school finance if

we first make the property tax largely one of statewide uniformity...If
one.has observed the: inerease in property tax burdensin a number, ofcommunities in the United States today, particularlY in our own areain.eastern Massachusettsibne would find rates of increase on the orderof 10,, :15, and:20,-percent per year. If state\Vide proPerty taxes 'are
levied,; it ought to be ,possible to reduce the-burden: of ,the. propertytax at rates like 10,_15, tO 20.percent a year and. gradually shiftit tothe personal income tax without causing an undue amount of windfallsor an undue amount of. hard-to,bear burden on gronns who will bereluctant to bear it.

Senator MONDALE; =If 'yOU'chodse 'your 'own tax structifre 'for fund-
.

ing!schoOls;!.which,:would'you prefera statewide property .tax levy
as its keY-source Or; a statewide personal inoome tax?

Dr. OLDMAN.. I have no ;hesitation in: suppOrting 'the :latter,' the
stateWide personal-income tax. :

Senator:MONDALE. And your reasons are?
Dr. OLDMAN. The fairer distribution of the burden among peoplein iecord with ability :tO pay: -.
I might add that have, no hesitation-in saying that a significant

part of that burden. also:being borne at the Federal !level in' order tO
distribute:that burden not only fairly among the people of the State,
but among the people of -the country -as 'a wholo. . .
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_Senator MONDALE. I will Want.to return to the interstate iSsue in a
minUte: .

Dr Though,great progress will have been made- through
the institution of these statewide tax 'and distributiOn measures, they
do not, eliminate fiscal disParities among the States,'For this, Federal
action is needed. Federal action is also needed fo induce and speed up
the needed .:intrastate tax and distribution reforms. ,The range, of
peSSible Federal roles, including the making of equalizing grants and
the' conditioning' of grants on 'State reforms, is broad. I do not knoW
how broad.'

To find out, I urge an immediate Federal research effort. With the
results of Such an effort, the MeMbers Of Congress will be equipped to
define and enact the Federal role in giving each child in this country a
Substantially equal, opportunity for!a decent education. .

Senator..MONDALF4. YOur propoSal seems to be that, though the
details. are 'unknown,. the Federal Government' could have a sub-
stantial grant program to edncation based on two' principles:

1. To try to equalize 'the, difference in Wealth between States,'
Which 'can' be ,Very 6tnigh; and

2. Try to condition subStantiat aid to .States On intrastate
systems which distribute resourceS fairly in the school 'system.

Dr. OLDAiAN. Exactly. .; . .

Senator MONDALE. You pass up the question as to hOw that Might
be done by saying.we,should,appoint a:commission.-We have one now,
have we not, on school finance?..We have a commission, at least, one
commisSion, on any given subj ea:going At any.. time., There are Ilk( ally
three or four. We have atleast one in- school finance :right now.

I do not .know whether:they are' dealing with this or nOt.
sUggeetion. any 'event, Senator,' is:much less One

of aPpointing,of a, commissiOn.1 ain aware Of- cemmissions Workingin
and: around this .area. The: problem. is :to .get the remainder of the job
of research 'done: It is'being donoin part by the Advisory ComMission
on, In tei govemmen tal, Relations:. 'It .has not. had,the, Opportunitylo
finish the job.

There are..other. Government agencies. And there is alsO the pos
sibility 'of: a cimgressionally.- organized research 'effort?-which
bring together the varied and, many strains of :thinking that fire:being
Carried ont,Iare beingdOne,,on.this 'subject today:The', problem now
is. to :get the ideas together in. 4 packago:and see what the 'full'
range of:',possibilities',:are, cOnvert them into some ','judgmentS,'"and
eStimateS. Of 'What 'the 'impact would be- se that sOnie-ehoiec. 'can'bO
made among. them.

FEDERAL ROLE IN. REDUOING INTERTATE. DIPARiTIES

SentitOi:MoismAiE.. Do you not see a. 'strong Federal role needed:to
asSiSt 'in these interstate' wealth differeficeS? I. think today . the' per
capita 'eXpenditure ' of New York 'State is sornething .like $1;250' 'per
student, and' in Mississippi .approxiMately -$400. So 'th46 'ratio is, 3,to' 1.
- Dr. OLtMkN: 'Some of 'thosodifferenceS are, Of course, 'aeconnted.for
by different levels of costs. But even when one adjusts:for those,- there
are still substantial interstate disparities. And there is a Federal role
in reducing those disparities.

49
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Senator MONDALE. I am increasingly of the view that these massive
central schoOl systethsNew York City; et ceteraiare virtually
unmanageable and that for the good of children we should have a.
policy to try to.encourage them to remain in rural areas, try to en-.
courage outmigration from -these central 'cities.

It seems one. of the central conditions of such a national policy must
be quality rural schools, quality schools in the smaller 'communities.

.And this has relevance particularly, it seems to me, for the poor
Southern States which Can tax their citizens to death . and still net
generate enough money for really moderate quality education Would
you agree with that?

Dr..OLDMAN. I agree, certainly, with the basic.idea and the basic
theme. I think that the Problem is, if one just glances at the vast
output of work of, the education specialist in recent yeai-s, a, consider-
able amount of disagreement amOng theth as. to What the meaning .of
quality is, what the meaning of the equality as Well as,quality is.

These problems of educational technolbgy, of educational philoso-
phy, are ones that continue to deserve at least as much attention as
they are now o'etting, but that diStintt-3, these 'differences 6f opinion,
should not dater us from at least bringing about some .equality in the
one thing thalwe Clan do which is to equalize the resources, the money,
that goes into the education 'of people throughout eaeh State and more
or. less throughout the country.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF :OLIVER ,OLDMAN

Studies which set forth the unequal geographic diStribtitibu of the property tax
base 'as a source of public schoOl financing are' well knewn, and I will not sUm-
marize them in any detail here.I. Unequal !distribution' of. property tax resources
exists among the separate taxing jurisdictions within. metropolitan areas, the
jnrisdictions within a state, aud among the States. Examples of distributional
extremes were 'presented in a recent study done for the Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston. In one state there exist tvindistriots which haye the.same sChool tax'iates,
but one is spending three times as much per pupil as the other. In another instance
twa districts are spending the same amount per pupil, but one is,levying school
taxes at seven times the rate Of the other.? The .property_tax . continues to be
the backbone Of public school finance and *vides 'over ono-half the revenue
used to finance public schools in most of the United States today'.8 InequalitieS
in the distribdtion of the property tax base, that is, inequalities in the. distribdtion
of, wealth 'among jurisdictions,, accounts for a significant part of the unequa dis-
tribution' of spending on schools.

Little is being done by Federal, state and leéal goVernments to eliminate 'or
Substantially reduce these inequalities:. Federal'distributimis of educational fUnds
de 'little . to compensate for. Interstate inequalities: Attempts by sOMe .states to'
distribute school aid in an inverse relationship ,to . ayailable' loual property . tax
resOnrces have as a 'whole failed to-compensate fOr intraetate inequalities. And

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations Meal Balance in the' American' Feder:al SySteM
(1957), especially Volume 2, Metropolitan Fiscal Disparities.

--State Aid to Local Government (1969).
Urban Amerka and the Federal.System (1969). . . . . .

Stollen J. Weiss, Existing Disparities in Public School Finance and Proposals for Reform, Research report
to the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston No. 46, February 1970. A summary of the Weiss monograph, with
data and suggestions for change:wns printed in tho Januory/February,1070 issue' of :the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston's New England Economic Review under, the titlo.'"rho,Need for,Chango, in State Public
Scheel Finance Systems." Copies of this issue aro attaeiled:''

Coons, Cluno and Sugorman,. "Educational Opportunity''; A Workable Constitutional Test for State
Financial Structures". 57 Calif. Law Review 305 (1969).

Coons, Private WeaRh and Public'Education (Camlwidge: Harvard UniversitY Press, 1070)-
2Weiss, op. cit., page 23. Soo also the examples for the state Of California in Serrano v. Priest, 96 Cal. Rptr.

601(1971).
3 Wdss, op. cit., page 8. : .
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generally, nothing is done to equalize property tax base resources among inde-
pendent urisdictions located within the same metropolitan area.

Within some of the larger cities the poorer areas suffer from a combination of
discriminatorily high property taxes and discriminatorily low public ser vices,
especially in the schools. This particular property tax discrimination was identi-
fied in a study done a few years ago by Dr. Henry Aaron and myself. Data used
was for the city of Boston.4 TVhile the discriminatorily hi,gh property tax burdens in
the Roxbury section of Boston may have occurred at least in part as the result
of lethargic administrative practices rather than conscious discrimination against
either the poor or the black, the fact of discrimination nevertheless appears
demonstrated. Current litigation may resolve this property tax problem in Boston.
Similarly, pending litigation growing out of Mississippi,5 plus the litigation in
California to compel equal expenditure per student in schools within a state,
may.be a start toward solving the other side of this particular problem, dis-
criminatorily varying levels of public services to different areas within a given
ci ty.

The recent California decision in Serrano v. Priest has highlighted for the entire
American public the concern over unequal educational facilities caused by in-
equality in the distribution of property tax base.° However, in my statement
today I wish to emphasize that the courts, despite the California decision, are
not hi ely to provide the solution to the general problem. Legislative solutions,
particularly at the state level, will be required if there is to be timely change in
adequate amount.

One approach, exemplified in proposals in the states of Maine Michigan, and
Vermont, is to finance public schools through the levy of a staiewide property
tax uniform in rate and coverage. The approach can be implemented by state
collection and operation or by local collection with state supervision and equaliza-
tion where necessary.

Another approach, that proposed by the Massachusetts Master Tax Plan
Commission last fall, embraces two features.7 First, the percentage of state and
local tax revenues to be raised by the property tax would be limited to a ceiling
figure, about forty percent. Simultaneously, a uniform basic rate of property
tax would be levied throughout the state. The proceeds of this levy (plus other
state revenues) would go into a fund which would be distributed entirely to
local governments. The local aid fund would be of an amount equal to eighty per
cent of all local government expenditures in the state during the preceding year and
would be distributed by per capita and other formulas designed to have an
equalizing effect. This approach is broader than the statewide school property
tax approach because it tends to equalize the tax burden of all local government
expenditures rather than just school expenditures, and it restricts the growth of
the property tax.

The Massachusetts proposal permits local governments to levy additional
amounts of property tax for local government use. But only a part of the revenue
raised by the additional tax levy inures to the benefit of the taxing locality. The
rest becomes available for state distribution to poorer communities. The effect is to
spread throughout the entire state the benefits of increased property tax levies in

well-to-do communities, Thus, if a relatively wealthy community wishes to in-
crease the amount it spends on its public schools, it will find that some of the
increased levies made upon its own taxpayers will be employed to finance in-
creased services in other municipalities.

It should be emphasized that a fair system of educational financing need not
jeopardize traditional educational interests at the local level.1 have just noted
that, under the Massachusetts proposal, a community may still make a decision
to spend somewhat more or less on education than its neighbors. Moreover, uni-

form property tax burdens throughout a state need not threaten decentralized
decisionmaking. A community may still administer its own schools and make
decisions on curriculum, facilities, and teachers.

There are still other important urban problems which statewide property tax
uniformity would help to solve. Two prime examples are metropolitan fragmenta-
tion and the provision of low and moderate income housing in outlying areas.

Most metropolitan areas consist of many small independent jurisdictions clus-
tered around a large city. Economies of scale often indicate the desirability of

4 Oldman and Aaron "Assessment-Sales Ratios under the Boston Property Tax" 18 National Tax Journal

36 (March, 1965): reprinted and partly updated 4 Asarnort Journal 13 (April, 1960).
I Hawk inn v. Town of Show, 437 F. 2nd 1286 (5th Cir. 1970) (petition for re-hearing en bane has been granted).
I 96 Cal. Rptr. 601 (Supreme Court of California, In Bank, August 30, 1971).
r Massachusetts Senate, Tentatiae Propotale for Master Tax Plan for the Commonwealth (October, 1970).

08-412 0-71pt. 18B-3 3
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fewer and larger jurisdictions, with a resulting decrease in the overall per capita
cost of government services. One barrier to governmental consolidation has been
the inequality of tax base resources. A community with a relatively high tax
base resists combination with a community having a relatively low tax base,
since combination would increase the property tax burden in wealthier com-
munities by more than the savings realized through reduced costs of government.
Property tax reform which diminished the significance of tax base differentials
would represent a significant step in lowering fiscal barriers to local government
consolidation movements.

Property tax reform will also encourage the provision of low and moderate
income housing in relatively high tax base communities. Suburban communities
with high tax bases resist demands for low income housing because they expect
that the units will not contribute enough property tax to pay for the increased
governmental services needed by the low income residents. The new housing units
require the full range of urban services, the most costly of which is likely to be
schools. As a result, these localities currently encourage low density, high-valued
land use: luxury housing, clean industry, and shopping centers. If property tax
burdens were uniform throughout the state, however, and distribution of the
proceeds were made on an equitable basis, the fiscal objections to low income
housing would largely disappear. Without any increase in taxes, the per pupil
educational expenditures in suburban areas, for example, could be kept at the
same levels as before the addition of the low income housing.

The principal point I have made so far is that statewide equalization of property
tax burdens is an important forward step in solving the problem of inequality of
educational opportunity. It is by no means the entire solution. It does not assure
a sound distribution of spending on schools or other public services; nor does it
assure the best. possible distribution of tax burdens among the people of a state.
Far more attention than has been given to date needs to be devoted to designing
intrastate distribution formulas and to developing the continuous supply of the
facts and data needed to apply formulas so as to produce the desired results.
Also, once statewide uniformity of property tax burdens is achiel,ed, then the
substitution of fairer statewide taxes, such as the personal income tax, for at
least a part of the property tax becomes a practical possibility.

Though great progress will have been made through the institution of these
statewide tax and distribution measures, they do not eliminate fiscal disparities
among the states. For this, federal action is needed. Federal action is also needed
to induce and speed up the needed intrastate tax and distribution reforms. The
range of possible federal roles, including the making of equalizing grants and the
conditioning of grants on state reforms, is broad. I do not know how broad. To
find out, I urge an immediate federal research effort. With the results of such
an effort, the members of Congress will be equipped to define and enact the
federal role in giving each child in this country a substantially equal opportunity
for a decent education.

Senator MONDALE. I am going to have to take a short recess. We
are havm g a short debate on the filibuster role, and I will be back in
about 20 minu tes.

(Whereupon, a recess was taken.)
Senator MONDALE. I am very sorry to keep you waiting.
Our next witnessand if your schedule permits, you can stayis

Mr. Allen D. Manvel, consultant on Government Finance, Washing-
ton, D.C.

If you will proceed.

STATEMENT OF ALLEN D. MANVEL, CONSULTANT ON GOVERNMENT
FINANCE AND STATISTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. MANVEL. Thank you.
I. appreciate the opportunity to appear before your committee.

And like Dr. Oldman, I will work pretty directly from the written
statement I have prepared as a matter of brevity and clarity.

My remarks draw upon 35 years of close working concern with
taxation and governmenta1 finances: First with the Illinois Depart-
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ment of Finance where I concentrated especially on State aid to
schools, then with the U.S. Bureau of the Budget, then for 2 decades
at the Census Bureau in charge of its governmental statistics program,
and more recently with the National Commission on Urban Problems
and the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations.

OBSERVATIONS

I should like to offer eight observations as to the implications of the
recent California court decision about public school financing:

1. It is the extent of reliance upon localized financing rather
than the use of the property tax as such that lies at the heart of
the problem the court tacklednamely, an unwarranted linkage
between affluence and available school resources. This is evident
if one considers what would have been found if local school
districts in California had been required to rely for their primary
support upon local sales or income taxes rather than local proper-
ty taxation. Various local districts would have undoubtedly
exhibited a wide range in per-pupil tax capacity on either of these
other bases, as they do in the case of property values.

2. It thus seems likely that the decision, if it is upheld, will
greatly speed the present generally gradual trend toward the
substitution of State financing for local financing of public
schools. Already, there is substantial State financing in a number
of States beaded by Hawaii and North Carolina.

The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
has gone on record in favor of primary State responsibility for
public school financing. Increased Federal aid, either in the form
of grants for schools or general revenue sharing, might fill some of
the gap resulting from a loss of locally supplied school money,
but such aid can hardly be expected, I believe, in the near future
to make up more than a minor fraction of the total sum involved.

3. In nearly every State, such a local-to-State shift of financing
responsibility would involve a relatively large amount of money
with a strong potential impact on the existing fiscal situation.
This can be illustrated in nationwide terms by reference to data
for fiscal 1969. If all the State governments that year had carried
the school financing load being borne by local governments, they

iWould have had to ncrease total State government expenditure
by about 30 percenta sum amounting to nearly, half their total
tax revenue that year, or toll% times all their general sales tax
collections, or to more than double all their personal, income tax
collections.

This bears on the point that was previously discussed with Dr.
Oldmannamely, that however desirable a. change in this direction
may be, there is a very large set of magnitudes inVolved in most States.

4. Much of the prospective extra State ,financing seems likely
to be drawn from new statewide property taxes, imposed in lieu
of traditional local school property taxes.

I believe I understand that your committee was to hear yesterday
from Mr. Coons, one of the attorneys for the plaintiff in the Oalifornia
Case.

'Senator MONDALE. We did.
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Mr. MANVEL. And I also understand that in a recent letter to the
New York Times, he outlined an alternative device by which the
requirements of the court decision could be met through a system
that permitted local school districts to continue to impose their own
particular property tax rates, with State-determined surplus amounts
of the yield in affluent districts going to the State.

Senator MONDALE. It is not exactly clear to me how the city fathers
in an affluent district will support increased tax levies when it is
understood the money goes to other people.

STATEWIDE PROPERTY TAX

Mr. MANVEL. Well, I agree that is one of the reasons it seems to me
somewhat more realistic, rather than this type of device to become
very widespread and very important fiscally, to expect the simpler
type of thing, the shift to primary reliance upon State-imposed
taxes.

On the other hand, it is an interesting question. Some people may
very well feel that it is not as in the past, when the choice was an
unfettered one, and that otherwise there would be some further loss of
direct localized control over the level of financing for schools, perhaps
that type of an alternative will have more appeal than it has had in
the past.

In any event, in my view, such a development of an increased
reliance upon a statewide property tax for schools is not only
probable, but at least in many or most States to a large extent
desir able:

(a) because the alternative, involving an attempt to rely
heavily upon other types of State tax sources (which have
widely been increased in recent years), would push them
greatly upward, in many instances to undesirable levels;
and

(b) because a failure to substitute State for local property
taxes would involve large windfall gains to property owners.

For example, one highly qualified analyst has estimated that
in the absence of some offsetting action, the elimination of prop-
erty taxes now imposed for school purposes in California would

.increase land values in that State by about one-fifth,, obviously
providing a great bonanza to persons in a position to sell real
estate there.

5. These developments make even more evident the strong
concern which State governments should have, but now often
fail to evidence, for a sound and equitable system of property
taxation.

As was pointed out nearly a decade ago in a landmark study
on property taxation prepared for the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations by Drs. Frederick L. and Edna
Bird, the States' concern for good property tax arrangements
has been obscured by the fact that since the 1930's, relatively
few State governments have made direct use of the pneral
property tax for their own fmancing, but have left this revenue
source to be used entirely bylocal governments.

But if the States, as I anticipate, return again to the imposition
of statewide review for public school financing, the problems and
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inequities that now result from intrenched faulty assessment
systems will show up even more sharply than they do now, as
matters that should receive State attention.

PROPERTY TAX ADVICE

6. There is no dearth of well-considered advice on some of
the major steps that should be taken to improve property tax
arrangements. A specific set of proposals on this score was
developed by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations as an outgrowth of the Birds' study.

In particular, the Commission called for State constitutional,
legislative, and administrative action with regard to the legal
coverage of the property tax, the assignment of responsibility for
assessment, qualifications for assessors, the level of assessment
and its measurement and reporting, and taxpayer remedies against
discriminatory treatment.

In 1968, the National Commission on Urban Problems, the
so-called Douglas Commission, generally endorsed the ACIR
proposals and added some others. While qualified observers may
differ on some details of these recommendations and as to how
far or fast it may be possible to go, I believe most of them would
agree that the steps proposed are very much in the right direction.
I would strongly urge that your committee give careful considera-
tion to the ACIR and Douglas Commission proposals.

7. Although the task of property tax reform clearly rests
above all and most directly with the State governments, there is a
strong national inerest involved. Most fundamentally, this
interest appears where, as in the California case, the financing
arrangements of State and local governments fail to meet the
constitutional requirement of equal protection of the laws.

But there is also a national interest in the effectiveness of govern-
mental institutions as such, including those at the State and local level.
Where the latter, as now all too widely in the case of the property tax,
clearly fail to meet urgent needs, the pressure mounts for the Federal
Government to somehow take over or at least to adopt ameliorative
measures.

Yet, its ability to do so is often hampered, in turn, by underlying
deficiencies at the State and local level. To cite but one example with
which I have had some direct familiarity: any effort to devise a Federal
revenue-sharing system that would include reasonable adjustments on
account of geographic differences in fiscal capacity and effort is vastly
handicapped because it is so hard to obtain from property tax records
as now maintained, meaningful data on the actual market value of
taxable property in various areas.

8. Careful further exploration is needed of ways by which the
Federal Government might stimulate State action toward the
much-needed reordering of their property tax arrangements.
One obvious useful Federal role, of course, concerns the assembly
and reporting of basic statistics in this field, along the lines that
are modestly reflected in the taxable property phase of the periodic
Census of Governments.

Some major nationwide studies such as that by the Birds and
the Brookings Institution volume by Prof. Dick Netzer took
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advantage to an important extent of the census findings. Related
State studies have also increased and improved in recent years.
But much more is needed.

It is far from obvious to me what additional kinds of Federal action
might be most feasible and productive. One proposal of the Douglas
commission was that the Federal Government help to finance State-
conducted assessment-ratio studies. Perhaps this approach might be
broadened, for example, with Federal cost-sharing made available to
assessing jurisdictions that meet particular standards of size and
professional staffing, or for particular types of assessment and property
taxing processes.

EXPENSE NOT MAIN FACTOR

No doubt lethargy and other factors rather than expense have been
the main reasons for the limited extent to which States have improved
their traditional property tax arrangements. But perhaps the avail-
ability of conditional Federal aid would tip the scale toward reform.

In considering this or other possible kinds of Federal legislation, I
am sure your committee would benefit by advice from the staff of the
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, and of such
organizations as the National Association of Tax Administrators, and
the International Association of Assessing Officers.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much for a most useful contri-
bution.

I gather that you come down very hard on the side of a reform
statewide property tax base for the financing of schools within, you
might say, the Serrano principle. And I gather that Professor Oldman
much preferred the State income tax approach.

Did I understand you correctly?
Mr. OLDMAN. I am not sure that we would be in any disagreement,

given a sufficient period of time to reach the same end. I, too, indi-
cated that as of the present time, I think that the statewide property
tax represents probably the most useful next step to be adopted in the
overall fiscal reform of financing public education. But I see still
further steps along the road.

Senator MONDALE. If the Federal Government tried to engage itself
in reforming all the problemsassessments, evaluations, and exemp-
tionsin the local property taxes, it just seems to me we would never,
never solve them. Plus, is not the real estate taxin my opinion
just one old common law indication of wealth and an outmoded one
today? There are people who are very wealthy who have very little
real estate.

It seems to me the income tax is a much fairer way and a cheaper
way to tax wealth. Is it not?

PERSONAL INCOME TAX

Mr. MANVEL. I think that I would agree with Dr. Oldm an in feeling
a strong preference on grounds of equity for heavy reliance on personal
income taxation rather than property taxation. But I would make three
comments:

First, the equity of personal income taxation in concept exceeds that
that we have been able to achieve in practice, as reflected by the
problems and the loopholes of the Federal income tax structure.

3 G., c,
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Second, it is far less ideal than it sounds at first glance. And by the
same token, I would say that the property tax is less undesirable in
potential than it is in actual fact.

And third, I would add the fact that the property tax is already a
very large producer of governmental revenue in the United States.

, So finally, the point Dr. Oldman was emphasizing, moving from
where we are to where we prefer to be is not a thing that is likely to be
or can be extremely drastic, without involving great costs or windfalls
that I think we would all agree would be unfortunate.

Senator MONDALE. Dr. Oldmanl in your opinion, does the Serrano
decision have risks in terms of possibly creating kind of a dull, uniform
school system statewide? I think it is quite clear that there are school
districts that are fabulously wealthy and which can produce incredible
amounts of revenue on low effort. And there are school districts that
are just the reverse. It is a verycruel and unfair thing.

And yet, many of those rich school districts have magnificent
school systems for their childrenwhat I would hope every child
would have in this country.

Might it be that the Serrano principle, if moved to some kind of uni-
form State structure, might lift the poor districts up slightly and pull
the quality districts down greatly and then just have kind of a dull
public school system? In effect, ale rich would go increasingly to pri-
vate schools, and the poor would be left with the second-rate system
and no alternative.

RESPONSE OF WEALTHIER COMMUNITIES

Dr. OLDMAN. I think that point of view is one that has to be taken
into account. However, I think it underestimates seriously the extent
to which our wealthier communities would be willing to devote addi-
tional resources to the school finance problem even if, for example,
half of every additional dollar they put into it goes to some other
community.

The wealthier communities are not yet really pushed very bard at
all as indicated by all of the studies that have been done in terms of
putting money into the schools.

It seems to be, nevertheless, quite clear that these communities are
concerned about their schools and would go pretty far before they
would let their quality deteriorate.

One would hope that a strong push toward equalityand I think
there is a substantial likelihood that would happenwould result in
the raising of the levels of spending on schools to the levels now being
spent in the most expensive schools rather than reducing the better
ones down to some mediocre average.

Last winter, I had occasion to talk to a very large group of people
from 'Wellesley, Mass., one of our better heeled communities, about
the master tax plan proposal for Massachusetts which I outlined
earlier. And I pointed out to them that it would mean that the
Wellesley people would have this problem of maintaining the quality
of their schools which they could do only by taxing themselves much
more heavily than previously and being prepared to let a portion of
that increase go to finance schools in other districts.

And as near as I could tell in the open discussion that took place at
the end of that meetingand there were perhaps 750 to 1,000 people
thereis the general sentiment was that they were prepared to do
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that. They were prepared to live up to the responsibility that they
thought that they faced.

Senator MONDALE. Where is that?
Dr. OLDMAN. Wellesley, Mass.
Senator MONDALE. Is that a college town?
Dr. OLDMAN. It does ha ve Wellesley College in it, a well-known

girls' school, has financial characteristics, some say, to Newton,
Mass.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very, very much for a most useful
presentation.

This concludes our testimony for today on the issues of "Inequality
in School Finance," which will continue tomorrow.

(Remainder of testimony given by Mr. Edward Fort on September
29, 1971, appears in Part 19B.)
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INEQUALITY IN SCHOOL FINANCE

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1971

U.S. SENATE
SELECT COMMITTEE ON

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Washington, D.C.

The Select Committee met at 10:18 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
1114, of the New Senate Office Building, the Honorable Walter F.
Mondale, chairman of the committee, presiding.

Pre.sent: Senators Mondale and Javits.
Staff members present: William C. Smith, staff director and gen-

eral counsel; Donn Mitchell, professional staff; and Leonard Strick-
man, minority counsel.

Senator MONDALE. The committee will come to order.
The committee continues this morning its hearings on school finance.

We are very pleased to have as our witness today Mr. Ralph Nader.
Good morning

STATEMENT OF RALPH NADER, PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH

GROUP, WASHINGTON, D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY JONATHAN ROWE,

ATTORNEY

Mr. NADER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With me today is Jonathan
Rowe, a lawyer who has been.working in the property tax area with us.

Thank you for the invitation to comment on the relation of local
property taxes to the lack of educational resources.

The property tax is still the mainstay of public school finances in
the United States. Local governments provide 52 percent of all pub-
lic school revenues in the country, and about 98 percent of that sum
comes from property taxes. So, m discussing property taxes, we are
talking in large measure about public education, and the resources
available to pay for it.

BURDEN AT BREAKING POINT

Today, most homeowners and small property owners know that all
too well. As property tax burdens have mounted almost to the break-
ing point, these taxpayers have attacked local school budgets and re-
jected school bond issues in self-defense. I was amazed to see how
serious the crisis is.

For example, in Findlay, Ohio, which is a city of about 33,000
people, the schools are scheduled to close in a month because the
voters voted down the school bond issue.

There would appear to be no more money in the property tax bill.
But that is not the case. There are literally billions of dollars in
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potential property tax revenues that State and local governments
have not begun to tap, and much of which they can tap simply by
enforcing the laws as they are already written. It is our estimatethat at least $7 billion ot property tax revenues can be collected
which have not been collected every year.

This is not to say that the property tax is a "good" tax, nor that itshould continue to be the backbone of the financing of public educa-tion. It is simply stating a fact. And this fact has implications for
any method of financing local education, whether through the propertytax or otherwise. The same interests that have turned the property
tax from a means of providing services to the public to a means of
serving themselves will be at work on any other taxing scheme that
is devised.

SPECIFIC REPRESENTATIVE OASES

I'111 going to deal with a number of specific cases, but I'd like to
say that these aro not unrepresentative cases. They are not really
gross deviations from what is occurring all over the country.

GARY, INDIANA

Gary, Ind., is in a fiscal crisist and the Gary schools are bearingthe brunt of it. They face a deficit of over $9 million, and othor city
services will meet substantial cuts. However, the city is not without
wealth. The country's largest steel producer, United States Steel,
has a major installation there, which could be the largest steel plantin the world. It comes close if it isn't.

Every Gary resident who breathes the air knows that it is there.But the city las not realized the benefits from United States Steel's
presence that it should. The property tax is the means Gary has forgetting its legitimate share of United States Steel's wealth. But
United States Steel has been stronger than Gary's property tax.

The company has a very self-accommodating arrangement in Gary.
Under Indiana law, industries present their own assessment to the
local assessor, who is supposed to check it by the means provided
him. But United States Steel withholds from the city any information
by which its assessment can be checked. It will not open its books
to the city controller or assessor, or even provide figures on capital
investments and depreciation schedules.

Gary, Indiana, assessor, Mr. Tom Fadell, claims he sent a C.P.A. toUnited States Steel's corporate headquarters in Pittsburgh to see acapital investment breakdown for the Gary works. They told the
C.P.A. they don't keep such breakdowns by individual plant location,
Mr. Fadell says. Yet, somehow United States Steel is aiole to provide
just such a breakdown for Los Angeles County in California. United
States Steel also refused to submit die data required b3r law for indi-
vidual building permits, since such data would reveal how much its
additions and improvements are worth. Instead, it decides how much
it owes for permit fees and writes the city a quarterly check.

I might say, Mr. Chairman, that the behavior of United States
Steel in Gary, Ind., almost bespeaks of a 19th-century retrograde
performances. I have never seen such raw repugnance and raw repudia-tion of local laws and the utterly futile attempt by local officials toenforce that law.
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Just as a minor aside, the steel plant is a massive polluter of the
whole city and the public health officer in Gary, Ind., had to go to
the extraordinary length of getting into his car, starting the siren,
heading for the gates of the plant in order to get in and sample some of
the water that is being polluted on the banks where United States
Steel has the plant. The corporate arrogance here has to be seen to
be believed.

The managers of the plants make a replar practice of calling any
local residentswho challenge the pollution and the lack of obeying
the property tax laws by United States SteelCommunists, Reds,
pinkos. You wouldn't think anything existed anymore at that level of
performance, but it so does involving one of the country's blue chip
corporations.

Needless to say, United States Steel has not been overly harsh in
assessing itself. Since 1962, it has put close to $1 billion worth of new
equipment into its Gary works, yet during that time its personal
property assessment has risen by only about 2.5 percent of that
amount, and its real property assessment has gone up far less than even
the amount it has revealed to the city building department in its
quarterly payments.

United States Steel is not the only underassessed industry in Gary.
In 1968, an Indiana State Tax Board audit of Calumet Township found
that 175 of the 18t businesses checked had been underassessed a total
of $32 million. tax board raised United States Steel alone $27
million. This underassessment has not only deprived the Gary schools
of revenues, it has actually burdened them with more costs.

The school district can issue bonds only up to a set percentage of its
total property tax assessment. After it reaches that limit it must
resort to more expensive means of financing. Gary has incurred millions
of dollars in extra school financing costs because underassessment of
business and industrial properties crimped its bonding limit to a much
smaller figure then it should have been.

And, of course, it is the small property owners who have borne the
crush. Since 1960, the average Gary homeowner's tax bill has tripled;
United States Steel's has gone up by one-third.

APPALACHIA'S STARVED SCHOOLS

If underassessment has helped to put the Gary schools into a bind,
it has literally starved the schools in Appalachia. Little needs to be
said here about poverty in Appalachia, but much should be said about
Appalachia's wealth. Appalachia, Dun's Review has said, suffers from
an "embarrassment of riches." It is one of the richest mineral regions
in the world.

In 1965, Kentucky alone still held about 27.8 of an original 35
billion recoverable tons of coal. Three hundred ninety-six million
dollaN worth of coal was mined out of Kentucky in 1968. There is so
much oil, coal, timber and gas in some parts of Kentucky that
30 attorneys have worked full-time in one Kentucky town of 6,000
just separating out the mineral rights to individual parcels.

But the people of Kentucky do not share in this wealth. It was
bought up by outside interests long ago for from 50 cents to $5 an
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acre. The list of owners now includes such names as United States
Steel, Bethlehem Steel, International Harvester, Ford Motor Co.,
and National Steel.

Mechanization, and especially strip mining, have meant that fewer
and fewer Kentuckians can even earn wages mining the land. And
since the coal owners virtually escape paying property taxes, the
imposed impoverishment of the coal regions is just about complete.

KNOTT COUNTY, KY.

As in Gary, the underassessment of coal begins with self-assessment.
Local assessors have no idea who owns what and how much it is
worth. The owners of the coal-bearing lands simply tell tAeir version
c)f what they own, where, and its value. And, as in Gary, the
ill-equipped, frequently untrained local assessors have no way to
check the owner's statement. The "tax commissioner" of Knott
County, Ky., described the process thus to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch:

_ The coal companies pretty much set their own assessments . . . We have no
system for finding out what they own. Like they may tell us they own 50 acres at
a certain place, when actually they own 500 acres . . If a company says an area
is barren or mined out, we have to accept it.

Or as one local tax commissioner told the Appalachian Lookout:
People (meaning coal companies) just paid what they thought they should.Still do, mostly.

PIKE COUNTY, KY.

This system is not exactly airtight. In fact, a good deal of rich coal
propertyone authority puts the figure at "tens of thousands of
acres"never gets onto the tax rolls at all. A factfinding team
appointed by the Pike County, Ky., school board in 1967 found that
40 to 60 percent of the county's land was either unlisted or under-
assessed. That year the Pike County schools had a deficit of almost
$113,000 and 45.3 percent of the people were below the poverty level.
Yet, at the same time, $65 million worth of coal was being haided out
of that very county.

While the Federal Government has spent millions to wage "war"
on poverti in Appalachia, an agency of the Government has helped
exploit Kentucky's failure to even get its coal property onto the
property tax rolls.

BELL COUNTY, KY.

According to the Kentucky lawyer-historian, Harry Caudill, author
of "Night Comes to the Cumberlands " the TVA a few years ago took
title to the land of a defaulting cotil supplier. In such cases, Mr.
Caudill says, the law requires the Tennessee Valley Authority to pay
taxes at the same rate that was paid during the 2 years before its
acquisition. But since, es it turned out, this land had never been
recorded or assessed, the former tax rate had been zero. So, now, we
are told, the TVA owns and pays no taxes on 8,800 acres of farm and
coal land in Bell County,Ky. And, meanwhile, Bell County is able to

ipay only 5.7 percent of ts public school costsa whopping $34 per
pupil per year.

But even when Kentucky coal land does get onto the tax rolls,
the owners, some of the largest and most profitable corporations in
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the Nation, pay hardly a pittance. And I quoteagain, that same
Louisville Courier-Journal in an article in 1965, "Thousands of acres

of coal land worth $200 to $300 an acre get on the assessment books

at $2 an acre."
KNOTT COUNTY, KY.

For example, National Steel Co. currently is developing a huge new

mining complex on 14,200 acres of coal land in Knott County. It is
building a large, ultramodern tipple and a preparation plant that is
expected to produce 1,250,000 tons of first-quality coal annually. A

new railroad is being built to get at this coal. The owner of this tract
of coal land, Elkhorn Coal Corp., has paid its shareholders a staggering

i35 percent of its gross receipts n dividends. Yet, Elkhorn Coal Corp.
has been paying Knott County taxes of leas than 22 cents per acre on

land so rich as to warrant the new railroad and preparation plant.

HARLAN COUNTY, KY.

Or consider Harlan County, where United. States Steel has strip-
mined the Big Black Mountain, the tallest in the State, into a "colossal

wreck." In 1966, more than $30 million worth of coal was mined out

of Harlan County, and United States Steel's subsidiary, United States
Coal and Coke, was the county's largest single producer. United
States Steel paid taxes of only $34,500 to the county on two producing

mines valuedprobably by itselfat $9,300,000.
In Arizona, United States Steel would have paid almost 10 times as

much on the same operation. With that much extra revenue from

United States Steel alone, Harlan County could have provided close

to twice the $41 per pupil it could afford in 1968 for education. Still
not much, but at least a start.

PERRY COUNTY, KY.

In Kentucky, property taxes levied are not always property taxes

paid. Several years ago a reporter from the Hazard, Ky., Herald

found that large mining companies *owed Perry County over $75,000

in back taxes. The New Yorlc Mining Co. alone owed over $4,200.

Apparently, the county was making no effort to collect.

TENNESSEE

And throughout Appalachia, the story is the same. The people

are poor, the schools are poor, but the owners of coal land enjoy a
property tax field day. Tennessee's five most prolific coal counties,
which produced 6 million tons of coal in 1970, are losing several
hundred thousand dollars per year in property tax revenues, according

to a study done at Vanderbilt University last summer. Coal land-
owners control over one-third of the total land area of the five counties,
but they provide less than 4 percent of the property tax revenues.
One owner collects royalties of $4,500 per week on land assessed at

e-$20 to $25 an acrthe same value the county assigns to unused

woodland and one-quarter of what it assesses farms!
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PATTERN SAME THROUGHOUT COUNTRY

The pattern continues across the country. Our files are filled, Mr.Chairman with examples and documentation of this explicit meansof corponite crime; this willful and knowing refusal to pay the mostbare minimum property taxes to support local services such aseducation.
MAINE

The largest and wealthiest corporations flout or evade the propertytax laws, victimizing the public schools. A report released recentlyby a team of law students led by Maine lawyer, Mr. Richard Spencer,disclosed that Maine has been losing over $1 million annually inproperty tax revenues because its timberlands are underassessed.
A.ccording to the repert, the State property tax division does not

even have a trained forester to check the work of the private appraisalfirm, James W. Sewall, Inc., that assesses the timberland undercontract. The president of that appraisal company, which also per-forms substantial private work for the timber companies, is Mr.Joseph Sewall, chairman of the Appropriations Committee in theMaine State Legislature.
AUGUSTA, GA.

In Augusta, Ga., a so-called "Committee of 100" of prominent
citizens touched off an epidemic of underassessments some 10 yearsago by offering illegal tax concessions to firms as an inducement tolocate there. The concessions were supposed to be temporary andavailable only to now industries, but nobody enforced these restric-tions and in time the prominent "100" had filched, according to theRichmond County Property Owner's Association, $300 million worthof property from the assessment rolls. Meanwhile, many of thecounty's schools are on double sessions and there is a shortage of147 classrooms, not including 119 "nonstandard" ones.I might add that oftentimes, the worse situations in property taxnonpayments occur in company towns where the main potential

revenue for schools come from the principal plant that dominatesthat little town's economy, such as a paper mill.

TEXAS

School districts in Texas have fared little better. In the PermianBasin the underassessment of oil and gas properties belonging to someof the world's largest producers has cost one school district alone atleast $1 million a year for the last 7 years. A 1970 study of oil and gasproperties by Texas University law students in Ector County, Tex.,found that producing properties were undervalued by about 56 percent,and that nonproducing prnperty which Texaco had leased for $460,500was not on the assessment rolls at all. I want to emphasize thatit
was not on the assessment rolls at all. You couldn't got a more rawviolation of the law.

Homes, on the other hand, were assessed at very close to actual
market value. A priv Ito appraisal firm, Pritchard & Abbott, did theassessing for the taxing districts. That is, the taxing districts don'teven do their own assessing. They hire out to a private appraisal firm.
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And a survey of timberland in six counties and four school districts
in east Texas by the same group of law students disclosed a pattern
of underassessment which, if projected over the entire 37 county
east, Texas region, signified a loss of approximately $38.4 million in
local revenues each year. In the Newton Independent School District
alone, six companies, including Champion-United States Plywood
and the Kirby Corp., underpaid by more than $133,000 in 1969.

I'd like to submit for the record, Mr. Chairman, a copy of the law
student's study dealing with the Permian Basin in west Texas.

Senator MONDALE. It will be included in the record.*
Mr. NADER. Thank you. I must say, also, when I started to look

into the property tax situation back in the spring of 1970, I had no
idea of, first, the enormously widespread violation of payment of these
property taxes by large land and building owners, but also the wide-
spread number of local taxpayer groups who have been Ariving for
reform in this area in order to permit a more even application of the
tax. I could call it very easily the number one political issue at the
local level for middle-class America. There's no question about that in
my mind at the present time. This is an issue which because it doesn't
have a national reflection doesn't get very much national attention,
but just look at the local papers.

SERRANO VS. PRIEST DECISION

The California Supreme Court decision that helped occasion these
hearings would tend to put the financing of local education onto the
State level. The nationwide pattern of underassessment and under-
taxation suggests what such a shift might and might not accomplish.
It probably would bring more uniformity to the funding of education
within a State, but it would not by itself provide more equity for the
small taxpayer vis-à-vis the large beneficiaries of property tax largesse.

The implicit subsidizing of thepolitically and economically powerful
would probably continue on the State level, overburdening smaller
taxpayers and diverting needed funds from the public schools and
other needed services.

The States themselves have been at least silent partners in much of
the systematic undertaxation, the magnitude of which has barely
been suggested. Weak local property tax administration, and a lack
of effective checks and appeals procedures for the small taxpayer,
isolates abuses from public scrutiny and pressure and lets them
flourish.

Weak property tax administration, and an absence of procedures
through which citizens can protect their interests, do not just happen.
A State legislature must establish and then preside over them.
Property tax administration in Kentucky is a shambles because
in a manner of speaking, the State legislature has wanted it that way.

See Part. MD, Anrendix 6,
tSoe Part. 36D, Appendix 6, Senator Muskie's letter and enclosures.
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INDIANA

Yet, in case after case the States have gone still further and have
granted aplicit favors to large powerful interests through the propertytax. In Indiana, for example, the State has played an active and
eager role in the underassessment of large steel mills. The Stateboard of tax Commissioners, appointed by the Governor, issues
regulations to local assessors and puts out manuals for their use.The Indiana State Board has issued so-called "Regulatirli 16,"which sets an extraordinarily rapid depreciation schedule for industrial
machinery. Regulation 16 almost amounts to an administrative repeal
of Indiana's business personal property tax on new equipment. It
would appear the people on the State board were not thinking of
the Gary schools when they wrote this regulation.

CALIFORNIA

What Indiana has done for steel, California has done for land.Under a so-called "open-space" act, California has granted favored
assessment treatment to some of the largest and wealthiest land-
owners in the country. The J. G. Boswell Co. is a prime beneficiary,
realizing a property tax subsidy from other taxpayers in the State of
almost $300,000 per year on its 65,650 acres in Kings County. The
J. G. Boswell Co. has another distinction. It receives the largest single
Federal fatm subsidy in the Nation$4 million a year. This is double-
barreled regressivity with a passion. Nor has California forgotten
its businessmen. Recent legislation billed as "tax reform" included
a 15-percent property tax exemption for business inventories.

MINNESOTA

Minnesota has treated the taconite industry with similar generosity.It is exempt from the State sales and corporate income taxes, and a
1964 referendum insured it of favored treatment under occupation,
royalty, and excise taxes for 25 years. The industry is still subject,
however, to the State production tax, which Minnesota levies in lieu of
an ad -valorem tax on real and personal property used in production.

Until 1969, Minnesota kept this production tax at only 6.5 cents perton, and that year it raised the rate to a still-low 12.5 centseffectively
12.5 cents, that is. The producers, among whom United States Steel isprominentI believe that company has about 25 percent of thetaconite production in the Statehave avowed they require thisspecial treatment to survive on the world market.

The Stanford Research Institute of Menlo Park, Calif., was com-missioned to test these avowals by Mr. Gino Paulucci. I'm sure youare familiar with him. The report, entitled "The Effect of HigherProduction Taxes on the Minnesota Taconite Industry," found that
Minnesota could actually increase its production tax on taconite to50 cents per ton without affecting the industry's output; and that evenlarger increases, though possibly affecting yearly production, couldresult in still larger revenue gains. Overall, if the tax were increased allthe way to $1 per ton, Minnesota could realize more than $40 million
a year in additional revenue, and if this amount were applied to
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matching funds programs, the figure could grow to $200 million or
more.

The taconite producers still enjoy , on top of their other exemptions,
a special low production tax rate. But in the next 2 weeks or so the
Minnesota State Legislature will eonsider a proposal to raise the tax to
50 cents per ton.

MONTANA

Many other States have built subsidies for tho powerful into the
property tax system. In Maine, it is the State that underassosses tim-
ber properties. And further, a State-devised scheme of levying prop-
erty taxes on timber effectively shelters the largo timber owners from
the revenue needs of the more populated areas. The Montana State
constitution provides that mineral lands be assessed at the price at
which they were originally acquired from the U.S. Government. The
study at 'Vanderbilt University mentioned earlier found that the
assessment manuals the State of Tennessee issues to local assessors do

not even give directions for valuing mint.ral interests and mining
equipment.

The study also found that the five counties in question, from which
absentee corporations were extracting vast amounts of coal, had con-
tracted with a private firm to conduct a total reappraisal. The con-
tracts, entered into under the direction of the State Board of equaliza-
tion, specifically excluded tho reappraisal of coal interests, even
though these are the counties' prime source of wealth and even though
Tennessee law clearly requires that they be assessed.

What bodes even worse for the small taxpayer,and for the financing
of education at the State level, is that entire State tax systems aro
increasingly skewed to favor the very interests that have fared so well
under the focal property tax.

PRIME EXAMPLE

Kentucky, again, is a prime example. 1Vo have seen how decrepit
local property tax administration allows Kentucky coal companies to
pay just about what they please. Kentucky has not enacted a sever-
ance tax to recoup these property tax losses. The coal interests do not
want it so Kentucky does not want it.

But, while catering to the coal owners, Kentucky has hit the indi-
vidual taxpayer very hard. Studies introduced during the recent
National Education Association's investigation in Kentucky disclosed
that, measured against 50 State averages, Kentucky has overutilized
the general sales and individual income taxes, and has underutilized,
among others, the corporate income, general property, and severance
taxes. Equipment and supplies, incidentally, used in coal mining aro
carefully excluded from the sales tax.

"The State has emphasized," ono of the reports concludedz "the
kinds of taxes that bear most heavily on individual and family in-
comes." Imposition of a 5-percent severance tax and of a certain
level of corporate income tax, the studies showed, would have raised
an additional $55 million, close to the $61.7 million the Federal
Government contributed for education in Kentucky in 1969.

68-412 0-71-pt. 1613-4
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FAVORABLE TAX CLIMATE DAMAGING PUBLIC SERVICES

Kentucky is not unique in leaning on the taxes that hit the little
man the hardest. The States are vying to offer favorable tax climates
that will hold old industry and lure new industry in. But a tax climate
which suits business is not always the one which can provide the
public services, including education, that the people need. What the
businesses won't pay falls upon the individual taxpayer, or is not
paid, period. And as brewing taxpayer revolts across the country
show, individuals have borne about as great a taxload as they cap.

In its concern for the financing of public education, this committee
would do well to start with a full investigation of property tax admin-
istration, enforcement, and validity throughout these United States,
where the issue is rapidly becoming one of deep and increasingly
organized small-taxpayer concern.

We have, Mr. Chairman, a monthly property tax newsletter which
we prepare, some copies of which we'd like to submit for the record.

Senator MONDALE. WC will put that in the record.*
Mr. NADER. And other information that we have compiled canbe made available to the committee. Thank you.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much, Mr. Nader, for a most

useful statement. This committee, as you have observed, is charged
with trying to take a quick look at the inequality of educational
opportunity in this country.

()f course, one of the key issues is the equality of financial resourcesand support for our school systems. Since, as you have observed, ourschool systems still depend principally upon the local real estate taxvalues and administration, we see a very consistent pattern in this
country of wealth being available to the more privileged students, and
low valuations and, consequently, low financial support for schoolsin the poorest areas.

Then, you add by your testimony today very clear evidence that
in addition to generally low valuations there is a practice of preferring
powerful commercial interests which are able to escape their full share
of the taxload or, in some cases, avoid it entirely.

Now, I think that picture is almost beyond dispute. At least, I
don't find niany people arguing that that is ti.le result of the presentreal estate tax support structure system in this country. The result
is that the poorest children often have per capita expenditures one-
tenth, maybe one-fifteenth, as much a ye:ar as more privileged children
do, and, while we can't be sure that more money helps education,
most educators believe you have got to have enough money to do at
least a minimum job in many of tly.e areas now.

Now, with that kind of almost,undisputed picture, along comes theSorrano case which says that the difference in financial input in the
California school systems wa such that it violated the Constitution
every American child is entitled to what they call fiscal equity. Heis entitled to enough expenditure on his education that he gets an equal
chance. That's a new crnstitutional principle.

We don't know where this is going to take us, but one of the koy
questions, it seems to me, that rises from the Serrano case is what
do we substitute ia place of the present real estate tax system? Should
States move to income taxes; should they move to State sales taxes;

See Part 161). Appendix 6.
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should they move to a statewide levy of real estate taxes; should they
do a combination of all of them or something else; because, as you
recount in your testimony here, I wonder whether the property tax
is a curable kind of tax?

UNIFORM ENFORCEMENT

Mr. NADER. Well, certainly the property tax has seine regressive
characteristics to it as a tax, but I think the best way to confront the
validity of the tax throughout the country is to enforce tte present
property tax uniformly throughout the States.

State constitutions almost invariably have a provision which -equires
a uniform criteria for the assessment function. There is an equality,
therefore built, into the State constitutions long before anybody
thought to bring a case such as the California financing, school
financing, case.

There are so many proposals as to what is the best kind of tax that
you have a problem similar to that of national health insurance, that
the very multiplicity of proposals often tend to obscure the real
issues and make them as nonexplicit as they can be.

I don't have any specific alternatives to propose except by way of
irecommending that, if the property tax ssue is confronted on an

enforcement and administration basis throughout the country-, there
will be a mnch stronger force to question its validity and where
it should he changed.

In the second place as far as a short-term changeand we always
have to look at the shOrt term as well as the long termthe collection
of many, many millions of dollars throughout the country would help
to alleviate some of the pressure that now occurs, particularly as they
relate to school financing.

Senator MONDALE. What role could the Federal Government play
in all of this?

FEDERAL ROLE

Mr. NADER. One clear role comes under the revenue-sharing pro-
posals. Any congressional deliberation of revenue-sharing, it seems to
me, will have to look at the question of local tax effort. If the Federal
Government is going to route revenues back to the States and, there-
fore, also back to the local government units, the question should be
asked, are these local units getting as much tax out of their regions as
their laws say they should be?

Now, Senator Muskie has shown some interest in his intergovern-
mental committee, the Committee on Interpvernmental Relations,
at looking into the property tax from that point of view.

Senator MONDALE. In other words, might revenue-sharing be
conditioned with the requirement that there must first be an honest,
legal assessment system?

Mr. NADER. Qualified assessors, qualified administration, qualified
enforcement.

Senator JAVITS. Will the Chair yield?
Senator MONDALE. Certainly.
Senator JANITS. I am a member of the Government Operations

Committee. Senator Muskie's Subcommittee on Intergovernmental
Relations has proposed investigating this very proposition. I agree
with Mr. Nader that there are maintenance-of-effort provisions in

j
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many Federal-State aid programs, and as far as I know, these have
never cranked in, though I don't see any reason why they shouldn't,this question of nondiscrimination in assessment.

NONDISCRIMINATION OF ASSESSMENTS

I think that is really his pointnondiscrimination in assevsment,because as he points out, even in the face of undei assessment or exclu-sion of property, tax districts must maintain certain minimal levels ofexpenditure. It comes out of somebodyin this case it comes out ofthe small property ownerswhoever they may be.
What I'd like to ask Mr. Nader is this: Have you given or has anyof your teams given any thought to the extension of the Serrano case,which would come from a test by a taxpayer in a given arca challengingthe discrimination against him on the ground that other properties areeither urderassessed or not assessed at all?
Now, in contesting an assessment, I know from New York City'sexperience you can compare other properties but you can't use thefact that another property is underassessed as a basis far contestingyour own assessment, though you can make a comparison of thatuse, and I just wondered if your fellows haven't looked into it. Itmight be worth looking into.
Nil.. NADER. Yes, there are a number of cases now pending invarious courts around the country on these issues. In fact, the Serranocase has similar parallels in a number of other States at the presenttime. We have not engaged in any such litigation, however.

PRESENT CORPORATE VIEW

Senator JAVITS. The other thing, Mr. Chairman, that occurred tome is this: Certainly, the facts stated, which I understand have beenstated before, are very alarming, but I'm sure Mr. Nader wouldagree with me, just as we don't want to discriminate against the poor,we also don't want to discriminate against the rich. Therefore, don'tyou think, Mr. Chairman, that it would be desirable to face all ofthe interests charged with the charges and let's see what they haveto say about it? If they haven't much to say about it or they havea weak case, it seems to me that it makes it less possible to dismisswhat Mr. Nader is testifying to because some will say he's an over-callous consumer's advocate. I think if we do it as a committee, andif there is a case to be strengthened, we are likely to strengthen itrather than weaken it. I make that suggestion to the chair.Mr. NADER. I think that's an excellent suggestion, Senator.Senator MONDALE. Could you be here that day?
Mr. NADER. Oh, yes; but I think you will have a great deal ofdifficulty before you get United States Steel to come before thiscommittee.
Senator JAYITS. All right. This seems to me that an active dialogbetween competing interests will lend itself to a better presentationof the issues.
Mr. NADER. Yes, I have long been advocating the presence ofcorporate executives before congressional committees.
Senator JAVITS. Well, just one other point, and that is that onething I know from my service to my own State. I refer to the sentence
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in which you state that the States offer taxes that will hold old industry
and lure new industry in, is very true, and often with the great
support of the Statethat is, the people of the Stateeven though
they are burdened by resulting tax inequalities. It is a political
fact of life that we cannot overlook because, especially in a State
like mine, government, literally sends salesmen in to convince
prospective employers they are going to get a better tax break and
therefore, these employers should leave New York and go wherever
it will be and with the approval of the State legislature and probably
the people as well; that's an added complication.

Senator MONDALE. That, of course, raises the question of the
Federal role. One aspect could be conditioning aid on an honest
assessment system. The other could be a much broader Federal
support: First of all, to try to deal with anwhat I would calP inter-

state tax briberyyou know, industry is going to leave, they won't
come in or won't expand. Every State faces that and has for years,
and the same people complaining about the growing strength of the
Federal Government are usually the same people that resist an honest
tax at the local level. If a problem must be met, inevitably it ends up

in the Federal Government, because you can't bribe the Federal
Government in the same way.

The second thing we haven't talked about is that just as there are
differences in school districts and wealth, there are some very profound
differences between States and their wealth, and if we re&ly want
equality of educational opportunity many of these pathetically poor
rural States, many of which are in the South, simply could not produce
equality in education even if they taxed everything they had. Would

you agree with that observation?
Mr. NADER. Yes. Mr. Rowe would like to reply to that.

FEDERAL INCOME TAX LOOPHOLES

Mr. ROWE. Yes, I'd like to make a comment on the suggestion
that the financing of education could be put increasingly on the Federal
level. An aspect of the local property tax, which is sometimes over-
looked, is that it can, in effect, close up the loopholes in the Federal
income tax laws. Consider coal. Coal royalties are accorded both
capital gains treatment and depletion allowances. As a result of those
two loopholes they are taxed on the Federal level at a very, very
minimal level. Thus the local property tax is really the only tax in
existence now which at least has the potential for getting at the
fantastic mineral wealth. In short, if we are going to move away from

a local tax and put more support of education on the Faderal level, we
will have to give some attention to the Federal tax structure.

Senator MONDALE. I'd like to press just a little harder if I can on
the form of the State tax structure that you would prefer in your
proposal, because actually, the Serrano principle, I think, hurries
that question along faster than just the question of dealing with local

tax assessment procedure.
If the Seriuno principle is to stand in Californiathere is a trial

involvedthen within the next year or two California must decide
how it intends to deliver equality or fiscal equity to these school
districts, and it seems to me inevitably it involves a much broader
State role, either through a new system of grants, which I assume they
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meet with income tax, a statewise property tax levy, and some kind
of new sales tax or gross earning tax or some combination of all of
them.

Do you have a preference or recommended procedure or approach
that ,-4;)u think would provide more tax equity and more decent fiscal
equities in the terms of the schot,1 support, or are you neutral to that
question?

Mr. NADER. Well, you can imagine how historically controversiai
that question is, going back to the days of Henry George.

Senator MONDALE. Yes.
Mr. NADER. SOme of the proposals would advocate abolishing the

property tax entirely, replacing it with a progressive State income tax.
NVithout expressing a final judgment, I find it difficult to envision aState government that doesn't have some sort of tax on property, onreal and personal property. There is a great need to change the tech-
niques of assemment and make them far more reflective of the real
values of the lands and the personal properties, and I think that that
should be given first consideration.

Whether or not the property tax base can be held as a revenue
source, eliminating some of its more regressive impacts, even under
ideal conditions and also eliminating the gross discrimination and
inequities and illegalities that prevail, I think, quite clearly there has
to be more emphasis on statewise taxes.

Senator MONDALE. John Coons the chief law-yer in the Serrano
ease, testified before us the other day. He suggested a statewide prop-
erty tax on commercial industrial mining properties, and it was his
feeling that such a statewide system would evitably bring about better
tax administration assessment.

Do you think there might he such a tendency and the State might
be more capable of resisting some of these local pressures than the
local government?

MT. NADER. Well, I suppose theoretically it's easy to say yes,
because it would have more visibility; it would have less of the local
political and economic intimidation that company towns and large
plantation owners, and orchard owners can impose on the community.

STATES HAVE ENCOURAGED SITUATION

The point in my testimony is that the States have often been the
ones that have encouraged the kind of situation that occurs at the
local level, but on balance I think that modern assessment practices
and superior administration of the property tax law according to
common crit3ria can only be done by the States, and since the real
issue todayparticularly before this committeeis the discrimination
between local taxing districts, only the State, which is the generic
general authority for these local governments, can impose that kind
of uniformity.

There is another asset as well. I think there are probably three
major corruptive factors of local government, sort of like the three
P's: Procurement, property tax, and patronage. Anything that can
take away from one or more of those three conditions and take it up
to a more visiLle level at the State government or region, I think will
help cleanse local politics. The notorious situation in Chicago, Iil., with
the property tax underpayments, and hardship exceptions given to the
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owners of these brand new skyscrapers because they haven't yet filled
them with tenants, and the high correlation between these so-called
owners of hardship buildings and their contributions to the local
Democratic Party, I think is an illustration of just how that system
operates.

Local government, procurement also has been a subject of a number
of scandals throughout the country, such as in New Jersey, and the
patronage goes without saying in some of these cities.

Now, I think that taking away that kind of grease, so to speak, from
the local level will help improve politics, and if you help local politics
you can't help but have good spinoffs on local education its well.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much for a most useful
contribution.

Mr. NADER. Thank you.
Mr. ROWE. Thank you.
Senator MONDALE. 'The committee is in recess, subject to the call of

the Chair.
(Whereupon, at 11:10 a.m., the Select Committee was recessed, to

reconvene at the call of the Chair.)

7
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INEQUALITY IN SCHOOL FINANCE

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1971

U.S. SENATE
SELECT COMMITTEE ON

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
Washington, D.C.

The Select Committee met at 10:05 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
1318, of the New Senate Office Building, the Honorable Walter F.
Mondale, chairman of the committee, presiding.

Present: Senator Mondale.
Staff members _present: William C. Smith, staff director and

general counsel; Donn Mitchell, professional staff; and Leonard
Strickman, minority counsel.

Senator MONDALE. The committee will come to order.
Professor Coons and Professor Yudof, please come to the witness

table. I understand that Mrs. Carey is not here yet, so we will begin
with the testimony of Dr. Coons.

We are very pleased to have you with us this morning. The lawsuit
that you won in California is very central to the work of our com-
mittee and has developed a tremendous amount of national interest,
and we are delighted to have those of you who conceived of it and
en&eered the victory to be with us here.

Professor Coons, if you will begin?

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. COONS, PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF LAW,

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

Dr. Coons. Thank you very much, Senator. We greatly appreciate
the opportunity to be here.

I might ask yoiithe indication from the committee was that we
would have 15 minutes of original testimony, and I wondered whether
it was to include all of the witnesses this morning, or each of us?

Senator MONDALE. That is a rule that no one pays any attention
to.

Dr. Coons. So, should I go beyond 74 minutes, I don't have to
worry about my brother Yud-of?

Senator MONDALE. No, that is fine. Go ahead.
Dr. Coons. It might be useful to lay something about the problem

to which the Serrano case was addressed.
Senator MONDALE. Incidentally, at this point, I am going to

include the decision of the Court in the record so we will have that to
refer to.

Dr. Coons. Splendid.
(6779)
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COPY

IN THE SUPREN3 COURT OF THE STATE OP CALIFORNIA

IN BANK

JOHN SERRANO, JR., et al.,

Plaintiffs and Appellants,

V.

IVY BAKER PRIEST, as Treasurer, etc.,
et al.,

Defendants and Respondents.

FILED
0 WI

G. ..:. . Clerk

5 r 0~7
L.A. 29820

(Super. Ct. No. 938254)

We are called upon to determine whether ihe

California public school financing system, with its

substantial dependence on local property taxes and

resultant vide disparities in school revenue, violates

the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

We have determined that this funding scheme invidiously

discriminates against the poor because it makes the

quality ,f a child's education a function of the wealth

of his parentt and neighbors. Recognizing as we must

that the right to an education in our public schools is

a fundamental interest which cannot be conditioned on

wealth, we can discern no compelling state purpose

necessitating the present method of financing. We have

SEE DISSENTING OPINION
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concluded, therefore, that such a system cannot with-

stand constitutional challenge and must fall before

the equal protection clause.

Plaintiffs, who are Los Angeles County publio

school children and their parents, brought this class

action for declaratory and injunctive relief against

certain state and county officials charged with admin-

istering the financing of the California public school

syrtem. Plaintiff children claim to represent a class

consisting of all public school pupils in California,

"except children in that school district) the identity

of which is presently unknown, which school district

affords the greatest educational opportunity of all

school districts within California." Plaintiff parents

purport to represent a class of all parents who have

children in the school system and who pay real iroperty

taxes in the county of ther residence.

Defendants are ttte Treasurer, the Superinten-

dent of Public Instruction, and the Controller of the

State of California, as well as the Tax Collector and

Treasurer, and the Superintendent of Schools of the

County of Los Angeles. The county officials are sued

both in their local capacities and as representatives

of a class composed of the school superindentent,

2
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tax collector and treasurer of each of the other

counties in the state.

The complaint sets forth three causes of

action. The first cause alleges in substance as

follows: Plaintiff children attend public elementary

and secondary schools located in specified school

districts in Los Angeles County. This public school

system is maintained throughout California by a finan

cing plan or scheme which relies heavily on local

property taxes and causes substantial disparities

among individual !school districts in the amount of

revenue availableper pupil for the districtaleduca-

tional programs. Consequently, districts with smaller

tax bases are not able to spend as much money per child

for education as districts with larger assessed valuations.

It is alleged that "As a direct result of the

financing scheme . . . substantial disparities in the

quality and extent of availability of educational

opportunities exist and are perpetuated among the

several school districts of the State . . a [Par.]

The educational opportunities made available to children

attending public schools in the Districts, including

plaintiff children, are substantially inferior to the

educational opportunities made available to children

3
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attending public schools in many other districts of the

State . . . ." The financing scheme thus fails to meet

the requirements of the equal protection clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution

and the California Constitution in several specified
1

respects.

1. The complaint alleges that the financing scheme:

"A. Makes the quality of education for school age
children in California, including Plaintiff Children,

a function of the wealth of the children's parents and
neighbors, as measured by the tax base ot the school
district in which said children reside, and

"B. Makes the quality of education for school age

children in California, including Plaintiff Chtldren, a
function of the geographical accident of the school dis-
trict in which said children reside, and

"C. Fails to take account of any of the variety of
educational needs of the several school districts (and of

the children therein) of the State of California, and

"D. Provides students living in some school districts

of the State with material advantages over students in
other school districts in selecting and pursuing thelr
educational goals, and

"E. Fails to provide children of substantially equAl

age, aptitude, motivation, and ability with substantially
equal educational resources, and

"F. Perpetuates marked differences in the quality

of educational services, equipment and other facilities
which exist among the public school districts of the State

as a result ofthe inequitable apportionment of State re-

sources in past years.
"G. The use of the 'school district' as a unit for

the differential allocation of educational funds bears no
reasonable relation to the California legislative purpose

of providing equal educational opportunity for all school

children within the State.
"H. The part of the State financing scheme which

permits each school district to retain and expend within
that district all of the property tax collected within

that district bears no reasonable relation to any educa-

tional objective or need.

4 (footnote continued)
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In the second cause of action, plaintiff

parents, after incorporating by reference all the

allegations of the first cause, allege that as a direct

result of the financing scheme they are required to pay

a higher tax rate than taxpayers in many other school

districts in order to obtain for their children the

same or lesser educational opportunities afforded

children in those other districts.

In the third cause of action, after incorpo-

rating by reference all the allegations of, the first

two causes, all plaintiffs allege.that an actual con-

troversy has arisen and now exists between the parties

as to the validity and constitutionality of the financing

scheme under the Fourteenth Amendment of the United

States Constitution and under the California Constitution.

Plaintiffs pray for: (1) a declaration that

the present financing system is unconstitutional; (2)

an order directing defendanta to roallocate school funds

in order to remedy this invalidity; and (3) an adjudica-

tion that the trial court retain jurisdiction of the action

"I. A disproportionate number of school children
who are black children, children with Spanish surnames,
children belonging to other minority groupe reside in
school districts in which a relatively inferior educa-
tional opportunity is provided."

5
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eo that it may restructure the system if defendants and

the state Legislature fail.to act within a reasonable time.

All defendants filed general demurrers to the

foregoing complaint asserting that none of the three claims

stated facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action.

The trial court sustained the demurrers with leave to amend.

Upon plaintiffs' failure to amend, defendeints' motion for

dismissal was granted. (Code Civ. Proc., § 581, subd. 3.)

An order of dismissal was entered (Code Civ. Proc., § 581d),

and this appeal followed.

Preliminarily we observe that in our examina-

tion of the instant complaint, we are guided by the

long-settled rules for determining its sufficienoy

against a demurrer. We treat the demurrer as admit-

ting all material facts properly pleaded, but not

contentions, deductions or conclusions of fact or law.

(Daar v. Yellow Cab do. (1967) 67 Ca1.2d 695, 713.)

We also consider matters which may be judicially noticed.

(Id. at p. 716.) Accordingly, from time to time herein

we shall refer to relevant information which has been

drawn to our attention either by the parties or by our

independent reeearoh; in each instance we judicially

notice this material since it is contained in publica-

tions of state offioers or agencies. 03cmad of Education v.

6
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Watson (1966) 63 Ca1.2d 829, 836, fn. 3; see Evid. Code,

§ 452, subd. (c).)

We begin our tank by examining the California

public school financing system.which is the focal point

of the complaint's allegations. At the threshold we

find a fundamental statistic - over 90 percent of our

public school funds derive from two basic sourceo: (a)

local dietrict taxes on real property and (b) aid from
2

the State School Flux'.

By far the major source of school revenue is

the local real property tax. Pursuant to article IX,

section 6 of the California Constitution, the Legisla-

ture has authorized the governing body of each county,

and city and county, to levy taxes on the real property

within a school district at a rate necessary to meet

the district's annual education budget. (Ed. Code,
3

§ 20701, et seg.) The amount of revenue which a

2. California educational revenues for the fiscal year
1968-1969 came from the following sources: local prop-
erty taxes, 55.7 percent; state aid, 35.5 percent; federal
funds, 6.1 percent; miscellaneous sources, 2.7 percent.
(Legislative Analyst, Public School Finance, Part /,
EXpenditures for Education (1970) p. 5. Hereafter
referred to as Legislative Analyst.)

3. Hereafter, unleas otherwise indicated, all section
references are to the Education Code,

7
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district can raise in this manner thus depends largely

on its tax base - i.e., the assessed valuation of real

property within ite borders. Tax bases vary widely

throughout the state; in 1969-1970, for example, the

assessed valuation per unit of average daily attendance
4

of elementary school children ranged from a low of $103

to a peak of $952,156 -- a ratio Of nearly 1 to 10,000.

(Legislative Analyst, Public School Finance, Part V,
5

Current Issues in Educational Finance (1971) P. 7.)

The other factor determining local school

revenue is the rate of taxation within the district.

Although the Legislature haa placed ceilings on per-

missible district tax rates ( 20751, et seq.), these

4. Most school aid determinations are based not on total
enrollment, but on "average daily attendance" (ADA), a
figure computed by adding together the number of students
actually present on each school day and dividing that total

by the number of days scbool was taught. (6§ 11252, 11301,
11401.) In practice, ADA approximates 98 percent of total

enrollment. (Legislative Analyst, Public School Finance,
Part IV, Glossary of Terms Most Often Used in School Finance

(1971) p. 2.) When we refer herein to figures on a "per

pupil" or "per child" basis, we mean per unit of ADA.

5. Over the period November 1970 to January 1971 the
legisiative analyst provided to the Legislature a series

of five reports which "deal with the current system of
public school finano from kindergarten through the
community college and are designed to provide a working

knowledge of the system of sohool finance." (Legislative

Analyst, Part I, st,wa p. 1.) The series is as follows:

Part I, Expenditiffiii-for Education; Part II, The State

8 (footnote continued)

62 1(1
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statutory maxima may be surpassed in a "tax override

election if a majority of the district's voters approve

a higher rate.
( 20803 et seq.) Nearly all districts

have voted to override the statutory limits. Thus the

locally raised funds which constitute the largest por-

tion of school revenue are primarily a function of the

value of the realty within a particular school district,

coupled with the willingness of the district's residents

to tax themselves for education.

Most of the remaining school revenue comes

from the State School Fund pursuant to the "foundation

program," through which the state undertakes to supple-

ment local taxes in order to provide a "minimum amount

of guaranteed support to all districts . . ..." ( 17300.)
6

With certain minor exceptions, the foundation program

ensures that each school district will receive annually,

School Fund: Its Derivation and Distribution; Part III,
The Foundation Program; Part IV, Glossary of Terms Most
Often Used in School Finance; Part V, Current Issues in
Educational Finance.

6. Districts which maintain "unnecessary small schools"
receive $10 per pupil less in foundation funds.

( 17655.5
et seq.)

Certain types of school districts are eligible for "bonus II
foundation funds. Elementary districts receive an addi-
tional $30 for each student in grades 1 through 3; this
sum is intended to reduce claas size in those grades.
( 17674.) Unified school districts get an extra $20
per child in foundation support. ( 17671 - 17673.)

9
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from state or local funds, $355 for each elementary

school pupil (S§ 17656, 17660) and $488 for each

high school student. ( 17665.)

The state contribution is supplied in two

principal forms. "Basic state aid" consists of a

flat grant to each district of $125 per pupil per

year, regardless of the relative wealth of the district.

(Cal Const., art. IX, 6, par. 4; Ed. Code, §§ 17751,

17801.) "Equalization aid" is distributed in inverse

proportion to the wealth of the district.

Tb compUte the amount of equalization aid to

which a district is entitled, the State Superintendent

of Public Instruction first determines how much local

property tax revenue would be generated if the district

were to levy whypothetical tax at a rate of $1 on each $100

of assessed valuation in elementary school districts and $.80
7

per $100 in high school districts. (§ 17702.) Tb that

figure, he adds the $125 per pupil basic aid grant. If

the sum of those two amounts is less than the foundation

program minimum for that district, the state contributes

7. This is simply a " computational" tax rate used to
measure the relative wealth of the district for equali-

zation purposes. It bears no relation to the tax rate
actually set by the district in levying local real prop-

erty taxes.

10
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the difference. ( 17901, 17902.) Thus, equaliza-

tion funds guarantee to the poorer districts a basic

minimum revenue, while wealthier districts are ineli-

gible for euch assistance.

An additional state program of "supplemental

aid" is available to subsidize particularly poor school

districts which are willing to make an extra local tax

effort. An elementary district with an assessed valua-

tion of $12,500 or less per pupil may obtain up to

$125 more for each child if it sets its.lecal tax rate

above a certain statutory level. A.high school district

whose assessed valuation doee not exceed $24,500 per pupil

is eligible for a supplement of up to $72 per child if
8

its local tax is sufficiently high. (S 17920 - 17926.)

Although equalization aid and supplemental

aid temper the disparities which result from the vast

variations in real property assessed valuation, wide

8. Some further equalizing effect occurs through a
special areawide foundatian program in districts included
in reorganization plans which were disapproved at an
election. ( 176U0 et seq.). Under this program, the
assessed valuation of all the individual districts in
an area is pooled, and an actual tax is levied at a rate
of $1 per $100 for elementary districts and $.8o for
high school districts. The resulting revenue is dis-
tributed among the indtvidual districts according to the
ratio of each district's foundation level to the area-
wide total. Thus, poor districts effectively share in
the higher tax bases of thhir wealthier neighbors. How-
ever, any district is still free to tax itself at a rate
higher than $1 or $.80; such additional revenue is retained
entirely by the taxing district.

11
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differentials remain in the revenue available to indivi-

dual districts and, consequently, in the level of educe-

9
tional expenditures. For example, in Los Angeles County,

where plaintiff children attend school, the Baldwin Park

Unified School District expended only $577.49 to educate

each of its pupils in 1968-1969; during the same year

the Pasadena Unified School District spent $840.19 on

every student; and the Beverly Hills Unified School

District paid out $1,231.72 per child. (Cal. Dept. of

Ed., Cal. Public Schools, Selected Statistics 1968-1969

9. Statistics compiled by the legislatiim analyst show

the following range of assessed valuationsper pupil for

the 1969-1970 school year:

Elementary High School

Low $1433 11,959

Median 19,600 41,300

High 952,156 349,093

(Legislative Analyst, Part V, supra, P. 70

Per pupil expenditures during that year also varied

widely:

Elementary High School Unified

Low $407 $722 --IUD--

Median 672 898 766

High 2,586 1,767 2,414

(Id. at p. 8.)

Similar spending disparities have been noted through-

out the country, particularly when suburban communities

and urban ghettos are compared. (See, e.g., Report of the

National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (Bantam

ed. 1968) pp. 434-436; U.S. Commission on Civil Rtghts,

Racial Isolation in the Public Schools (1967) pp. 25-31;
Conant, Slums and Suburbs (1961) pp. 2-3; Levi, The Univer-

sIty, The Professions and the Law (1968) 56 Cal.L.Rev.

2 , 25 -2 .

12
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(1970) Table IV-11, pp. 90-91.) The source of these

disparities is unmistakable: in Baldwin Park the assessed

valuation per child totaled only $3,706; in Pasadena,

assessed valuation was $13,706; while in Beverly Hills,

the corresponding figure was $50,885 -- a ratio of 1 to

4 to 13. (Id.) Thus, the state grants are inadequate

to offset the inequalities inherent in a financing system

based on widely varying local tax bases.

Furthermore, basic aid, which constitutes about

half of the state educational funds (Legislative Analyst,

Public School Finance, Part II, The State School FUnd:

Its Derivation, Distribution and Apportionment (1970)

p. 9), actually widens the gap between rich and poor

districts. (See Cal. Senate Fact Finding Committee on

Revenue and Taxation, State and Local Fiscal Relationships

in Public Education in California (1965) p. 19.) Such aid

is distributed on a uniform per pupil basis to all districts,

irrespective of a district's wealth. Beverly Hills, as

well as Baldwin Park, receives $125 from the state for each

of its students.

For Baldwin Park the basic grant is essentially

meaningless. Under the foundation program the state must

make up the difference between $355 per elementary child

and $47.91, the amount of revenue per child which Baldwin

Park could raise by levying a tax of $1 per $100 of assessed

13
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valuation. Although under present law, that difference

is composed partly of basic aid and partly of equaliza-

tion aid, if the basic aid grant did not exist, the

district would still receive the same amount of state

ala -- all in equalizing funds.

For Beverly Hills, however, the $125 flat grant

has real financial significance. Since a tax rate of $1

per $100 there would produce $670 per elementary student,

Beverly Hills is far too rich to qualify for equalizing

aid. Nevertheless, it still receives $125 per child

from the state, thus enlarging the economic chasm between

it and Baldwin Park. (See Coons, Clune & Sugarman, Educa-

tional ftportunity: A.Workable Constitutional Teat for

State Financial Structures (1969) 57 Cal.L.Rev. 305, 315.)

II

Having outlined the basic framework of California

school financing, we take up plaintiffs' 12gal claims.

Freliminarily, we reject their contefition that the school

financing system violates article IX, section 5 of the

California Constitution, which states, in pertinent part:

"The Legislature shall provide for a system of common sohools

by which a free school shall be kept up and supported in

each distriot at least six months in every year . . . ."

14
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10
(Italics added.) Plaintiffs' argument is that the

present financing method produces separate and distinct

systems, each offering an educational program which varies

with the relative wealth of the district's residents.

We have held that the word "system," as used

in article IX, section 5, implies a "unity of purpose

as well as an entirety of operation, and the direction

to the legislature to provide 'a' system of oommon

schools means one eystem which shall be applicable to

all the common schools within the state." (Kennedy v.

Miller (1893) 97 Cal. 429, 432.) However, we have never

interpreted the constitutional provision to require equal

sohool spending; we have ruled only that the educational

system must be uniform in terms of the prescribed course

of study and educational progression from grade to grade.

(Piper v. Big Pine School Dist. (1924) 193 Cal. 664, 669,

673.)

We think it would be erroneous to hold other-

wise. While article IX, section 5 oaken no reference

10. Plaintiffs' complaint does not pecifically refer
to article IX, section 5. Rather it alleges that the
financing system "fails to meet minimum requirements of
the . . . fundamental law and Constitution of the State
of California," citing several other provisions of the
state Constitution. Plaintiffs' first specific reference
to article IX, section 5 is made in their brief on appeal.
We treat plaintiff...0 claim under this section as though
it had been explicitly raised in their complaint.

15
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to school financing, section 6 of that same article

specifically authorizes the very element of the fiscal

system of which plaintiffs complain. Section 6 states,

in part: "The /Agislature shall provide for the levy-

ing annually by the governing board of each county,

and city and county, of such school district taxes,

at rates . . . as will produce in each fiscal year

such revenue for each school district aa the governing

board thereof shall determine is required . . ."

Elementary principles of construction dictate

that where constitutional provisions can reasonably

be construed to avoid a conflict, such an interpre-

tation should be adopted. (People v. Western Airlines,

Inc. (1954) 42 Ca1.2d 621, 637, app. diem. (1954)

348 U.S. 859.) This maxim suggests that section 5

should not be construed to apply to school financing;

otherwise it would clash with section 6. If the two

provisions were found irreconcilable, section 6 would

prevail because it is more specific and was adopted

more recently. (Id.; County of Placer v. Aetna Cae,

etc. Co. (1958) 50 Ca1.2d 182, 189.) Consequently,

we must reject plaintiffs' argument that the provision

in section 5 for a "system of common schools" requires

uniform educational expenditures.

26
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III

Having disposed of these preliminary matters,

we take up the chief contention underlying plaintiffs'

complaint, namely that the California public school

financing scheme violates the equal protection clause

of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Con-
11

stitution.

As recent decisions of this court have pointed

out, the United States Supreme Court has employed a two-

level test for measuring legislative classifications

against the equal protection clause.. "In the area of

economic regulation, the high court has exercised

restraint, investing legislation with a presumption

of constitutionality and requiring merely that distinc-

tions drawn by a challenged statute boar some rational

11. The complaint also alleges that the financing system
violates article I, sections 11 and 21, of the California
Constitution. Section 11 provides: "All laws of a general
nature shall have a uniform operation." Section 21 states:
"No special privileges or immunities shall ever be granted
which may not be altered, revoked, or repealed by the
Legislature; nor shall any citizen, or class of citizens,
be granted privileges or immunities which, upon the same
terms, shall not be granted to all citizens." We have
construed these provisions as "substantially the equivalent"
of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
to the federal Constitution. (Dept. of Mental Hygiene v.
Kirchner (1965) 62 Ca1.2d 586, 588.) Consequently, our
analysis of plaintiffs' federal equal protection contention
is also applicable to their claim under these state consti-
tutional provisions.

17
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relationship to a conceivable legitimate state purpose.

[Citations.]

"On the other hand, in cases involving 'suspect

classifications' or touching on 'fundamental interests,'

[fns. omitted] the court has adopted an attitude of aotive

and critical analysis, subjecting the classification to

strict scathing. (Citations.) Under the strict standard

applied in such cases, the state bears the burden of

establishing not only that it has a pompellin& interest

which justifies the law but that the distinctions drawn

by the law are necessarr to further ita.purpose."

(Westbrook v. Mihaly (1970) 2 Calad 765, 784-785, vacated

on other grounds (1971) U.S. In re Antazo

(1970) 3 Ca1.3d 100, 110-111; iee Purdy & Fitzpatrick v.

State of California (1969) 71 Ca1.2d 566, 578-579.)

A

Wealth as a Suspect Classification

In recent years, the United States Supreme

Court has demonstrated a marked antipathy toward legis-

lative classificationa which discriminate on the basis

of certain "suspect" personal characteristics. One

factor whioh has repeatedly somo under the close serutiny

of the high court is wealth. "Lines drawn on the basis

4 72
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of wealth or property, like those of race [citation],

are traditionally disfavored." (Harper v. Virginia

Bd. of Elections (2966) 383 U.S. 663, 668.) Invalida-

ting the Virginia poll tax in Harper, the court stated:

"To introduce wealth or payment of a fee as a measure

of a voter's qualifications is to introduce a capri-

cious or irrelevant factor." (Id.) "[A] careful

examination on our part is especially warranted where

lines are drawn on the basis of wealth . . . (a] factor

which would independently render a classification highly

suspect and thereby demand a more exacting judicial

scrutiny. [Citationed" (i60Donald ji.-1310Ard dr-llootions

(1969) 394 U.S. 802, 807.) (See also Tate v. Short (1971)

39 U.S. L.Week 4301; Williams v. Illinois (1970) 399 U.S.

235; Roberts v. La Vallee (1967) 389 U.S. 40; Anders v.

California (1967) 386 U.S. 738; Douglas v. California

(1963) 372 U.S. 353; Smith v. Bennett (1961) 365 U.S.

708; Burns v. Ohio (1959) 360 U.S. 252; Griffin V.

Illinois (1956) 353 U.S. 12; In re Antazo, supra,

3 Cs1.3d 100; see generally Michelman, The Subieme

Court, 1968 Term, Foreword: On Protecting the Poor

Through the Fourteenth Amendment (1969) 83 Harv.L.Rev.

7, 19-33.)

Plaintiffs contend that the school financing

19
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system classifies on the basis of wealth. We find this

proposition irrefutable. As we have already discussed,

over half of all educational revenue is raised locally

by levying taxes on real property in the individual

school districts. Above the foundation program minimum

($355 per elementary student and $488 per high school

student), the wealth of a school district, as measured

by its assessed valuation,is the major determinant of

educational expenditures. Although the amount of money

raised locally is also a function of the rate at which

the residents of a district are willing to tax them-

selves, as a practical matter districts with small

tax bases simply cannot levy taxes at a rate sufficient

to produce the revenue that more affluent districts

reap with minimal tax efforts. (See fn. 15, infra, and

accompanying text.) For etample, Baldwin Park citizens,

who paid a school tax of $5.48 per $100 of assessed

valuation in 1968-1969, were able to spend less than

half as much on education as Beverly Hills residents,

who were taxed only $2.38 per $100. (Cal. Dept. of Ed.,

pm. cit. supra) Table 111-16, p. 43.)

Defendants vigorously dispute the preposition

that the financing scheme discriminates on the basis of

wealth. Their first argument is essentially this: through

20
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basic aid, the state distributes school funds equally

to all pupils; through equalization aid, it distributes

funds in a manner beneficial to the poor districts.

However, state funds constitute only one part of the
12

entire school fiscal system. The foundation program

partially alleviates the great disparities in local

sources of revenue, but the system as a whole generates

school revenue in proportion to the wealth of the indivi-
13

dual district.

12. The other major portion is, of course, locally
raised revenue; it is clear that such revenue is a
part of the overall educational financing system.
As we pointed out, supra, article IX, section 6 of the
state Constitution specifically authorizes local dis-
tricts to levy school taxes. Section 20701 et seq.
of the Education Code details the mechanics of this
process.

MM.

13. Defendants ask us to follow Briggs v. Kerrigan
(D. Mass. 1969) 307 F.Supp. 295, affd. (1st Cir. 1970)
431 F.2d 967, which held that the City of Boston did
not violate the equal protection clause in failing to
provide federally subsidized lunches at all of its
schools. The court found that such lunches were offered
only at schools which had kitchen and cooking facilities.
As a result, in some cases the inexpensive meals were
available to well-to-do children, but not to needy ones.

We do not find this decision relevant to the present
action. here, plaintiffs specifically allege that the
allocation of school funds systematically provides greater
educational opportunities to affluent children than are
afforded to the poor. By contrast, In Briggs the court
found no wealth-oriented discrimination: °There is no

21 (footnote continued)
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Defendants also argue that neither assessed

valuation per pupil nor expenditure per pupil is a

reliable index of the wealth of a district or of its

residents. The former figure is untrustworthy, they

assert, because a district with a low total assassed

valuation but a miniscule number of students will have

a high per pupil tax base and thus appear "wealthy."

Defendants imply that the proper index of.a district's

wealth is the total assessed valuation of its property.

Wi think defendants' cintention misses the point. The

only meaningful meabure of a district's wealth in the

present context is not the absolute value of its prop-

erty, but the ratio of ite resources to pupils, because

it is the latter figure which determines how much the
14

district can devote to educating each of its students.

pattern such that schools with lunch programs predominate
in areas of relative wealth and schools without the pro-

gram in areas of economic deprivation." (Id. at p. 302.)
Furthermore, the nature of the rightTnvolved in

the two oases is very different. The instant action
concerns the right to an education, which we have deter-

mined to be fundamental. (See infra.) Availability of

an inexpensive school lunch can hardly be considered of

such constitutional significance.

14. Gorman Elementary District in Los Angeles County, for

example, has a total assessed valuation of $6,063,965, but

22 (footnote continued)
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But, say defendants, the expenditure per

child does not accurately reflect a district's

wealth because that expenditure is partly determined

by the district's tax rate. Thus., a district with a

high total assessed valuation might levy a low school

tax, and end up spending the sane amount per pupil as

a poorer district whose residents opt to pay higher
taxes. This argument is also meritless. Obviously,

the richer district is favored when it can provide

the same educational quality for its children with

less tax effort. Furthermore, as a statistical matter,

only 41 students, yielding a per pupil tax base of
4147,902. We find it significant that Oorman spent
41,378 per student on education in 1968-1969, even
more than Beverly Hills. Cal. Dept. of Ed., .92. oit.
su ra, table TV-11, p. 90.

e realize, of course, that a portion of the high
per-pupil expenditure in a district like Gorman may be
attributable to certain costs, like a principal's salary,
which do not vary with the size of the school. On such
expenses, small schools cannot achieve the economies of
scale available to a larger district. TO this'extent,
the high'per-pupil spending in a small district may be
a paper statistic, which is unrepresentative of signi-
ficant differences in educational opportunities. On
the other hand, certain economic "inefficiencies," such
as a low pupil-teacher retie, may have a positive educa-
tional impact. The extent to which high spending in
such districts represents actual educational advantages
is, of course, a matter of proof. (See fn. lb, infra.)
(See generally Hobson v. Hansen (D.D.C. 1967) 269 P734pp.
401, 437, affd. sub. nom. Smuck v. Hobson (D.C.Cir. 1969)
408 P.2d 175.)
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the poorer districts are financially unable to raise

their taxes high enough to match the educational offerings

of wealthier districte.
(Legislative Analyst, Part V,

supra, pp. 8-9.) Thus, affluent districts can have

their cake and eat it too: they can provide a high quality
15

education for their children while paying lower taxes.

15. "In some cases districts with low expenditure levels

have correspondingly low tax rates. In many more cases,

however, quite the opposite is true; districts with un-

usually low expenditures have unusually high tax rates

owing to their limited tax base." (Legislative Analyst,

Part V, supra, p. 8.) The following table demonstrates

this relationship:

COMPARISON OF SELECTED TAX RATES AND EXPENDITURE LEVELS

IN SBIECTED COUNTIES
1968-1969

Assessed Expendi-

Value per Tax ture per

ADA ADA Ri_ja ADA

586 $100,187
8,638 6,048

County
Alameda

Emery Unified
Newark Unified

Fresno
Colinga Unified
Clovis Unified

Kern
Rio Bravo Elementary
Lamont Elementary

2,640 4 33,244
8,144 6,480

121 $136,271
1,847 5,971

$2.57 $2,223
5.65 616

$2.17 $ 963
4.28 565

$1.05 $1,545
3.06 533

Los Angeles
Beverly Hills Unified 5,542 4 50,885 42.38 $1,232

Baldwin Park Unified 13,108 3,706 5.48 577

(Id. at p. 9.)

68-412 0 - 71 - pt, 1613 - - -6
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Poor districts, by contrast, have no cake at all.

Finally, defendants suggeet that the wealth

of a school district does not necessarily reflect the

wealth of the families who live there. The simple

answer to this argument is that plaintiffs have

alleged that there is a correlation between a districOs

per pupil assessed valuation and the wealth of its

residents and we treat these material facts as admitted

by the demurrers.

This fact has received comment'in reports by several
California governmental units. "(S]ome school districts
are able to provide a high-expenditure school program at
rates of tax which are relatively low, while other districts
must tax themselves heavily to finance a low-expenditure
program. . . .-(Par.] One signifidint criterion of a public
activity is that it seeks to provide equal treatment of
equals. The present system of public education . . in
California fails to meet this criterion, both with respect
to provision of services and with respect to the geographic
distribution of the tax burden." (Cal. Senate Fact Finding
Committee on Revenue and Taxation, 22. cit. supra, p. 20.)

"California's present system of school support is
based largely on a sharing between the state and school
districts of the expenses of education. In this system
of sharing, the school district has but one source of
revenue - the property tax. Therefore, its ability to
share depends upon its assessed valuation per pupil and
its tax effort. The variations extdting in local ability
(assessed valuation per pupil) and tax effort (tax rate)
present problems which deny equal educational opportunity
and local tax equity." (Cal. State Dept. of Ed., Recom-
mendations on Public School Support (1967) p. 69.) (Quoted
in Horowitz & Neitring, Equal Protection Aspects of Inequalities
in Public Education and Public Aseistance Pro rams from Place
to Place Within a State (196U) 15 U.C.L.A. L.Rev.

25
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More bas.tcally, however, we reject defen-

dants' underlying thesis that classification by wealth

is constitutional so long as the wealth is that of the

district, not the individual. We think that discrimina-

tion on the basis of district wealth is equally invalid.

The commercial and industrial property which augments

a district's tax base is distributed unevenly through-

out the state. To allot more educational dollars to

the children of one district than to those of another

merely because of the fortuitous presence of such

property is to make the quality of a child's education

dependent upon the location of private commercial and
16

industrial establishments. Surely, this is to rely

on the most irrelevant of factors as the basis for

educational financing.

16. Etfendants contend that different levels of educa-

tional expenditure do not affect the quality of education.

However, plaintiffs' complaint specifically alleges the

contrary, and for, purposes of testing the sufficiency

of a complaint against a general demurrer, we must take

its allegations to be tfue.
Although we-recognize that there le considerable

controversy among educators over the relative impact

of educational spendtm and environmental influences on

school achievement (compare Coleman, et al., Equality

of Educational Ommtunity (U.S. Office of Ed. 1966)

26 (footnote continued)
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Defendants, assuming for the sake of argument

that the financing system does classify by wealth,

nevertheless claim that no constitutional infirmity

is involved because the complaint contains no allege-

tion,of purposeful or intentional discrimination.

with Guthrie, Kleindorfer, Levin & Stout, Schools andInequality (1971); see generally Coons, Clune &Sugarman, supra, 57 Cal.L.Rev. 305, 310-311, fn. 16),we note that the several courts which have considered
contentions similar to defendants' have uniformly
rejected them.

In McInnis v. Shapiro (N.D. Ill. 1968) 293 F.Supp.327, affd. mem. sub nom. Minnie v. Ogilvie (1969)
394 U.S. 332, heavily relied on brdefendants, a three-
judge federal court stated: "Presumably, students
receiving a $1,000 education are better educated that[ligithose acquiring a $600 schooling." (Fn. omitted.)
( . at p. 531.) In Hargrave v. Kirk (M.D. Fla. 1970)317 F.Supp. 944, vacated on other grounds sub nom.
Askew v. Hargrave (1971) 401 U.S. 476, the court declared:
"Turning now to the defenses asserted, it may be that inthe abstract 'the difference in dollars available does notnecessarily produce a difference in the quality of educa-tion.' But this abstract statement must give way to proofto the contrary in this case." (Id. at p. 947.)

Spending differentials of up7To $130 within a
district were characterized as "spectacular" in Hobsonv. Hansen, supra, 269 F.Supp. 401. Responding to
defendants' claim that the varying expenditures did
not reflect actual educational benefits, the courtreplied: "To a great extent . . defeildants' own
evidence verifies that the ,comparative per pupil
expenditures do refer to actual educational advan-
tages in the high-cost schools, especially with
respect to the caliber of the teaching staff." (Id.
at p. 438.)

27
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(Cf. Oomillion v. Lightfoot (1960) 364 U.S. 339.)

Thus, defendants contend, any unequal treatment is

only de facto, not de jure. Since the United States

Supreme Court has not held de facto school segregation

on the basis of race to be unconstitutional, so the

argument goes, de facto classifications on the basis

of wealth are presumptively valid.

We think that the whole structure of this

argument must fall for want of a solid foundation

in law and lbgic. First, none of the wealth classi-

fications previously invalidated by the United States

Supreme Court or this court has been the product of

purposeful discrimination. Instead, these prior

decisions -have involved "unintentional" classifica-

tions whoae inect simply fell more heavily on the

poor.

For example, several cases have held that

where important rights are at stake, the state has an

affirmative obligation to relieve an indigent of the

burden of his Own poverty by supplying without charge

certain goods or services for which others muat pay.

/n Griffin v. Illinois, supra, 351 U.S. 12, the high

28
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court ruled that Illinois was muilmod to provide a
17

poor defendant with a free transcript on appeal.

Douglas v. California, supra, 372 U.S. 353 held that

an indigent person has a right to court-appointed

counsel on appeal.

Other cases dealing with the factor of wealth

have held that a state may not impose on an indigent

certain payments which, although neutral on their face,

may have a discriminatory effect. In Harper v. Virginia

Bd. of Elections, supra, 383 U.S. 663, the high court

struck down a $1.50 poll tax, not because its piikOdge

was to deter indigents from voting, but becauae its

result might be such. (Id. at p. 666, fn. 3.) We held

in In re Antazo, supra, 3 Ca1.3d 100 that a poor defen-

dant was denied equal protection of the laws if he was

imprisoned simply because he could not afford to pay

a fine. (Accord, Tate v. Short, supra, 39 U.S. L.Week

17. JutiCe Harlan, diadenting in' grirrin, declared:
"Nor is this a case where the StateTi-aiff-action has
prevented a defendant friom- appealing. [Citations.]
All that Illinois has done is to fail to alleviate the
consequentes Of differencei-in econoMic circumstances '

that exist wholly apart from any. state action. (Par.] The
court thils-holds that, at least in this ared'or criminal
appeals, the Equal Protection Clause imposes on the
States'an affirmative duty to-liftthe:handicaps flowing
from differences in economic circumstances." (351 U.S.
at p. 34.)

29
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18
4301; Williame v. Illinois, supra, 399 U.S. 235; see

Boddie v. Connecticut (1972) 39 U.S. L.Week 4294,

discussed fn. 21, infra.) In summary, prior decisions

have invalidated classifications based on wealth even

in the absence of a discriminatory motivation.

We turn now to defendants' related contention

that the instant case involves at most de facto discrim-

ination. We disagree. Indeed, we find the case unusual

in the extent to which governmental action is the cause

of the wealth classifications. The school funding scheme

18. NUmerous cases involving raoial classifications
have rejected the contention that purposeful discrimina-
tion is a prerequisite to establishing a violation of,

the equal protection clause. In Hobson v. Hansen, su ra
269 F.Supp. 401, Judge Skelly Wright stated: "Ort ox

equal protection doctrine can be encapsulated in a single

rule: government action which without justification
imposes unequal burden; or awards unequal benefits is
unconstitutional. The complaint that analytically no
violation.of equal protection vests'unless the inequali-
ties stem from a deliberately.discriminstory plan As

simply false. Whatever the law was once, it is a testa-

ment to our.maturing,concept of equality that, with the

help of Supreme Court decisions in the last decade, we

now firmly recognize that the arbitrary quality .Ofthought-!
leanness can be as disastrous and unfair to private rights
and the publid-interest-as the perversity of a willful scheme.

[Par.) Theoretically, therefore,-:purely irrational inequall-

ties.aven between two schools in a culturally homogenous,
uniformly, white suburb .would .raise a real .constitutional.

question."- (Fns..omitted.) (Id. at.p..497.). (See also

Hawkins.v. Town:of Shaw,. MissiiiIppi,(5th.Cir.-1971). 437.
F.2d1286;. Norwalk CORE v. Norwalk Redevelopment Agency
(2d Cir. 1968) 395 F.2d 920, 931.) NO reason appears to

impose a more-etringent requirement.where wealth discrimi-

nation la charged.

30
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is mandated in every detail by the California Constitu-

tion and statutes. Although private residential and

commercial patterns may be rertly responsible for the

distribution of assesaed valuation throughout the state,

such retterns are shaped and hardened by zoning ordi-

nances and other governmental land-use controls which

promote economic exclusivity. (Cf. San Francisco

Unified School Dist. v. Johnson (1971) 3 Cal.3d 937,

956.) Governmental action drew the school district

boundary lines, thus determining how much local wealth

each district would contain. (Cal. Conat., art. IX,

§ 14; Ed. Code, § 1601 et seq; Worthington S. Dist.

v. Eureka S. Dist. (1916) 173 Cal. 154, 156; Hughes

v. Ewing (1892) 93 Cal. 414, 417; Mountain View

Sch. Dist. v. City Council (1959) 168 Cal.App.2d 89,

97.) Compared with Griffin and Douglas, for example,

official activity has played a significant role in

establishing the economic classifications challenged in
19

this action.

19. One commentator has described state involvement in
school financing inequalities as follows: "[The states]
have determined that there will be public education,
collectively financed out of general taxes; they have
determined that the collective financing will not rest
mainly on a statewide tax base, but will be largely de-
centralized to districts' they have composed the distrlet
boundaries, thereby dete;mining wealth distribution among

31 (footnote continued)
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Finally, even assuming arguendo that defendants

are correct in their contention that the instant discrimi-
20

nation based on wealth is merely de facto, and not de jure,

such discrimination cannot be justified by analogy.to de

facto racial segregation. Although the United States

Supreme Court has not yet ruled on the constitutionality

of de facto racial segregation, this court eight years

ago held such segregation invalid, and declared that school

boards should take affirmative steps to alleviate racial

imbalance, however created. (Jackson v. Pasadena City

School Dist. (1963) 59 Ca1.2d 876, 881; San Francisco Unified

School Dist. v. Johnson, supra, 3 Ca1.3d937.) Consequently,

any discrimination based on wealth can hardly be vindicated

by reference to de facto racial segregation, which we have

already condemned. In sum, we are of the view that the

districts; in so doing, thal have not only sorted education-

consuming households intii grnups of widely varying average

wealth, but they have sorted non-school-using taxpayers --

households and others -- quite unequally_among districts;

and they have made education compulsory." His conclusion

is that "[Tate involvement and responsibility are indis-

putable." Michelman, supra, 83 Harv.L.Rev. 7, 50, 48.)

20. We recently pointed out the difficulty of categorizing
racial segregation as either de facto or de jure. (San

WOBlimo Unified School Dist. v. Johnson, suprl, 3 Cal.3d

937, 956-957.) We think the same reasoning app ies to

classifications based on wealth. Consequently, we decline

to attach an oversimplified label to the complex configura-

tion of.public and private decisions which has resulted in

the present allocation of educational funds.

32
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school financing system discriminates on the basis of

the wealth of a district and its residents.

Education as a Fundamental Interest

But plaintiffs' equal protection attack on

the fiscal system has an additional dimension. They

assert that the system not only draws lines.on the basis

of wealth but that it "touches upon," indeed has a direct

and significant impact upon, a "fundamental interest,"

namely education. It is urged that these two grounds,

particularly in combination, establish a demonstrable

denial of equal protection of the laws. T0 this phase

of the argument we now turn our attention.

Until the present time wealth classifications

have been invalidated only in conjunction with a limited

number of fundamental interests 7- rights of defendants

in criminal cases (priffin; Douglas; Williams; Imd5

Antazo)'and voting rights'Olgrper; Cipriano V. City.

Houma (1969) 395 U.S. 701;--Kramer v. Union:School

District'(1969)'395.U.S. 621; cf. KcDonald.v.. Homed of.
21-

Elections).- Plaintiffs' contention --.that education

21. But in Boddie-v. Connecticut, supra, 39 U.S. L.Week
4294, the Supreme Court held that poverty cannot consti-
tutionally bar an individual seeking a divorce from access
to the civil courts. Using a due process, rather than an

33 (footnote continued)
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is a fundamental interest which may not be conditioned

on wealth -- is not supported by any direct authority.
22

equal protection, rationale, the court ruled that an
indigent could not be required to pay court fees and

costs for service of process as a precondition to
commencim a divorce action.

22. In Shapiro v. Thompson (1969) 394 U.S. 618, in which
the Supreme Court invalidated state minimum residence re-
quirements for welfare benefits, the high court indicated,
in dictum, that certain wealth discrimination in the area
of education would be unconstitutional: "We recognize
that a State has a yell-4 interest in preserving the fiscal
integrity of its programs. It may legitimately attempt
to limit its expenditures, whether for public assistance,
public education, or any other program. But a State may
not accomplish such a purpose by invidious distinctions
between classes of its citizens. It oould not, for example,
reduce expenditures for ed4cation by barring indigent
children from its schools." (Id. at p. 633.) Although
the high court referred to actual exclusion from school,

rather than discrimination in expenditures for education,

we think the conutitutional principle is the same. (See

fn. 24, and accompanying text.)
A federal Court of Appeals has also held that educa-

tion is arguably a fundamental interest. In Hargrave v.
McKinney (5th Cir. 1969) 413 F.2d 320, the Fifth Circuit
ruled that a three-Judge district court must be convened

to consider the constitutionality of a Florida statute
which limited the local property tax rate which a county
could levy in raising school revenue. Plaintiffs contended

that the statute violated the equal protection clause be-

cause it allowed counties with a high per-pupil assessed
valuation to raise much more local revenue than counties

with smaller tax bases. The court stated: "The equal
protection argument advanced by plaintiffs is the crux

of the case. Noting that lines drawn on wealth are
suspect [fn. omitted] and that we are here dealing with
interests which may well be deemed fundamental, (fn. omitted)

we cannot say that there is no reasonably arguable theory

of equal protection which would support a decision in favor

of the plaintiffs. (Citations.)" (Id. at p. 324.)

34 (footnote continued)
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We, therefore, begin by examining the indispens-

able role which education plays in the modern industrial

state. This role, we believe, has two significant aspects:

first, education is a major determinant of an individual's

chances for economic and social success in our competitive

society; second, education is a unique influence on a

child's development as a citizen and his participation

in political and community life. "(T)he pivotal position

of education to success in American society and its essen-

tial role in opening up to the individual the central

experiences of our culture lend it an importance that

is undeniable." (Mote, Development in the Law .Emma

Protection (1969) 82 Harv.L.Rev. 1065, 1129.) Thus,

education is the lifeline of both the individual and

*society.

The fundamental importance of education has

been recognized in other contexts by the United States

On remand, a three-judge court held the statute
unconstitutional because there was no rational basis
for the discriminatory effect which it had in poor
counties. Having Invalidated the statute under the
traditional equal protection test, the court declined
to consider plaintiffs' contention that education was a
fundamental interest, requiring application of the "strict
scrutiny" equal protection standard. (Hargrave v. Kirk..
Buil, 313 F.Supp. 944.) On appeal, the Supreme Court
vaca ed the district court's decision on other grounds,
but indicated that on remand the lower court zhould
thoroughly explore the equal protection issuc., (Askew v.
Hargrave (1971) 401 U.S. 476.)

35
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Supreme Court and by this court. These decisions --while

not legal& controlling on the exact issue before us --

are persuasive in their accurate factual description of the
23

significance of learning.

The classic expression of this position came

in Brown v. Board of Education (1954) 347 U.S. 483,

which invalidated de jure segregatio'n by race in public

schools. The high court declared: "Tbday, education

is perhaps the most important function of state and

local governments. Compulsory school attendance laws

and the great expenditures for education both demonstrate

our recognition of the importance of edUcation to our

democratic society. It la required in the performance

of our most basic public responsibilities, even service

in the armed forces. It is the very foundation of

good citizenship. TOday it is a principal instrument

in awakening the child to cuatural values, in preparing

him for later professional training, and in helping him

23. Defendants contend that these cases are not of pre-

cedential value because they do not consider education

in the context of wealth discrimination but merely in

the context of racial segregation or taal exclusion

from school. We recognize this distinction but cannot

agree with defendantal,conclusion. Our quoiation of

these cases is not intended to suggest that theYcontrol

the legal result which we reach here, but simply that

they eloquently express the crucial importance of education.
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to adjust normally to his environment. In these days,

it is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected

to succeed in life if he is denied the opportunity of

an education. Such an opportunity, where the state has

undertaken to provide it, is a right which must be made

available to all on equal terms." (Id. at p. 493.)

The twin themes of the importance of education

to the individual aid to society have recurred in numer-

ous decisions ofthis court. Most recently in San Francisco

Unified School Dist. v. Johnson, supra, 3 Ca1.3d 937, where

we considered the validity of an anti-busing statute, we

observed, "Unequal education, then, leads to unequal

job opportunities, disparate income, and handicapped

ability to participate in the social, cultural, and

political activity of our society." (Id. at p. 950.)

Similarly, in Jackson v. Pasadena City School Dist.,

supra, 59 Ca1.2d 876, which raised a claim that school

districts had been gerrymandered to avoid integration,

this court said: "In view of the importance of educa-

tion to society and to the individual child, the

opportunity to receive the schooling furnished by the

state must be made available to all on an equal basis."

(Id at p. 880.)

When children living in remote areas brought

37
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an action to compel local school authorities to furnish

them bus transportation to class, we stated: "We indulge

in no hyperbole to assert that society has a compelling

interest in affording children an opportunity to attend

school. This was evidenced more than three centuries

ago, when Massachusetts provided the first public school

system in 1647. [Citation.] And today an education has

become the sine 221 non of useful existence. . . . In

light of the public interest in conserving the resource

of young minds, we must unsympathetically examine any

action of a public body, which has the effect of depviving

children of the opportunity to obtain an education." (Fh.

omitted.) (Manjares V. Newton (1966) 64 Ca1.2d 365, 375-376.)

And long before these last mentioned cases,

in Piper v. Fig Pine School Dist., supra, 193 Cal. 664,

where an Indian girl sought to attend state public schools,

we declared: "[T]he common schools are doorways opening

into chambers of science, art, and the learned professions,

as well as into fields of industrial and commercial activi-

ties. Opportunities for securing employment are often

more or less dependent upon the rating which a youth, as

a pupil of our public institutions, has received in his

school work. These are rights and privi]eges that cannot

be denied." (Id. at p. 673; see also Ward v. Floyd (1874)

38
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48 cal. 36.) Although Man ares and Piper involved actual

exclusion from the public schools, surely the right to
24

an education today means more than access to a classroom.

(See 'Horowitz & Neitring, mum') 15 U.C.L.A. L.Rev. 787,

811.)

It is illuminating to compare in impor-

tance the right to an education with the rights

of defendants in criminal cases and the right to vote --

two "fundamental intersts" which the Supreme Court has

already protected against discrimination based on wealth.

Although an individual's interest in his freedom is

unique, wethink that from a larger.perspective, education

may have far greater social significance than a free

24. Cf. Reynolds v. Sims (1964) 377 U.S. 533, 562-563,
where the Supreme Court asserted that the right to vote
Is impaired not only when a qualified individual is barred
from voting, but also when the impact of his ballot is
diminished by unequal electoral apportionment: "It could
hardly be gainsaid that a constitutional claim had been
asserted by an allegation that certain otherwise qualified
voters had been entirely prohibited from voting for members
of their state legislature. And, if a State should provide
that the votes of citizens in onepart of the State should
be given two times, or five times, or ten times the weight
of votes of citizens in another.part of the.State, it could'
hardly be contended that the right to vote of those resid-
ing in' the disfavored areas had not been effectively diluted.
. . . Of course, the effect of state legislative districting
schemes which.give.the same number'of represenatives to.- .
unequal numbers of constituents isidentical.

. . . One must
be ever aware that the Constitution': forbids ''sophisti-
cated as well as simple-minied modes of discrimination.'
(CitatiOn.)" (Fn. omitted.)

39
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transcript or a court-appointed lawyer. "[E]ducation

not only affects directly a vastly greater number of

persons than the criminal law, but it affects them

in ways which -- to the state -- have an-enormous and

much more varied significance. Aside from reducing

the crime rate (the inverse relation is strong), edu-

cation also supports each and every other value of a

democratic society -- participation, communication,

and social mobility, to name but a few." (Fn. omitted.)

(Coons, Clune & Sugarman, supra", 57 Cal.L.Rev. 305,

362-363.)

The analogy between education and voting is

much more direct: both 'are crucial to participation

in,and the functioning of, a democracy. Voting has

been regarded as a fundamental right because it is "pre-

servative of other basic civil and political rights . . . ."

(Reynolds v. Sims, supra, 377 U.S. 533, '562; see

Vick Wo V. Hopkins (1886) 118 U.S. 356, 370.) The

drafters of the California Constitution used this same

rationale - indeed, almost identical language - in

expressing the importance oreducation.. Article IX,

section 1 provides: "A general diffusion of knowledge

and intelligence being eisential to the preservation of

the rights and liberties of the people, the Legislature

68-412 0 - 71 - pt. 1611 ---7
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shall encourage by all suitable means the promotion of

intellectual, scientific, moral,and agricultural improve-

ment." (See also Piper V. Big Pine School Diet., supra,

193 Cal. 664, 668.) At a minimum, education makes more

meaningful the casting of a ballot. More significantly,

it is likely to provide the understanding otand the

interest in,public issues which are the spur to involve-

ment in other civic and political activities.

The need for an educated populace assumes

greater importance as the problems of our diverse

society become increasingly complex. The United States

Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized the role of

public education as a unifying social force and the

basic tool for shaping democratic values. The public

school has been termed "the most powerful agency for

promoting cohesion among a heterogeneous democratic

people . . . at once the symbol of our, democracy and the

most persuasive means for promoting our common destiny."

(McCollum v. Board of Education (1948) 333 U.S. 203, 216,

231 (Frankfurter, J., coneurring).) In Abington School

Dist. v. Schempp (1963) 374.U.S.-203,.it was said that

"Americans regard the public schools as a most vital

civic institution for the preservation of a.democratic

kl
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system of.government." (Id. at p. 230; Brennan, J.,
25

concurring.)

We are convinced that the distinctive and

priceless function of education in our society warrants,

indeed compels, our treating it as a "fundamental
26

interest."

First, education is essential in maintaining

what several commentators have termed "free enterprise

25. The sensitive interplay between education and the
cherished First Amendment right of free speech has
also received recognition by the United States Supreme
Court. In Shelton v. Tucker (1960) 364 U.S. 479, the
court declared: "The vigilant protect/cm of constitu-
tional freedoms is nowhere more vital than in the
community of American schools." (Id. at p. 487.) Simi-
larly, the court observed in KeyisHien v. Board of Regents
(1967) 385 U.S. 589, liThe classroom is peculiarly the
'market place of ideas.' The Nation's inture depends
upon leaders trained through wide exposure to (a) robust
exchange of ideas . . . ." (Id. at p. 603.) (See aleo
Tinker. v. Les Moines School brit. (1969) 393 U.S. 503,
512; Epperson v. Arkansas (1968) 393 U.S. 97.)

26. The uniqueness of education was recently stressed
by the United States Supreme Court in Palmer v. Thompson
(1971) 39 U.S. L.Week 4759, where the court upheld the
right of Jackson, Mississippi to close its municipal
swimming pools rather than-operate them on an integrated
basis. Distinguishing an earlier Supreme Court decision
which refused to permit the closing of schools to avoid
desegregation, the court stated: "Of course that case
did not involve winning pools but rather public schools,
an enterprise we have described as 'perhaps the most
important fUnction of state and local governments.' Brown
v. Board of Education, su ra at 493." (Id. at p. 4760,
fn. 6.) This theme was ec oed in the concurring opinion
of Justice Blackmum, who wrote: "The pools are not part

42 (footnote continued)
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democracy" -- that is, preserving an individual's oppor-

tunity to compete successfully in the economic market-

place, despite a disadvantaged background. Accordingly,

the public schools of this state are the bright hope

for entry of the poor and oppressed into the mainstream
27

of American society.

Second, education is universally relevant.

"Not every person finds it necessary to call upon the

fire department or even the police in an entire lifetime.

of the city's educational system. They are a general
municipal serVice orthe nice-to-have but not essential
variety, and they area service, perhaps a .luxury, not
enjoyed by many communities." (Id. at p. 4762.)

27. .In.this context, we .find persuasive the following
passage from.Hobson v...Hansen, Tra,.269 F.Supp. 401,
which held, inter alia, that hig er per-pupil expenditures
in predominantlymhite schools than in black schools in
the District oolumbia deprived."the District's.Negro-
and poor public school children of their right to:equal.
educationalopportunity with the.District's-white and
more affluent public school children.".(Id. at p. 4o60

"If the situation were one invalvi6W-racial imbal-
ance but in some, facility other than the public schools,
or unequal educational opportunity but without.any Negro
or poverty:aspects (e.g., unequarschools all within an

ti economlcally homogeneous white suburb),At might be
pardonable.to uphold the practice.on a.minimal showing
of rational basis., .But the.fUsion of these two elements
in de.facto.segregation in public schools irresistably
calri-Nridditional justification.. What.supportivthia
call is . ....the degree to whichthelmor and thellegro
must rely on,the.public schoolvin rescuing themselves
from their depressed'aultural and:economic "
(Id. at-pp. 508.) ,Although we.realizathat the instant'
cige doea-not.present the racialespects'present-in Hobson,
we find compellinuthat-decisionla assessment of the-nr-.-rror-
tent social role of the public schools.
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Relatively few are on welfare. Every person, however,

benefits from education . . . ." (Fn. Omitted.) (Coons,

Clune & Sugarman, supra, 57 Cal.L.Rev. at p. 388.)

Third, public education continues over a

lengthy period of life -- between 10 and 13 years.

Few other government services have such sustained,

intensive contact with the recipient.

Fourth, education is unmatched in the extent

to which it molds the personality of the youth of

society. While police and fire protection, garbage

collection and street lights are essentially neutral

in their effect on the individual psyche, public edu-

cation actively attempts to shape a child's personal

development in a manner chosen not by the child or

his parents but by the state. (Coons, Clune & Sugarman,

supra, 57 Cal.L.Rev. at p. 389.) "(T)he influence of

the school is not confined to how well it can teach

the disadvantaged child; it also has a significant role

to play in shaping the student's emotional and psycho-

logical make-up." (Hobson v. Hansen-, supra, 269 F.Supp.

401, 483.)

Finally, education is so tmxntant that the

state has made it compulsory -- not only in the require-

ment of attendance but also by assignment to a particular

44
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district and school. Although a child of wealthy parents

has the opportunity to attend a private school, this

freedom is seldom available to the indigent. In this

context, it has been suggested that "a child of the

poor assigned willy-nilly to an inferior state school

takes on the complexion of a prisoner, complete with a

minimum sentence of 12 years." (Coons, Clune & Sugarman,

supra, 57 Cal.L.Rev. at p. 388.)

The Financing System is Not Necessary to Accomplish
a Compelling State Interest_

We now reach the final step in the application

of the "strict scrutiny" equal protection standard --

the determination of whether the California school

financing system, as presently structured, is neceseary

to achieve a compelling state interest.

The state interest which defendants advance

in support of the current fiscal scheme is California's

policy "to strengthen and encourage local responsibility

for control of public education." (Ed. Code, § 17300.)

We treat separately the two possible aspects of this

goal: first, the granting to local districts of effec-

tive decision-making power over the administration of

their schools; and second, the promotion of local fiscal
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control over the &mount of money to be spent on education.

The individual district may well be in the

beat position to decide whom to hire, how to schedule

its educational offerings, and a host of other matters

which are either of significant local impact or of such

a detailed nature as to require decentralized determina-

tion. But even assuming arguendo that local administra-

tive control may be a compelling state interest, the

present financial system cannot be considered necessary

to further this interest. No matter how the state de-

cides to finance its system of public education, it can

still leave this decision-making power in the hands of

local districts.

The other asserted policy interest is that of

allowing a local district to choose how much it wishes

to spend on the education of its children. Defendants

argue: "[I]f one district raises' a -lesser amount per

pupil than another district, this is a matter of.choice

and preference of the individual district, and reflects

the individual desire for lower taxes rather than an

expanded educational program, or may reflect a greater

interest within that district in such other services

that are supported by local property taxes as, for

example,,police and fire protection or hospital servicee."

46
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We need not decide whether -such decentralized

financial:decision-making is a compelling etate interest,

since under the present financing system, such fiscal free-

will is a cruel illusion for the poor school districts.

We cannot agree that Baldwin Park residents care less

about education than those in Beverly Hills solely because

Baldwin Park spends.less than $600 per child while Beverly

Hills spends over 41,200. As defendants themselveerecog-

nize, perhaps the most accurate reflection of a community's

commitment to education is the rate at whiCh its citizens

are willing to tax themselves to support their schools.

Yet by that'standard, Baldwin.Park.should. be deemed far

more devoted to learning than Beverly Hills,- fOr Baldwin

Park citizens levied a schoOl tax of well over $5 per

$100 of assesded valuation, while'residents of Beverly

Hills paid only slightly more than $2.

In'sUmmary, so long.as-the assessed valuation

within,adistrict's boundaries iiaMajor determinant

of how mUCh it &an:spend-for its' sChools, only a diitrict

with a large:tax baee will be truly 'able to-decide how

much it'really'cares about education.. , The. poor 'district

cannot freely choase to 'tax itself into an excellence

which itetax rolls:Cannot. provide:. Far from beIng

necessarY to proMote local-flscarchoice, the present
.
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financing system actually deprives the less wealthy

districts of that option.

It is convenient at this point to dispose

of two final arguments advanced by defendants. They

assert, first, that territorial uniformity in respect

to the present financing system is not constitution-

ally required; and secondly, that if under an equal

protection mandate relative wealth may not determine

the quality of,public education the same rule must

be applied to,all tax-supported public services.

In sup.port of their first argument, defen-

dants cite Salsburg v. Maryland (1954) 346 U.S. 545

and Board.of Education v. itatson,-iaiia,63 Ca1.2d 829.

We do not ftmi these deolsione apposite in the present

context, for neither of-them involved the basic consti-
28

tutional interests here at issue. We think that two

28. Salsburg upheld a Maryland statute which allowed
illegally seized evidence to be admitted in gambling
prosecutions in one county, while barring use of such

evidence elsewhere in the state. 'But when Salsburg

was decided, the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments had

not yet been interpreted to prohibit the admission of

unlawfully procured evidence in state trials. (Mapp v.

Ohio (1961) 367 U.S. 643.) Consequently, the Supreme

Court in Sal'aburg treated the Maryland statute as.simply

establish ng'a &rule of. evidence, which was purely pro-

cedural in nature., (346 U.S:Ait p. 550; see pp. 554-555

(Douglas, J, dissenting).),
In Watson werejected.a constitutionaLattack on

a statute which required special duties of the tax

assessor in counties with a population in excess of

48 (footnote continued)
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lines of recent decisions have indicated that where

fundamental rights or suspect classifications are at

stake, a state's general freedom to discriminate on

a geographical basis will be significantly curtailed

by the equal protection clause. (See Horowitz &

Neitring, supra., 15 U.C.L.A. L.Hev. 787.)

The first group of precedents consists of

the school closing cases, in which the Supreme Court

has invalidated efforts to shut schools in one part

of a state while schools in other areas continued

to operate. In Griffin v. School Board (1964) 377 U.S.

218 the court stated: "A state,.of course, has a wide

discretion in deciding whether laws shall operate state-

wide or shall operate only in certain counties, the

legislature 'having in mind the needs and desires of

each.' Salsburg v. Maryland, supra, 346 U.S., at 552. . . .

But the record in the present case could not be clearer

that Prince Edward's public schools were closed . . .

for one reason, and one reason only: to ensure . . .

that white and colored children in Prince Edward County

four million, even though we-Avcognized that.onlyLos
Angeles. County would be affectedly the legislation.
In both casesi,the courts.simply applied the traditional:
equal protection test and sustained the proVision after
finding some rational basis for the geographic.classifi-
cation.
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would not, under any circumstances, go to the same school.

Whatever nonracial grounds might support a State's allow-

ing a county to abandon public schools, the object must

be a constitutional one . . . ." (Id. at p. 231.)

Similarly, Hall v. St. Helena Parish School

Board (E.D. La. 1961) 197 F.Supp. 649, affd. mem. (1962)

368 U.S. 515 held that a statute permitting a local

district faced with integration to close its schools

was constitutionally defective, not merely because of

its racial consequences: "More generally, the Act is

assailable because its application in one parish, while

the state provides public schools elsewhere, would

unfairly discriminate against the residents of that

parish, irrespective of racte.77. (A)bsent a reason-

able basis for so classifying, a state cannot close the

public schools in one area while, at the same time, it

maintains schools elsewhere with public funds." (Pn,

omitted.) (Id. at pp. 651, 656.)

The Hall court specifically distinguished

Salsburg stating: "The holding of Salsburg v. State

of Maryland permitting the state to treat differently,

for different localities, the rule against admissibility

of illegally obtained evidence no longer obtains in

view of Mapp V. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 . . . . Accordingly,
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reliance on that decision for the proposition that there

is no constitutional inhibition to geographic discrimina-

tion in the area of civil rights is misplaced. . . .

IT)he Court [in Salsburg) emptasized that the matter was

purely 'procedural' and 'local.' Here, the substantive

classification is discriminatory . . ." (a. at pp.

658-659, fn. 29.)

In the second group of cases, dealing with

apportionment, the high court has held that accidents of

geography and arbitrary boundary lines of local govern-

ment can afford no groundfor discrimination among a state's

citizens. (Kurland, Equal Educational Opportunity: Ite

Limits of Constitutional Jurisprudence Undefined (1968)

35 U.Chi.L.Rev. 583, 585; see also Wise, Rich Schools,

Poor Schools: The Promise of Equal Educational Opportunity

(1969) pp. 66-92.) Specifically rejecting attempts to

justify unequal districting on the basis of various geo-

graphic factors, the court declared: "Diluting the

weight of votes because of place of residence impairs

basic constitutional

.ment just as much as

upon factors such as

Griffin v. Illinois,

372 U.S. 353. . . .

here or there is not

rights under the Fourteenth Amend-

invidious discriminations based

race (citation) or economic statue,

351 U.S. 12, Douglas v. California,

The fact that an individual lives

a legitimate reason for overweighting
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or diluting theefficacy of his vote." (Reynolds v.

Sims, supra, 377 U.S. 533, 566, 567.) If a voter's

address may not determine the weight to which his

ballot is entitled, surely it should not determine
29

the quality of his child's education.

Defendants' second argument boils down to

this: if the equal protection clause commands

that the relative wealth of school districts may not

determine the quality of public education, it must

be deemed to direct the same command to all govern-

mental entities in respect to all tax-supported public

30

services; and such a principle would spell the

29. Defendants also claim that permitting school dis-

tricts to retain their locally raised property tax

revenue does not violate equal protection because Who
power of a legislature in respect to the allocation

and distribution of public funds is not limited by any

requirement of uniformity or of equal protection of the

laws." As an abstract proposition of law, this state-

ment is clearly overbroad. For example, a state Legis-

lature cannot make tuition grants from state funds to

segregated private schools in order to avoid integration.

(Brown v. South Carolina State Board of Education (D.S.C.

1968) 296 F.Supp. 199, affd. mem. (1968) 393 U.S. 222;

Poindexter v. Louisiana Financial Assistance Commission

(E.D. La. 1967) 275 R.Supp. 833, affd. mom. (1968) 389

U.S. 571.) The cases cited by defendants are inapplicable

in the present context. Neither Hess v. MUllaney (9th

Cir. 1954) 213 F.2d 635, cert. den. sub nom. Heaa v.

Dewey (19511 348 U.S. 836, nor Oen. Aker. Tank Car Corp.

v. Day (192 ) 270 U.S. 367 involved a claim to a funda-

mental constitutional interest, such as education. (See

coons& Clune & Sugarman, supra, 57 Cal.L.Rev. at p. 371,

fn. 184.)

30. In support of this contention, defendants cite the

following quotation from MacMillan Co. v. Clarke (1920)
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destruction of local government. We unhesitatingly

reject this argument. We cannot share defendants'

unreasoned apprehensions of suoh dire consequences

from our holding today. Although we intimate no iews
31

on other governmental services, we are satisfied that,

as we have explained, Its uniqueness among public

activities clearly demonstrates that education must

respond to the command of the equal protection clause.

184 Cal. 491, 500, in which we upheld the constitutionality
of a statute providing free textbooks to high school pupils:
"[T]he free school system . . . is not primarily a service
to the individual pupils, but to the community, just as
fire and police protection, public libraries, hospitals,
playgrounds, and the numerous other public service utilities
which are provided by taxation, and minister to individual
needa, are for the benefit of the general public." What-
ever the case as to the other services, we think that in
this era of high geographic mobility, the "general public"
benefited by education is not merely the particular community
where the schools are located, but the entire state.

31. We note, however, that the Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit has recently held that the equal protection
clause forbids a town to discriminate racially in the
provision of muniolparservices. In Hawkins v. TOwn of
Shaw, Mississippi, su ra 437 F.2d 1286, the court held
that the town of Shaw, Mississippi had an affirmative duty
to equalize such services as street paving and lighting,
sanitary sewers, eurface water drainag, water mains and
fire hydrants. The decision applied the "strict scrutiny"
equal protection standard and reversed the decision of the
district court which, relying on the traditional test, had
found no constitutional infirmity.

Although racial discrimination was the basis of the
decision, the court intimated that wealth discrimination
in the provision of city services might also be invalids
"Apvellants also alleged the discriminatory provision of
municipal services Nisei on wealth. This claim was dropped

53 (footnote continued)
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We, therefore arrive at these conclusions.

The California public school financing system, as

presented to us by plaintiffs' complaint supplemented

by matters judicially noticed, since it deals intimately

with education, obviously touches upon a fundamental

interest. For the reasons we have explained in detail,

this system conditions the full ntitlement to such

interest on wealtfi, classifies its recipients on the

basis of their collective affluence and makes the

quality of a child's education depend upon the resources

of his school district and ultimately upon the pocket-

book of his parents. We find that such financing system

as presently constituted is not necessary to the attain-

ment of any compelling state interest. Since it does

not withstand the requisite "strIct scrutiny," it denies

to the plaintiffs and others similarly situated the

32
equal protection of the laws. If the allegations of the

on appeal. It is interesting to note, however, that the

Supreme Court has stated that wealth as well as race

renders a classification highly suspect and thus demand-

ing of more exacting judicial scrutiny. (Citation.)"

(Id. at p. 1287, fn. 10

32. The United States Commission on Civil Rights has

stated that "(ilt may well be that the substantial fiscal

and tangible inequalities which at present exist between

city and suburban school districts . . . contravene the

14th amendment's equal protection guarantee." Relying

on the quotation from Brown v. Board of Education, sunrk,

-- "where a State provides educition, it must be provided
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complaint are sustained, the financial system must fall

and the statutes comprising it must be found unconsti-

tutional.

Iv

Defewiants' final contention is that the

applicability of the equal protection clause to school

financing has already been resolved adversely to plain-

tiffs' claims by the Supreme Court's summary affirmance

in McInnis v. Shapiro, supra, 293 P.Supp. 327, affd. mem.

sub nom. McInnis v. Ogilvie (1969) 394 U.S. 322, and

Burruss v. Wilkerson (W.D. Va. 1969) 310 F.Supp. 572,

affd. mem. (1970) 397 U.S. 44. The trial court in the

instant action cited Me/nnis in sustaining defendants'

demurrers.

The plaintiffs in McInnis ohallenged the

to all on equal terms," -- the commission concluded that
this passage "would appear to render at least those sub-
stantial disparities which are readily identifiable --
such as disparities in fiscal support, average per pupil
expenditure, and average impil-teaoher ratios -- unconsti-
tutional." The commission also cited the reapportionment
decisions and Griffin v. Illinois, Trap concluding,
"Here, as in griffin, the State may e under no obligation
to provide thiiifiFIrice, but having undertaken to provide
it, the State must insure that the benefit is received by
the poor as well as the rich in substantially equal measure."
(U.S. Conmission on Civil Mightki. cit.,supra, p. 261
fn. 282.)
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Illinois school financing
system, which is similar to

California's, as a violation of the equal protection

and due process clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment

because of the wide variations among districts in

school expenditures
per pupil. They contended that

"only a financing aystem which apportions public funds

according to the educational
needs of the students

satisfies the Fourteenth Amendment."
(Fn. oMitted.)

(293 F.Supp. at p. 331.)

A three-judge
federal district court concluded

that the complaint
stated no cause of action "for two

principal reasons:
(1) the Fourteenth Amendment does

not require
that public school

expenditures be made only

on the basis of pupils'
eaucational needs,

and (2) the

lack of judicially manageable standards makes this con-

troversy nonjusticiable."
(Fn. omitted.) (293 F.Supp.

at p. 329.) (Italics added.) The court additionally'

rejected the applicability
of the strict scrutiny equal

protection
standard and ruled that the Illinois financing

scheme was raticmal
because it was "designed to allow

individual
localities

to determine
their own tax burden

according totheimportance
which they place upon public

schools."
(Id. at p. 333.) The United States Supreme

Court affirmed per
curiam with the following order: "The
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motion to affirm le granted and the judgment is affirmed."

(394 U.S. 322.) No cases were cited in the high court's
33

order; there was no oral argument.

Defendants argue that the high court's summary

affirmance forecloses our independent examination of the

issues involved. We disagree.

Since McInnis reached the Supreme Court by way

of appeal from a three-Judge federal court, the high

court's jurisdiction was not discretionary. (28 U.S.C.

§ 1253 (1964)0 In these circumstances, defendants

are correct in stating that a summary affirmance le

formally a decision on the merits. Nbwever, the signi-

ficance of such summary dispositions is often unclear,

especially where, as in *Innis, the court cites no

cases as authority and guidance. One commentator has

stated, "It has often been observed that the dismissal

of an appeal, technically an adjudication on the merits,

'is in practice often the substantial equivalent of a

33. The plaintiffs in Burruss attacked the constitu-
tionality of the virgialriaaa financing scheme. The
decision of the district court, which dismissed their
complaint for failure to state a claim, was cursory,
containing little legal reasoning and relying on Nc/nnis
v. Shapiro for precedent. Consequently, the parties to
the instant action have centered their discussion on
NeInnis and we follow suit.
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34

denial of certiorari." (D. Currie, The Three-Judge

Ldstrict Court in Constitutional Litigation (19641 32

U.Chi.L.Rev. 1, 74, fn. 365.) Frankfurter and Ians

had suggested earlier that the pressure of the court's

docket and differences of opinion among the judges

operate "to subject the obligatory juriadiction o: the

court to discretionary considerations not unlike those

governing certiorari." (Frankfurter & Landis, The

Business of the Supreme Court at October Term, 1929

(1930) 44 Harv.L.Rev. 1, 14.) Between 60 and 84

percent of appeals in recent years have been summarily

handled by the Supreme Court without opinion. (Stern &

35
Oressman, 22.. cit. supra, at p. 194.)

34. Although the Supreme Court affirmed the McInnis

decision, rather than dismissing the appeal, Curriers

statement is probably entirely applicable anyway. In

upholding decisions of lower courts on appeal, the
Supreme Court "will affirm an appeal from a federal

court, but will dismiss an appeal from a state court

'for want of a substantial federal question.' Only

history would seem to justify this digtinction. . . ."

(Stern & Oressman, Supreme Court Practice (4th ed. 1969)

at p. 233.)

35. Summary disposition of a case by the Supreme Court

need not prevent the court from later holding a full

hearing on the same issue. The constitutionality of

compulsory school flag salutes is a case in point. For

three successive years -- in Leolea v. Landers (1937)

302 U.S. 656; Hering v. State Board of Education (1936)

303 U.S. 624; and Johnson v. Deerfield (1939) 306 U.S.

621 -- the Supreme Court summarily upheld lower court

decisions which ruled such requirements constitutional.
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At any rate, the contentions of the plaintiffs

here are significantly different from those in McInnis.

The instant complaint employs a familiar standard which

has guided decisions of both the United States and

California Supreme Courts: discrimination on the basis

of wealth is an inherently suspect classification which

may be justified only on the basis of a compelling state

interest. (See oases cited, part III, supra.) By

contrast, the McInnis plaintiffs repeatedly emphasized

"educational needs" as the proper standard for measur-

ing school financing against the equal protection clause.

The district court found this a "nebulous concept" (293

F.Supp. 327, 329, fn. 4) -- so nebulous as to render the

issue nonjusticiable for lack of "I discoverable and manage-
6

able standards./ (Id. at p. 335.) In fact, the non-

justiciability of the "educational needs" standard was

Ibe very next year the high court granted certiorari in
Minersvills District v. Gobitis (1940) 310 U.S. 586,
thereby providing for oral argument and a full briefing
of the issue. Although in Gobitis it adhered to its
earlier per curiam decisioni7-ESR years later the
court reversed its position and ruled such requirements
invalid. (Board of Education v. Barnette (1943) 319 U.S.
624.)

36. The plaintiffs in Eurruss also relied on an "educa-
tional needs" standard uresur attack on the Virginia
school financing scheme, causing the district court to
remark: "However, the courts have nither the knowledge,
nor the means, nor the power to tailor the public moneys
to fit the varying needs of these students throughout
the State." (310 P.Supp. at p. 574.)
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the basis for the McInnis holding; the district court's

additional treatment of the substantive issues was

purely dictum. In this context, a Supreme Court affirm-

ance can hardly be considered diapositive of the signi-

ficant and complex constitutional questions presented

37
here.

Aaauming, Jis we must in light of the demurrers,

the truth of the material allegations of the first stated

cause of action, and considering in conjunction therewith

37. In a comprehensive article on equal protection and
school financing, three commentators have stated: "The
meaning of McInnis v. Shapiro is ambiguous; but the case
hardly seems another Plessy v. Ferguson. Probably but
a temporary setback, it was the predictable consequence
of an effort to force the court to precipitous and
decisive action upon a novel and complex issue for which
neither it nor the parties were ready. . . . (Title plain-

tiffs' virtual absence of intelligible theory left the

district court bewildered. (liven the pace and character
of the litigation, confusion of court and parties may
have been inevitable, foreordaining the summary disposi-
tion of the appeal. The Supreme Court could not have
been eager to consider an issue of this magnitude on

such a record. Concededly its per curiam affirmance
is formally a decision on the merits, but it need not

imply the court's permanent withdrawal from the field.

It la probably most significant as an admonition to the
protagonists to clarify the options before again invoking

the court's aid." (Coons, Clune a Sugarman, supra, 57
Cal.L.Rev. at pp. 308-309.)

The Supreme Court's willingness to order a full hear-

ing by a federal district court on the issues raised in
Hargrave v. Kirk (see Askew v. Hargrave, ump 401 U.S.
476), indicates to us that it does not conei er the appli-

cability of the equal protection clause to educational
financing foreclosed by its decisions in McInnis and Burruss.
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the various matters which we have judicially noticed,

we are satisfied that plaintiff children have alleged

facts showing that the public school financing system

denies them equal protection of the laws because it

produces substantial disparities among school districts

in the amount of revenue available for education.

The second stated cause of action by plaintiff

parents hy incorporating the first cause has, of course,

sufficiently set forth the constitutionally defective

financing scheme. Additionally, the parents allege that

they are citizens and residents of Los Angeles County;

that they are owners of real property assessed by the

county; that some of defendants are county officials;

and that as a direct result of the financing system

they are required to pay ta-xeliiiiakaghir rate than

taxpayers in many other districts in order to secure for

their children the same or lesser educational opportunities.

Plaintiff parents join with plaintiff children in.the prayer

of the complaint that the system be declared unconstitutional

and that defendants be required to restructure the present

financial system so as to eliminate its unconstitutional

aspects. Such prayed for relief is strictly injunctive and

seeks to prevent public officers of a county from acting

under an allegedly void law. Plaintiff parents then clearly

have stated a cause of action since li]f the . . . law is

61
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unconstitutional, then county officials may be enjoined

from spending their time carrying out its provisions

. . " (Blair v. Pitchess (1971) 5 Ca1.3d ; Code

38
Civ. Proc., 526a.)

Because the third cause of action incorpo-

rates by reference the allegations of the first and

second causes and simply seeks declaratory relief, it

obviously sets forth facts sufficient to constitute a

cause of action.

By our holding today we further the cherished

idea of American education that in a democratic society

free public schools sha}1 make available to all children

equally the abundant gifts of learning. This was the

credo of Horace Mann,which has been the heritage and

the inspiration of this country. believe," he

wrote,"in the existence of a great, immortal immutable

principae of natural law, or natural ethics, - a

principle antecedent to all human institutions, and

incapable of being abrogated by any ordinance of man . . .

38. Although plaintiff parents bring this action against

state, as well as county,, officials, it has been held

that state officers too may be sued under section 526a.

(Baair v. Pitchess, su ra 5 Ca1.3d ; California State

EMployees' Assn. V. Williams (1970) 7"Cal.App.3d 390, 395;

Ahlgren V. Carr (1962) 209 Cal.App.2d 248, 252-254.)
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which proves the absolute right to an education of every

human being that comes into the world, and which, of

course, proves the correlative duty of every governmsnt

to see that the means of that education are provided for

all. . .
"

(Original italics.) (Old South Leaflets V,

No. 109 (1846) pp. 177-180 (Tenth Annual Report to Mass.

State Bd. of Ed.), quoted in Readings in American Education

(1963 Lucio ed.) p. 336.)

The Judgment is reversed and the cause remanded

to the trLal court with directions to overrule the demurrers

and to allow defendants a reasonable time within which to

answer.

WE CONCUR:

WRIGHT, C.J.
PETERS, J.
TOBRINBR, J.
MORK, J.
BURKE, J.

1.17
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Dzassinno OPINION BY NeCOMBI J.

I dissent. I would affirm the Judgment for the

reasons expressed by Mr. Justice Dunn in the opinion prepared

by his for the Court of Appeal in Serrano v. Priest (Cal.App.)

89 Cal.Rptr. 345.

MACOMB, J.
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Dr. COONS. There are two general kinds of financial problems in
public education.

One is the establishment of spending priorities, the traditional
question of whether to give more or less for disadvantaged, gifted, or
other categories of children.

The other is the problem of fair distribution among children of the
same classification.

Serrano is really directed to the second problemthat is, the question
of fairness of distributionrather than to the issue of particular
priorities or public policies in spending.

The kinds of relationships to which it is addressed are those between
rich and poor school districts. By "rich" I mean rich in wealth per
pupilassessed valuation per pupil, property tax resources.
California, for example, has an enormous range of taxable wealth in

school districts, from about $100 or $200 per pupil up to something
around $1 million per pupil. Not surprisingly, this results in spending
ranging from about $450 per pupil up to over $3,000.

In fact, I am informed that there is one school district in the State
which has so much money it sends its children to Europe each summer
on what is raised from the local property tax. I do not have the name
of the district. I am just as glad I do not know.

Now, the tax rates, of course, are hi inverse proportion. I am sure
that rich district has a very low tax rate, probably one-fifth of the
district rate for those that sprid around $500.

BALDWIN PARR, CALIF.

As a specific example, the district of Baldwin Park has a rate of
about $5.50 per $100 of assessed valuation, whereas the district of
Beverly Hills has a rate of $2.38, or somewhat less than half Baldwin
Park. Yet, Beverly Hills spends approximately 2% times what
Baldwin Park spends.

Senator MONDALE. When you say $2.13, is that the assessed or the
imposed tax of $2.13per what? Per $1,000 evaluation?

Dr. COONS. Per $100 of assessed valuation.
Now, the $100 of assessed valuation is, of course, according to the

formula which is statewide, and which does not necessarily represent
true market values. It probably represents one-fourth of the market
value.

Senator MONDALE. About a fourth of market, so they would be
paying under that formula $2.15 on each $100

Dr. COONS. $2.38, I think said, Senator.
Senator MONDALE. On each $100 of assessed valuation, which is

probably a quarter of market value?
Dr. Cooss. That's correct.
Now, I think it is important to indicate several misunderstandings

about Serrano. The press, I think, misstated some of the basic issues.
This is not, for example, a simple problem of personal poverty.

We often speak of poor people and rich people in these cases; and there
may be, and probably is, some coincidence between personal poverty
and district poverty. However, the central issue to which Serrano was
directed is collective poverty, the 1)over1ty of school districts created
by the State. Needless to say, of course, such collective poverty bears
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hardest on poor families living in poor districts, because they are tho

ones who cannot escape to private education.
I do not mean to suggest that this is not a problem of poor persons

but, rather, that one must distinguish the two issues. or example,

in my own neighborhood, near Berkeley, there is a very small school

district known as Emeryville, populated largely by poor families,

which has an enormous tax base. Thus, there are eccentric Cases in

which poor families are advantaged by the present system and, vice

versa, rich families sometimes live in jmor districts.
I suppose that is important politically, in part because rich families

living in poor districts who are being advantaged by this decision are

likely to provide political support for its extension legislatively.
Likewise, Serrano does not necessarily speak to the urban problem.

For example, San Francisco is well above the average assessed valua-

tion per pupil in California. Los Angeles and Oakland are slightly
above the average. And thus, in terms of the direct impact of the
decision, it is not at all clear that some urban children, schoolchil-

dren, will do anything but suffer in the short run. In the long run, it is

likely that the rationalization and justification of the system will

produce advantages for urban children as well as rural.
Senator MONDALE. In other words, in California the central cities,

by and large, have a per capita assessed valuation which exceeds the
average and thus may not receive any helpindeed, some may be
subsidizing low-valuation districts?

Dr. COONS. That is correct.
Senator MONDALE. Depending on the formula.
Dr. COONS. It varies from city to city, and it does depend
Senator MONDALE. Would it be the poor rural district that would

benefit?
Dr. COONS. It varies. San Diego is well below the average. Modesto

and Fresno and a number of large cities are well below the average.

I think San Diego is probably explainable by virtue of the large

Federal enclave which takes up a good share of the taxablewhat
otherwise would be taxablereal estate. I am not sure why Fresno

and Modesto and some of the other inland cities are in that shape.
I expect it is partly because they are rural areas without heavy

industrialization.

CITIES Low COMPARED TO STATEWIDE AVERAGE

The general pattern around the country, if I am correct, is that
eastern cities tend to slip below their State averages more than in the

We#. Buffalo, Boston, I believe, Newark, Elizabeth, places like that,

haNie already slipped below their State average, whereas in the West

the pattern is somewhat different. . .

But I think it is fair to say that even in the West the cities are
tending to become poorer in relation to the statewide average.

Now, it should also be said that the pattern is not necessarily con-

nected with race. The minorities in California, for example, tend to
live in cities above the average in assessed valuation per pupil.

This is not verv surprising when you note that most of the black
and Mexican children are in the cities of San Francisco and Los
Angeles, iyhich are above the average. Consequently, if that is the
test, it being above or below the average in assessed valuation is the
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criterion of discrimination, one could say ironically that minorities are
being advantaged by the present system in California.

I would prefer to say that they are disadvantaged, because the real
reference point should be the wealthier suburbs in the metropolitan
areas rather than the cities.

Incidentally, I noticed in the morning paper that the Detroit case
makes reference to this kind of problem, and perhaps later on Profes-
sor Yudof and Mrs. Carey might say something about the possible
relationship of Serrano to the Detroit problem, if any.

EARLY FINANCIAL INEQUALITY LITIGATION

The history of the litigation in this arca begins in 1968 with the
filing of the case in Detroit, which eventually was dropped by the
plaintiffs, never brought to trial. The compliint in this case 'how-
ever, became very popular among poverty lawyers. It was filed in a
number of jurisdictions, most promptly in Chicago, in a three-judge
Federal court in a case called McInnis, which went to the U.S.
Supreme Court ultimately.

The plaintiffs lost. They lost on a theory- which really was directed
to the first kind of financial problem that I talked aboia, that is, the
problem of spending priorities.

The plaintiffs alleged a constitutional right to spending according
to the needs of the child, and the three-judge court responded basically
that it was an unintelligible theory, that it was unapplicable in the
judicial context; it would be purely a legislative remedy.

Fortunately, the Serrano case
Senator MONDALE. Did the U.S. Supreme Court affirm that

judgment?
Dr. COONS. It did, without opinion, and without hearing or brief.

It was per curiam.
Senator MONDALE. They did not deny certiorari? They affirmed

that judgment?
Dr. COONS. Well, it is important to clarify the jurisdictional rela-

tionship in this case, because from a three-judge court such as decided
. the McInnis case in the northern district of Illinois, the appropriate
avenue to the Supreme Court is appeal and not certiorari, and the
historic response of the Supreme Court to the three-iudge Federal
court, if it is not going to reexamine the case, is an affirmance; and
it is questionable whet er or not that act of the Supreme Court really
means anything more than a denial of certiorari in a certiorari case.
We really do not know what it means.

There was one dissent in the McInnis case in the Supreme Court,
Justice Douglas; and in a similar case the following year, Mr. Justice
White joined Justice Douglas in dissenting.

Now, meanwhile, in California, Serrano had been filed with a com-
plaint which was very similar to the McInnis complaint. Fortunately !
plaintiffs chose the State coutt. And, as a consequence, the history of
'Serrano was much more complicated and much more long-lived.

The three levels of judiciary in California meant that it took 3 years
to get through; and, in passage through the California courts, the
Serrano case became a good deal more refined. Eventually the needs
allegation was dropped and the owe focused on a theory which can
be summarized this way: That the quality of public education may
not be a function of wealth; whatever else the State may do about
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education, it may not make the number of dollars spent per child a
function of the wealth of a school district or of its parents. And this

is the proposition which the California court adopted.

BASIS OF SERRANO DECISION

Senator MONDALE. Did the Supreme Court of California base its
judgment principally on the 14th amendment? Or is there a California
constitutional provision which might make it unique?

Dr. COONS. The California court was ambiguous in this regard.
There is a footnote which does cite the California constitution, that
constitution was employed by the plaintiffs in their complaint, in
their petition to the California S,!preme Court. Some argue that the
possibility of insulating the judgment against a review -13y the U.S.

Supreme Court is there. But it seems to met on balance! it is unlikely
that the rather ambiguous reference to the California doctrine is
going to protect the judgment from ultimate review by the U.S.
Supreme Court.

However, I think it is fair to say that at this stage the case is
probably not reviewable on certiorari because of a different rule.
That is, that the final judgment rule in the U.S. Supreme Court will
probably require that the case be tried. The case has never been tried.

It came up on a demurrer. It is probable it will go back for trial before
it is ripe for U.S. Supreme Court review.

I could be proved wrong, but at least at this stage of the game, this
seems to be a fair application of the existing rules.

Senator MONDALE. In your judgment, is the Serrano principle
fully supportable under the 14th amendment?

Dr. COONS. Wholeheartedly, Senator.
Senator MONDALE. And thus, in your opinion, this same attack is a

valid one in any State of the Union which has this relationship of
wealth to educational quality.

HAWAII ONLY EXCEPTION

Dr. COONS. Absolutely. There are 49 States which follow the
pattern of California in permitting differences in local wealth to affect
differences in spending, Hawaii being the only exception.

This is not to say that the U.S. Supreme Court will adopt theSerrano
principle, but it seems to me that the rationale is perfectly appropriate.

We, of course, all win) have been involved, do hope that the Court
will take the same view.

The effect of the opinion and the effect of the principle that I
describe is essentially this: That the legislature in the State is free to
adopt any kind of system it pleaseswithin other constitutional
limitationsso long as it does not tie spending to wealth of the dis-
trict. Thus, it may choose to centralize so as to make all decisions at the

State level as to how much shall be spent per child; or it may retain
the existing districts or any other subunit, so long as each of those
units has the equivalent capacity to spendso long as, for example, a
given tax rate in Baldwin Park will permit Baldwin Park to spend as
much as Beverly Hills at that same tax rate.

Now, there are complex systems of subsid3r and recapture and var-
ious kinds of rather complicated paraphernalia that may be used to
effect that result. But, so long as the same local tax rate produces the
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same capacity to spend, the principle would be satisfied. And thus, adecentralized system is still viable.
There is no prohibition in the decision against compensatory educa-

tion, preference for gifted, preference for urban, preference for munici-
pal overburdens, marginal utilities, any refinement imaginable, so
long as it, is not tied to wealth. This includes voucher systems whichare fairly drafted.

Now, the effect on Federal programs is complex and interesting. The
impact aid programs, for example, in States which implement Serrano,
seem to have lost their rationale, at least insofar as the original reason
for impact aid was to offset the loss to the district from l'ederal en-claves. And, if there is an impact on the States, it will now be moved
up to the statewide level. Thus, any impact aid which is to be rationally
distributed would have to be at the statewide level. And, frankly, itwould seem to many of us that it would be good for Congress toreexamine the impact aid and see if it could not be more wisely spent
in terms of poor children or in terms of some other kind of rationalmeasure of educational need.

Senator MONDALE. What would Montgomery County do then?
Dr. COONS. I fear to respond.
But the remedial programs, on the other hand, seem still to be quite

viable.

FEDERAL Alj AND DUE PROCESS

Senator MONDALE. It is kind of a side issue, but what does the
Serrano principle mean as applied to a school district that receives aheavy bundle of impact aid now? Would that be considered a sourceof wealth? Or would it be, since it comes under Federal Government,
irrelevant?

Dr. COONS. Well, if a State had implemented Serranolet's take
an example, hypothetical, and suppose that California promply imple-
ments Serrano and gives every child $1,000. It keeps the school
districts but gives every child $1,000. But San Diego receives an extra
$500 per child for impact aid. I take it that Serrano itself would notinvalilate that extra money, because the money would not have been
given on the basis of wealth.

But how one would justify it in terms of rationality, I am hard putto say.
Senator MONDALE. So that if a school district found gold in the

downtown area that permitted it to generate an additional $500 in
the same tax effort for their schoolchildren, that would come within
the Serrano decision; but, if they had an influential Congressman that
distributed the gold out of the Federal Treasury, does it apply?

Dr. COONS. I am not sure. It seems to me that the "due process"
clause of the 5th amendment might require a level of rationality in
Federal spending which would make such a policy questionable. It
would be a very interesting constitutional problem.

Senator MONDALE. You see, the theory of impact aid is that it
substitutes for the absence of wealth at the local level

Dr. COONS. Exactly.
Senator MONDALE. Arising from Federal installations, Indianreservations, and the like. And, theoretically, then, it ought to beincluded in the local tax resources in some way, or make an adjustment,

it would seem to me.
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Dr. COONS. I suppose one could say that the impact aid is given on
the basis of wealth in that sense. It is given on the basis of the absence
of wealth, or on the basis of poverty.

But the problem is that the problem does not exist in our hypo-
thetical case. So that, in a sense, it is given on the basis of a factual
misapprehension.

I am not prepared to give a very firm answer to that question, but
I would be delighted to be involved in that law suit.

On the effect of Serrano, we might note just a couple of other prob-
lems, and then I will stop and let my colleagues proceed.

The effect of Serrano on other municipal services has been suggested
in some of the news media. This is a mistake. The court explicitly
confined its judgment and its opinion to education.

One can, of course, conclude that it is just as unfair to have an
inequality of taxable wealth for sewers, police, fire protection, and the
rest of it. We who have worked in this field tend to think that educa-
tion is in some respects unique, in some very important respects
unique, and the Court agreed aith that decision.

Senator MONDALE. Did they face up to that question, sewers
versus education?

Dr. COONS. Yes.
&SSW!' MONDALE. And what was their argument there?

EDVTIATZON IS AN INTELLECTUAL RIGHT

Dr. Coorrs. Their argument was that education touches on the
personality of the child. It is distinguished in terms of its intellectual
character, as opposed to welfare and health services, sewers, and so
on. In other words, I think that it is fair to summarize it that educa-
tion is in some respects a kind of first amendment-oriented right. It
deals with the mind and with the spirit and with the personality
and, in that respect, has an added ambiance of protection that the
other interests may not. It is in some sense more fundamental. It is
an intellectual right.

Senator MONDALE. I would ask the staff to cite at this point the
Court's treatment* of that issue, because I think that is very
important.

I find a good deal of acceptance for that principle when I talk to
people, that this country ought, whatever else it does, to assure that
every child has an equal real chance, that his potential is not impaired
because of the failure of our institutions. What he decides to do with
his life is up to him, but that he should be cheated in his early years,
in his formative years, and thus be unable to have the range of choices
that his abilities would otherwise permit is an outrage and is almost
unpatriotic.

I think if a child grows up without an adequate sewage system,
that is bad. But, if he grows up without the capacity to adequately
count and read and understand and appreciate, that is a disaster.
It is unjust. It is not welfare we are talking about. We are talking
about justice. And I think there is a central theme here that has a
strong public support.

I am glad to hear that the Court, in fact, sought essentially that.

Set Serrano v. Pried, previously printed at mi. 6812-8824.
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Dr. Coo Ns. The future of Serrano, as we indicated, is itself in doubt.
We do not know, for example, whether some other case may very well
meet the Supreme Court before Serrano does. I understaml a number
of suits have already been filed in various parts of the country, some
in three-judge Federal courts; and it is perfectly possible that one of
these will be decided by the U.S. Supreme Court long before Serrano.

Those of us who have been involved in some way in these CMOSwould like to see these other suits examined carefully and perhaps
slowed down to some extent, because we think the political response
at the moment is very promising. The case has been well received in
most quarters. The principle is beginning to be understood. It is no
longer quite as threatening as it seemed at first. And many who would
ordinarily resist a change of this kind have seen that it is not drawing
the rich/poor line that they first thought that it did.

It does not threaten the property tax, and it does not require even
spending across the State, and so on. So that we are hoping that the
political response will be positive and substantial before the Supreme
Court gets the decision in whichever case comes up first.

Senator MONDALE. In Minnesota, the Governor has called for adramatic increase in State support, using the Serrano arguments
about the inequality of financial resources among school districts. He
called for 70-percent operational support at the State level, and he
would move from local real estate taxes, substituting a statewide in-
come tax increase.

As the months have gone by, it is my impression there is growing
public support for that. Ilant then along came the Serrano decision, and
that has greatly strengthened his position, it seems to me, because he
can argue now it, is not only the thing to do from an educational stand-
point, but it may be the thing one must do; that is, in terms of equal-
ization. The way to do it is something else, but the responsibility of
the State for equality in financial input may be a legal requirement as
well.

Dr. COONS. One of the basic arguments in Serrano has been that it
is only through the judicial opening that the legislature will actually
be liberated to undertake this kind of reform.

Senator MONDALE. It is almost like the old one-man/one-vote
principle. It is impossible to undo it without legal compulsion.

Dr. COONS. Let me just conclude with a couple of suggestions about
possible congressional interest in this area. The availability of some
$700 million m impact aid which now has presumably lost its rationale,
at least in those States which implement Serrano, suggests its use
elsewhere, of course. It could very well be employed in a Title I kind
of framework, an improved Title I, hopefully, with greater assurance
that the money reaches the disadvantaged children for whom it is
intended.

DIRECT PROVISION TO FAhruass

One kind of apparatus that the Congress may wish to consider in
this regard is direct provision to families through such media as
school stamps, for after-school kinds of experiences for the children
of the poor, whether it be violin lessons, remedial reading, or what
have you. This is the only way to assure that the children get that
money themselves and it is not diffused over a large class or an entire
school or entire school district.
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It mar be also that a portion of this large sum could be set, aside

for voucler experiments, voucher experiments which would conform

to the Serrano principle, which the present 0E0 proposal.probably
does not, because it is tied to the wealth of the school districts.

Over the long haul, it seems to me that Congress ought to perceive

the notion of quality of opportunity in a manner which will free the

notion of equality from the notion of sameness. Those of us who are

rich and can afford to send our children to pi+. ite schools, if we choose,

have the opportunity for a lot of diffeeent kinds of education for our
children. The next stage in our iiunking ought to be how can we
provide the poor not simply equality among themselves, in the sense

that You can go to your neighborhood school and take there the same

kind .of education and curriculum that you could get at any other
neighborhood school, but to provide the poor and average man with

an opportunity for his children to have a wide range of options in

education, perhaps both public and private.
Senator AlonnAi.E. I notice your lull statement comes down very

hard on the choice principle, and I will not go into that fully this

morning, but perhaps you can submit further information to us for

the record.
Dr. Coons. I would be delighted.
Sefintor MONDALE. We will include that in the appendix to these

liearings.*
Dr. COONS. Thank you.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN E. COONS

My name is John B. Coons. I am presently professor of law at the University

of California: other biographical information has been provided the committee.

The committee has graciously invited Mrs. Sarah Carey, Prof. Mark Yudoft and

myself tcf report this morning on the background, scope, and implication of the re-

cent decision of the California Supreme Court in Serrano against Print This is a
particular pleasure for me, since I have devoted considerable attention in the

last 10 years to the constitutional and policy _problems presented in such cases.

TO my collaborators (Prof. William H. Clune HI of the Ifniversity of Wisconsin

and Mr. Stephen'D. Sugarman of the California bar) and to myself the decision

represents a personal satisfaction so weIl as a uniqueopportunity for reform.

A brief sketch of fhe school finance problem and the litigatkm it has spawned

in addition to Serrano may be helpful at the beginning. There are esslentially

two kinds of values at stake in the educational finance struggle. The first is the

rational allocation of money to. specific legislative objeCtives. This might be

labeled the issne of spending priorities. It arises whenever legislators evaluate

spending options such as remedial reading programs, vocational training, aid to
disadvantaged children, or any of the infinite variety of other policy preferences

that might be imagined in publie education.
The second kind Of financial objective is distinct from specific spending priorities

butt is closely related. It is the coneern for fairness in spending among children of

the same general class. Ifsimilar children in similar programs in contiguous school

districts haVe a 300-percent variation in spending on their education, an elemental

sense of fair dealing impels us to ask the State for some justifying rntionale. The

valvie.at stake heremay loosely be called fiscal equity:
In the view of Most critics the taxing and spending systems in vogue in 49 of

our States often frustrate both legislative spending priorities and fiscal equity.

Let me illustrate. In California, school district A mar have many disadvantard
children and receive a considerable Federal subsidy threiugh Title I of the ESEA;

yet this district may remain far behind its neighbor district B in spending. If

the Federal policy is viewed as an effort to equalize opportu .1ty, it remains

essentially frustrated. Even worse, this disparity in spending may exist even

'See Part 161). Appendix 7.

GS-412-71pt. 16B-9
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'though district A makes twico the local tax effort of district; B. There is thus
Ito relation between the districts spending level and either its needs or its deserts
as measured by its willingness to sacrifice for education.

The source of this fiséalinequity and policy frustration is the historic and wide-
spread State policy of creating school districts of widely varying taxable property
wealth per pupil and permitting these variations to affect the level of spending to
which the local authority can aspire. The degree to which district spending per
pupil is affected differs from State to State. The magnitude of difference within
the typical northern industrial State with its clusters of extreme wealth and
poverty can be staggering. In California the range of spending for elementary
schools extends from about $450 to several thousands of dollars per child. The
rates, of course, are related inversely. While a district like Baldwin Park taxes
itself at 85.26 per hundred dollars of assessed valuation, nearby Beverly Hills
carries a rate of only $2.38. Meanwhile Beverly Bills spends per pupil at well over
twice the level of the poorer district.

California, like most States, lias created an apparatus for sending dribbles of
State money to poor districts such as Baldwin Park, but, as the example illustrates,
the final effect of the system is lit tie more than a complex facade to divert the
outrage of families in poor districts. The technical operation of this no her typical
system of local tax and State stilwentions in California is described ir the amens
curiae brief filed in Serrano by Mr. Sugarman and myself on behalf of the Urban
Coalition and the National committee for Support or Public Schools. This brief
has been supplied the committee, and there is no point in detailing it here.
However, I cannot resist noting that Californialike Illinois, Arizona, and other
Statesthrough a peculiar interdependence of its subventions, actually directs
a fair share of its State subventions not to poor bat to rich districts. This surprising
subsidy for the rich districts did not escape the attention of the California court
in Se,-rario.

The legal attack on such school finance structures entered the judicial phase in
1968 with the filing of an action in State court by the school board of the city of
Detroit against the State of Michigan. This case came to nothing and was eventu-
alt.:- dropped. Regrettably its theory was adopted by a number of complaints
filed shortly thereafter in'Illinois, Virginia, and elsewhere. That theory in essetne
was that each child has a 14th amendment right to spending in accord with his
needs. It was basically an effort to express spending priorities through. the. Con-
stitution. The problem with this approachone problemis its limited intelligi-
bility; the Federal courts in Illinois and Virginia that actually reached judgment on
such cases labeled the concept judicially unmanageable, and that seems a fair
description. In any event the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the two judgments
without hearing arid without opinion.

During these false starts the Serrano case languished. It had been filed in the
original rush after the Detroit complaint; however, being filed in State court it
proceeded at a rather more stately pace through tlic three tiers of the California
judiciary. This proved to be a great advantage. The plaintiff's theory which origi-
nally had shared sonic of the weaknesses of tte Detroit complaint had an oppor-
tunity for refinement. In the 2 years that it took to sustain the State's demurrer
and to have that judgment affirmed at the feat appeal level, the case became
focused purely upon the second objective noted abovethat is, simple fiscal
equity. When the California Supreme Court surprised everyone by agreeing to
review the case, the various lawyers involved Fad a manageable principle to offer
the court: that under the 14th amendment and the California constitution the
quality of public education may not be a function of wealth other than the wealth
of the State as a whole. This principle is occasionally expressed in abbreviated form
simply as fiscal neutiality.

At that point in timefall of 1970because of the importance of the case a
number of friends of the court joined in suppc,rt of the plaintiff's cause. Beside the
Urban Coalition and the National Committee these included the Mexican Ameri-
can Legal Defense Fund, the Youth Law Centert the Center for Law and Educa-
tion, the A.C.L.U., the San Francisco Schrol District and others. In fact the
briefs filed in the appeal were all submitted by friends of the court. The case was
argued by the plaintiffs' lawyer, Sidney Wolinsky, and by Mr. Sugarman and
myself. The central legal argument offered in support of the proposed constitut
tional ride of fiscal neutrality among districts was basically this: that, judicial
intervention is crucial because of the structural inunobility of the current system:
that classification by wealth is suspect tinder relevant constitutional doctrine; that
education is a fundamental interest deserving special protection; that the State's
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interest in emphasizing local government of schools may be satisfied without

violating the child's alleged right.to a systom based upon fiscal neutrality.
The court decided 6 to 1 in favor of the children, adopt ing the legal argnment just

outlined and declaring, as hoped, that the quality of public education may not be

a function of wealth. The ease promptly received enormous attention from the

media, some exulting that it implied the end of the property tax and others

warning that this mea»t the i»evitable centralization of fiscal decisionmaking in,

education.
Neither view is eveu close to the reality.. The court in faet suggested no infirmi-

ties in the property tax; indeed it was not asked to do so. It carefully avoided any

threat to local government. It left open almost the entire spectrum of previous

legislative options including spending preferences for disadvantaged children, the

physically handicapped, the gifted, special curricular policies georraphieal cost

variations, municipal overburden, marginal utility, economics of scare, and district

willingness to tax itself for education. III short the court did not speak to the
question of spending priorities but confined itself to fiscal equity. Further, in

dealing with fiscal equity it proscribed only such differential spending as is based

upon wealth differences. All it required, in other mirth, is fiscal neutrality among

persons and school districts.
Thus the State remains free to centralize Or not centralize decisionmaking

regarding spending. The legislature, for example, may, keep the existing system of

district authorities and permit differences in spending from district to district so

long as .those differences are based upon differences ia local tax effort. All t hat is

required in such a decentralized model is that each district have equal capacity

to spend. This is not so difficult to arrange as it first appears.

Power equalizing of subsidiary units of government can be provided in a lininber

of ways. One simple approach is for the legislature to enact a table of relations

between the locally chosen educational tax rate on property (or, preferably,

income) and the amount per pupil that the district is permitted to spend. Such a

table for a hypothetical Statea rather wealthy Statemight look like the

following: Perm toile

Local tax:
Expenditure

1.00
1, 499 050 000

minimum)
1.01

3.00 (maximum)
1, 900

Within the maximum and mininunn limits set.by legislation eaeh district would

be free to decide what it wished to spend; this local choice would trigger a cor-.

responding tax on local wealth. If that local tax raised less than the.permissible
expenditure, the State would supply the difference fro») central sources. In districts

where the proceeds exceeded the permitted expenditure, the excess would be

redistributed to, poorer districts. In short, all districts.choosing.the same tax rate

would spend at the same level. Spending thtte would become a function only of

the district's interest in education. There are ways to structure such systems so

that the amount of excess money raised locally beyond what the district is per-

mitted to spend can be reduced to nothing. .

This, of course, is bat one of .many possible models. The legislature might wish

to combine sitch power equalized local option with specialized spending pref.

erences of various kinds. A State might wish for example to have a three-part
spending program like the following:

(1) A basic $800 per child supplied to the district totally fiona central

State sources.
(2) Permissible local add-ons at the rate of $25 extra spending permitted

for every mill of local tax up to a maximum, add-on of, say, $600. (Obviously if

more is raised by each mill than can be spent, there must be redistribution.)

(3) Categorical aids per pupil for disadvantaged, cost yariations, munici-

pal overburden, and so forth.
There are, of course, many reasons other than merely political that a legislature

might wish to rotai» local option to the decree permitted by part No. 2 in this

hypothetical scheme. In most States these reasons will be augmented by persua-

sive political arguments. Indeed, it is probably fair to predict that, even if the

Serrano result becomes infectious or is affirmed nationally by the Supreme Court.

that local spending differences based on local choice will continue in many parts

of this country. Unlike the existing pattern, however, the higher spending will

then occur in those districts with the greatest commitment to education rather
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than the greatest wealth. It is also likely (as is now the case in Hawaii) that some
States will .decree uniform statewide spending levels.

After Serrano both decentralized and centralized systems present some in-
teresting problems of adjustment for Congress. Consider in this connection
the effect of Serrano on impact aid (Public Law 874). A central theory of the
federally impacted areas program has been that the district with Federal activity,
land, and employees suffers an effectiYe reduction of its taxable wealth per pupil.
Once Serrano is implemented such impacts will no longer be felt at the district
level, for 'either all districts will have an equal capacity to raise dollars or else
the 'State will have cOmpletely centralized the process of money raising and spend-
ing. Thus impact aid as presently distributed would come to the district in an
utterly irrational mannerthat is, on the basis of factors the effect of which
ims been eliminated.

If impact aid hereafter were considered appropriate at all in States which
implement 'Serrano, it should be paid in a lunip at the State level, for after full
equalization it is the State as a whole (not the district) which will be impacted.
However, my present opinion is that such aid should be paid to Serrano States on
some basis other' than its impact on property tax. Both the need for and-the
effects of statewide impact aid would be problemmatical and would vary greatly
in relation to the particular State's dependence upon property tax as well as
other variant factors. But even more basically, even today it is probably untrue
that States Ordinarily experience a net burden from Federal activity; in fact the
significant political effort expended to attract Federal programs strongly suggeststhe opprisite.

The alternative ,useful employments for the $700-odd million in Federal impact
hid are riunierOus. If, for example Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Educatien 'Act were properly amenCled to assure fulfillment of its objectives, at
least part of this amount could well be shifted to sWell the magnitude of Title I
appropriationSAndeed any system for bringing this money efficiently to the chil-
dren of the poor would be an improvement. over 'the impact approach. A sub-
stantial segment of this resource might usefully be employed to experiment
with systems for increasing the educational options available to the poor Mcluding
school stamps and so-called voucher systems. I do not here refer to the .current
voucher scheme proposed by the Office of Economic Opportunity; being tied to
district wealth and spending that proposal would itself violate the Serrano
principle. Rather I suggest consideration of earlier proposals not suffering Such
defect.

One of these Suggested by Meesrs. Chine,. Sugarman, and myself in .1969 was
designed as. a State-created and controlled apparatus operating, if necessary,'
exclusively with State 'funding. So structured it would fit with simplicity into a
general Federal subsidy to the State for experimental use of vouchers. This system
is now embodied in model legislation by Mr. Sugarnian and myself entitled "The
Family Choice in Education Act" published jointly by the Institute for Govern-
ment tudics and the Cahlornia.Law Review. The committee has been furnished a
copy of this Work with its supportinganalysis. While the authors do not suggest
that this 'system is the ideal modelindeed we intend to modify it in several
important respectswe do believe that it anticipated and. avoided manytof.the
unfortunate weaknesses of 'the later 0E0 proposal. Nevertheless we believe that,
if 'properly' modified in accord with the Serrano principle (and with certain ()le-
Mentary 'precautions against discrimination by private schools) the 0E0 model
would be one of several schemes worth testingin, a series of long-range experi-
ments with.fatnily choice systems.

For my part I can imagine no more significant contribution from Congress than
an effort to provide the' poor and average family. with those options ineducation
that the rich take for granted and whichif ono can afford themare protected
by the Constitution. It is an irony that fundamental law makes the family's
choice in education constitutionally ecure from preemption by the State, yet
practically available only to the wealthy. The eccentricity of this state of affairs
is obscured by the habit:of a century, yet this insistence that the poor take what we
lissign them in public education is but a convention. Systems of variety and choice
for the poor, average, and wealthy family are technically available if Congress
wishes to promote them. The decision in Serrano v. Priest by happy chance may
have provided an unexpected resource from which to begin the basic experiment.

.Let me suggest another relevance of Serrano to the Federal power before I con-
clude. This committee is well aware of the authority and responsibility of Congress
under the 14th amendment. The rights at stake in Serrano are not niercly a
concern of the judiciary. The amendment, scet ion 5, provides:

9 al
;
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The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legislation,

the provisions of this article.,

It would be hard to iniagine a more appropriate employment of this congressional

power than an embodiment in Federal legislation' of the Serrano Principle. This

could include a declaration that State systems -offensive to this principle are
invalid, perhaps . coupled with standing in the'attorney general and/or injured
private persons to seek injunctive relief in Federal court. Congress could on the

other hand merely withhold Federal aid from States which operate their school

systems in violation of the principle; the difficulty is that the immediate impact

of such a constraint would probably he felt most painfully by its intended bene-
ficiariesthe children of poor districts.

Whatever else Congress does it will have to respond to the essential differences

between centralized and decentralized State systems, unless the States settle

upon a homogeneous pattern. The latter is an unlikely outcome, and CongresS

sheuld prepare itself to consider systems of Federal subvention which may
require rather considerable sophisticatioh if they are to articulate smoothly with

the variety of underlying new State structures.
In this regard Congress may have to accept some continuing frustration of

its own educational spending priorities. Indeed this is inevitable in those States
choosing to retain a decentralized fiscal model. If district A and district B, though

.now equal in capacity, freely choose lo.spend at different levels, at least part

of the old problem remainsthat is, compensatory, money may still leave gaps

of some significance if the recipient district has chosen to carry a lighter load of

school taxation. This is one of the prices of local control; indeed, many regard it as

one of the chief virtues of Serrano. In my view no court is likely to forbid such local

.differences in spending, nor should it.
The historic and invidious :mending variations caused by wealth differences are

a far cry from those stemming-from free political choice expressing a conununity's

view of its own needs and priorities. Further it is certain' that the magnitude of

spending differences will be extremely modest compared to the present.span. Of

course, Congress could offer rewards. to States which centralized decisionmaking
or, where decentralized power-equalized models are adopted, it could reward high

taxing districts. Either course would seem to me an excessive interference with a

perfectly.proper choice of the State.
These few observations on the appropriate Federal response to Serrano are

sketchy and merely preliminary. Those of us closest to the problem in California

have barely been able to colic with issues presented at the State level much less
analyze the effect upon the Federal scene. Ultimately, however, we hope to make a

larger contribution at the Federal level. Indeed, in a moment of transport during
the preparation of the volume "Private Wealth and Public Education" iny collab-

orators and I went so far as to imagine a federally structured system for power

equalizing the States. I am not certain which millenium we had in mind, but I inn

not sorry that such a notion is now in the idea bank. In fact, if one is writing for

the millennia he should also include a national family choice system with families

equalized in their capacity to attend all schoolspublic and privatewithin the
system.

In all of this speculation it was not the intention to lose sight of the Serrano ease

itself. Its fate is, of course, still unclear. The State has asked the court or a limited

rehea-ing largely for the purpose of clarifying issues on which the State attorney
general believes the court's opinion is ambiguous.

This request could involve delay of from a few weeks to many months. It may

or may not be followed by a petition for certiorari to the U.S. Supreme Court.

At this stage the latter would seem premature under the final judgment rule of the

Federal high court; probably the effect of the petition would be merely another

lengthy delay before the trial of the factual issues. Ultimately these facts may be

stipulated; they are largely matters of public record, and by forcing proof of

every issue the State could only have further delay as its object. If the State
thereafter insisted on its right to successive appellate review more delay would

follow. By the time the U.S. Supreme Court has the chance to accept the case for

review, it may already have decided another case on the same Issue arising

through ;he more expeditious route of the three-judge Federal court and the
mandatory appeal. In short the judicial future even of Serrano itself is shrouded

in doubt.
In the meantime at least two kinds of things seer' to be happening. First,

lawyers and their clients in large numbers are filing or threatening suit against

their respective States. Those of us in Serrano hope to restrain their ardor at
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least long enough to hold a laiityerS' ciniferenae on .the gamin) case in Washing-
ton, D.C., on the 16th of October. A model complaint is in the course of prepara-
lion and will bo available at that time, and there are serious legal risks that such

conference maY help to diminish.
Secondly, a significant political response to Serrano appears to be in the mak-

ing. If the number of political statements vowing implementation of the prin-
ciple is any indication, legislators, may, for the first time, be giVing serious
consideration to the restructuring of State systems. Likewise scholars, legislative
counsel, and social scientists are coMmencing the difficult work of putting flesh
on the so-far theoretical skeleton of power-equalized district systems. Rough-
hewn proposals for such systems are already beginning to appear in California

.alongside other proposals for statewide uniformity. As predicted, by the plain-
tiffs in Scrrano the principle of fiscal neutrality is proving to be less an interfer-
.ence with legislative prerogative than a powerful stimulus to what may prove
to be the first thoroughgoing legislative consideration of the basic structures of
school finance since the advent of public education.

Senator MONDALE. Let us go to Professor Yudof, who, I under-
stand, cooperated with you.

STATEMENT OF MARX G. YUDOF, PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF LAW,
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS

Dr. YUDOF. Yes, I submitted an milieus brief in Serrano.
1 thinkf the professor has adequately set forth the theory of Serrano,

and I would like to focus on a number of its implications as I see them.
The first thing I think that is very importantin terms of the

mass considerationthe impact of this decision is that Serrano is not
a decision which has as its basis the redistribution of wealth in the
country. It does not hold the pricing of all private and public goods
is unconstitutional because some people cannot afford the !nice. In
other words, the California Supreme Court is not redistributing color
TV's and Cadiliacs.

Senator MONDALE. But it is doing something vet:y revolutionary.
Dr. YUDOF. I believe it is. But I think it is a decision which is very

narrow in its scope, saying education is so important and so funda-
mental, and that it is funded

Senator MONDALE. Would you say it was narrowly revolutionary?
Dr. YUDOF. Yes, narrowly revolutionary.
The second point, I think'is important, is that the Serrano decision

focuses on the operation of the California financing system. It focuses
rather more on the effect of that system than 01.1 any search for what
might be called a discriminatory motive.

As Professor Coons has said, there is no section of the California
statutes that one can point to .that says, "We are out to do in poor
districts or poor children." It is just the natural operation of the
System, and the court is.not concerned by that. I think that may have

: greater consequences for the de jure/de facto distinction which has
been drawn in the area of desegregation.

The third point that is terrifically important is: That we are all
concerned with the fate of taxpayers, and whether taxpayers in .some
areas of the 'State are unreasonably burdened in relation to other
areas of the State; and, also concerned with the type of education
that our children are uetting, But, I think, there is another point
there, and that is the bbasie constitutional premise of ethical 'conduct.
I believe the Supreme Court of California has said that if those things
are importantbut 'what we 'are really concerned about is the social
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injustice in .dealing with one class of childrenthat they are SomeboW

less deserving of our education dollars than. 'are .another class of

children.
I think that also has a lot to do .with the genesis of the Brown'

opinion. . .

Another important pointand I agree with Professor Coons;

this has been widely misinterpretedis that this decision does hot .

mark the demise oi decentralized decisionmaking in favor of some,
form of Mindless equality. The Supreme Court of California has not
mtuidated equal expenditures for every child in the State. Nor has
it intervened to fix political priorities within each commimity. It
has not told.the community that it must choose highways, or hospitals,

or police protection, or schools, in any particular order.

POOR DISTRICTS HAVE No CHOICE

Rather what has happened here is that the judiciary has recognized

that local controlas it is manifested within the current structureis
largely a hoax. And, it is a hoax in the sense that poor districts do not

choose to s nd less for education. It is not a question of their valuing

other municipal services more.
The point is that these districts are just incapable of spending more

for education.
Senator MONDALE. AS a matter of fact, in most cases, the poorer

districts are trying much harder?
Dr. YUDOF. Yes, that is, indeed, the case. And I think that was one

of the things the McInnis decision, in the original casewhich did not

get very farthat was one of the problems there, that the court did
not really understand. They thought we were preventing each coin-
inunity from making decisions about education.

Another point which I think is worth emphasizing is that the bene-
ficial effects of the Serrano decision reached far beyond poor and

minority group students, and that is that children of all races and
income levels who happen to reside in these poor districts are going to

benefit.
And, I think, if I may just take a very short quote from the deci-

sionI think it is important to see what the quote said:

The commercial and industrial property which augments a district's tax base is

distributed unevenly throughout the State. To allot more dollars to the children

of one district than to those of another merely because of the fortuitous presence
of such property is to make the quality of a child's education dependent upon the
location of private, commercial, and industrial establishments. Surely this is to

rely on the most irrelevant of factors as the basis for education financing.

I think, therefore, it is not only discriminatory in a large sense, this

scheme is really irrational. The accident of whether you happen to
have a Du Pont plant in your district really has an awful lot to do,

under the current schemes, with whether or not your child receives an

adequate education.
Beyond the decision itself, I think it is appropriate to ask:How may

legislatures react to Serrano-like decrees? What are they likely to do

in the event of a declaration that the current financing schemes are

unconstitu tional?
Andi at the outset, I think I agree with Professor Coons that the

result initially will be to remove many of the bars to reform that have
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plagued legislatures. As you mentioned, Senator, the Governor of
Minnesota, and .also the Governor of Pennsylvania, have proposed
significant reforms in this field. Heretofore, at least, those reforms
have 'not been acted upon, and we might expect that the Serrano
decision will, indeed, break a logjam and strengthen their hand.

: In terms of the specific schemes that will be adopted, it is very
difficult to predict. What we would like to say is that the changes are
really endless. Centralilationi decentralization, diversity, or uniform-
ity; absolute equality, or compensatory programs. I think .there are a
number of ways that the legislatures may go.

One obvious way would be to allocate funds on the basis of the char-
acteristics of .the consumers of the goods, the child. Particular skills
and handicaps could be made tho basii for educational financing.

The value of preferences might Mclude the educationally disad-
vantaged, the artistically talented, physically handicapped, or the
emotionally disturbed child.

Although this has not received wide consideration, that funding
could be done on the basis of characteristics of families..If the family
is poor, their poverty could be treated as a shoi thand for the greater
educational needs of the children in the family. On. that basis; the dis-
trict might receive more funds.

Finally, we might have a scheme that is similar to Avhat we have
now, and funds could be allocated on the characteiistics of school
districts. Obviouslyleaving out the characteristic of the relative
wealth of the districtsyou might take such factors as the number
of pupils, the number of schools, willingness to make a tax effort to
raise educational dollars; or, the degree of racial integration in the
district could all be considered.

RACIAL INTEGRATION IN MASSACHUSETTS

Indeed, Massachusetts' racial integration is one of the considera-
tions which goes into the amount of State funds which are received by
each individual district.

Senator MONDALE. Where is this?
Dr. YUDOF. Massachusetts.
Senator MONDALE. You mean that is what the law is?
Dr. YUDOF. That is the law; yes.
In addition, extra dollars could be distributed to communities where

the cost of providing educational services is appreciably higher be-
cause of higher living costs, Also, urban comnumities could be com-
pensated for the extraordinary burdens imposed on their fiscal re-
sources by competing demands for such municipal services as welfare,
street maintenance, and fire aml police protection.'

Another thought that hasn't been brought out, even assuniing if
poor districts make an effort which is no greater than that being made
by rich districts, in terms of their marginal costs, they are really much
greater because for poor people that money is really coining out of
their necessities coming out of the money they should be sp o.endin
for shelter, or food, or basic necessities, whereas in richer districa
the money is much more marginal in the sense it may well come out of
savings and bank accounts, and so forth.

The important point, I think, is that local control under any of these
methods of funding is not hindered. The formula for distributing dol-

1.33
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lars to districts is not dispositive as to the issue of how the funds will be

spent. I think a familiar parallel can be drawn from Title 1, which al-

locates money under a formula based upon the number of poor chil-

dren, but which, nonetheless, finances educational services for all

educationally deprived children living in eligible attendance 'areas.

Thus, the funding remedies which flow from the Serrano decision are

compatible With any legitimate State interests in local initiative.

For 'example, under nearly all the plans I have mentioned, the legisla-

ture could allow local school 'districts to make -educational policies and

to exercise broad discussion
Senator MONDALE. As a matter of fact,..these poorer School dis-

tricts, by receiving adequate outside help, would find they had More

authority,-more power, over the 'education of their children thari they

do today.
I was struck,- when we talked to superintendents- of these, poorer

school districts, by the note of despair that coMes from haying the
apparent power to control the direction of the edueation but;,in faCt,

all of their"time is spent cutting the budget, trimming, layink off

teachers; trying to figure out hew to conduct 'classes in' a Condemned

school building, and Cue rest. Thoy are really hardly inyolved

cation at all.
Dr. YupoP. Yes; I think that is another. example.
Senator MONDALE. To say they have controlls to assert a meaning-

,

less techniCality:'
Dr.' YUDOK I think that is right And', as you thy, the districts', the

poorer districts', Will have (4reater disdretion now t'o fund extraordinary

programs. For example, tor bilingual education or education of the

d is ad vantaged.
The iMportant point is to say' there is nothing inherent'iri Serrano

that preVents 'that result. Serrano does nOt mean that the 'State Of
California is going to 'tell each and every distriet in the State how 'to

run its affairs.''''

WHAT SHOULD BE FEDERAL RESPONSE?

Another point which Professor Coons. touched upon is the Federal

response, what should be the Federal response in light of the Serrano
decision?.And I guess I take it somewhat more negative view. And, as

a Minimum, what I would hope for is that Federal education statutes

would not undo the Serrano results. That i at the very least, the

impact aid legislation should take into account in some measure the

local wealth of the school district, and not caut'e a disparity by virtue

of the Federal allocation.
I think Professor Coons' idea about the money going directly tO the

State governments is a much better idea and would not result in the

type of disparities that we are talking about.
A further step; I think, would be to strengthen tho formula for

allocating Title I funds. As you know, now any district that has 10

or more poor children qualified for Title I assistance. And, of course,

those districts with very small numbers of Title I children, by and

large, are your wealthier districts; and, therefore, the funds that go to

those. districts are really antiequalizing in their effect.
Finally, I think it is conceivable that, if the Congress and the

Executive are serious in their efforts to diminish interdistrict resource

.eft r
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disparities, that district wealth equalization could be made a pre-
requisite for the receipt of Title I funds.

Senator MONDALE. Let me ask you this. What about the possibility
of a constitutional challenge on interstate disparity? You have been
dealing with interdistrict differences within a State, and you have
obtained a decision from one of the most prestigious supreme courts
at the State level, holding that the 14th amendment prohibits those
differences in the way they have been described. But, there are vast
differences in the resources between States, are there not? .

Dr. YUDOF. Yes; there are.
Senator MONDALE. For example, suppose Serrano were applied

immediately, and all children received essentially an equal input, or,
at least, the districts were empowered to do so, if they wanted to.
What about the difference between an American schoolchild growing
up in Mississippi or Arkansas and an American schoolchild growing
up in New York or California? Would there still not be a disparity of
still maybe 50 percent?

Dr. YUD OF. I think that is exactly right. The areatest span is
probably between Arkansas and New York. I thinkt'the disparity is
2-to-1.

Senator MONDALE. So, would it be subject to a constitutional
challenge?

. Dr. YUD OF. In my opinion, no, probably nOt. The Constitution
does not contain an explicit clause relating to education. I think the
general understanding was that this was properly delegated to the
States, and I think it would be very difficult to challenge.

Senator MONDALE. I would like the other panelists to respond on
whether you agree with that.

Mrs. CAREY. I think I would agree with his reading, particularly
that the 14th amendmentthat most of these cases have been
hung onapplies only to discrimination by States within their
borders. But there is no reason why the Federal Government could not
initiate a program where it would provide funds that would make up
the differences.

Senator MONDALE. As a matter of public policy. But I am wonder-
ing whether there is a legal ease to challenge the interstate differences.

Dr. CooNs. I do not see any either, Senator, I am sorry to say. The
5th amendment, even if we assume that it carries the Serrano principle
implicit in it, would only then speak to existing Federal programs. That
is to say, under the 14th amendment Serrano does not say to the
'States, 'You have to run an educational system." It simply says,
"If you have one, you cannot let wealth differences determine the
distribution."

The 5th amendment might sav to the Federal Government, "If you
are going to spend money for education, you cannot spend it so as to
cheat poor States."

But I do not think the Federal Government is cheating poor States.
At least, I do not know that it is. And, if it is, it is certainly to an
insignificant degree.

However, I agree with both 'Professor Yudof and Mrs. Carey, as
you know from my statement that the Federal Government could in
some imaginable future undertake to, as my colleagues and I would
put it, "power equali2e" the Statestreat the States in the same way
that some of us hope California will treat its school districts, giving
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each the.'capacity to spend on its children in equal amounts, if it is
willing .to make the same kind of lOcal effort. So, one can imagine a.
national system of that kind.

'But; for the moment, I guess mY political sense says it is largely
hypothetical. If I have any.- Which is 'doubtful.

EQUALIZATION PRECONDITION TO TITLE I

Dr. YUDOF. The point I.was going to make about the lack of mak-

ing equalization a precondition to receiving Title I ft nds is that the
big problem under Title I law is now that the services are character-
ized as compensatory or supplementary, and they are really not. They

are only supplementary and compensatory in terms of what that dis-

trict had before the Title I funds came into the district. But it is just
the fact that what is compensatory service in Boston or Philadelphia
is something which is made available to every schoolchild in the sur-

rounding suburban areas. So, in a real sense, the purpose of giving

poor children some sort of break in educationhe is just not getting

in. It is just not there.
Senator MONDALE. I agree. People say Title I has failed. But, if you

look at the amount being spent per pupil in Title I areas it is still

substantially below that being spent in the great suburbs; and usually
the State aid systems deliver more to the ricli than t) the poor.

. Dr. YUDOP. Yes; we found that to be true in Texas, for example. .

Senator MONDALE. We have had testimony on that. Texas is one
of the worst systems of all in delivering wealth to the wealthy..

Dr. YUDOP. That is right. Because it was on the basisif you could
afford to hire well qualified teachers, you were reimbursed for that. So
the riches went to the already rich. One of the ,problems I think that,
remains in the wake of Serrano is. once you have equalized between
districts, there is utterly no guarantee at all *that poor children are in

fact going to profit from that redistribution. The eVidenceand it is
mountingis that school districts allocate fewer dollars to schools in
predominantly poor and minority group neighborhoods. And lawsuits
challenging these policies have been filed in a number of cities, most
recently in Chicago, and in .tho District of Columbia, Judge Wright
in Hobson v. Hansen declared that these types of invidious discrimma-,
tions were unconstitutional. The problem from the Federal Govern-
ment's standpoint is, I think it is fair to say, tho Federal Government
has wavered in its support of these efforts to equalize intradistrict. In
February of 1970, James Allen, then Commissioner of Education,
issued guidelines to chief State school officers requiring that local funds
be allocated equally between schools in rich and poor neighborhoods as

a condition of eliFibility for Title I funds. There was a swift con-
gressional action in April of that year. The so-called comparability
guidelines were suspended for a period of 2 years. And I think what is
even more tragic about this is that the Office of Education has done ab-
solutely nothing since that time to either encourage districts volun-

tarily to equalize expenditures between the rich and poor neighbor-
hoods or to prepare for the period beyond the 2-year suspension. As it

stands now, the formula is that they exclude all longevity pay, which

in many cases is the bulk of disparity, and also they now,compare tho

average of the non-Title I schools with the Title I sch.00ls in determining
whether comparability is applicable. And that formula is really rigged.

. .
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I would venture to say there would be very very few districts in the
country that could not comply with that type of standard.

So, my recommendation is, if Serrano is not to be emasculated at the
district leVel, what should happen is that the elementary and secondary
act should be amended. As I understand, the original Senate version
the last time through did contain a comparability provision, and that
somehow we Should prod the Office of Education to aggressively
enforce that congressional .policy.

I think as a final note, somewhat gratuitous, that personally I am
not at all sanguine about the Serrano principle in terms of total reform
of AmeriCan education, because I think the mere infusion of dollars
will not assure a creative and stimulating school environment, or
nourish diversity or dispel the fear and paranoiac concern for order and
silence'which 'pervade the public schools.

QUALITATIVE AS WELL AS' QUANTITATIVE REFORMS

.1 think it is also fair to say that the effect§ of Serrano are not necessar-
ily ooing to be translatable into programs that will Work, in terms of do
we '-know''h tO educatn-the . non-English-speaking student or the
ph:Vsically handiCapped.

:So, I think what is really needed' to go .hand in hand with Serrano is
q unlitative as well as quantitativoreform. In short, what is needed is
innovation, soMething we have not seen for a great while in education.
And that brings .me to what I think should be the proper, role-of
Government. It seems tol me that, if the present school systems:are
So overburdened that it is very difficult, to finance new andinnOvative
programs; atid, if' the attitudes. of .at leastsomn school administratOrs
make st.i.ch programs. unlikely, it seeznsto, me that .the ILS. Office of
Education ,shOuld be taking the ,initiative.. What Congress should be
fundingis not direct serVices to schools and 'to the schoolchildren; :btit
it should be ,fundingiiiinovation.,and qualitative reform; experimen,

. . : :

.As things Stand .nOw, i think: the ,11:.S. Office of Education is:not ful-
filling that !promise in any sense Of the Word; and that they:are Merely a
conduit for. providing More of the' same. 'As you have. pointed oUt,not
much more of the same.. . .

PREPARED, STATEMENT OF MARK G.; YUDQP!
Mr. Chairinan, Senators; Ladies, and '.Gentlemen:.
SinCe the assertibn of the public intbrest in education and the abrOgation of

unqualified . parental disaretion, loéal. control of . the public schools has,: becn: a
vital component in ,the development of .the American education system:, While;
under nearly every' State 'constitution; the States hilv,e the atithority to operate
the public schools, they have' Chosen instead to delegate this responsibilitY to
local school' districts.' For the most part, State' governments have remained aloof
from the essential tasks of 'setting priorities and raising funds for educational
purposes, preferring instead to fix minimum standards for certification of teachers,
curriculum, aud other gross indicators of educational quality. In:part, the effects
of this delegation have been beneficial: local 'communities, through lay boards
of education, have been able to mold or at least attempt to mold their schoOlS to
meet the needs and expectations of .the particular community that was being
served. Today :however, putting aside questions as to the continuing viability
of local schoOl districts in a heterogenous society, the effects of this delegation.
are plain: wealthy towns generously support Public schools with little tax effort;
poor cothmunities tax themselves five!and 10 times more heavily,. only to raise

J. 3.71
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fewer dollars per child. The problem then, to which the litigation in Serrano v.

Priest responded, is to redress these fiscal inequities while preserving whatever

,benefits remin from local dominion over the public schools,

In Serrano v. Priest the Supreme Court of California held that that State's

plan for financing public schools was unconstitutional under the equmml protection

clause of the U.S. Constitution. The court found that students in poor districts

were systematically denied equal treatment in thc allocation of public resources

for education. The decision is of great significance since the Califernia approach

to school finance, with its attendant complexities and inequities, in many ways

typifies the schemes which are in effect in most States. California makes flat

grants to all school districts, grants which in operation benefit on1y rich districts.

It has embarked on a program of "equalizing" grants designed to close thc gap

between diStricts, but, in fact, poor districts are guaranteed only half the education

dollars per;student spent by an average diStriet in the State.'The great bulk of

revenues for education is raised by local property taxes, and thus a premium is

placed, on the differing capacities of local school districts to supplement the State

grants.The effect of this system in Californla, 'as in New York, Texas, New Jersey,

and elsewhere, is that the distribution 'Of public dollars for public education is

made to turn directly on the wealth of efiCh partienlar school district, as measured

by the assessed property valuation per student. Predictably, in Calif orniaspending

ranges froM about $350 per pupil in poor districts to mOre than $3,000 per pupil

in wealthy districts.
The constitutional theory of Serrano v.'Priest. iinds its genesis largely in the

writinga of Professor Coons and his eolleagues. They assert that it is constitutionally

impermissible fot the quality of. education 'to be a function of wealth other than

the wealth of the state as a whole. "

"Quality of education" ik defined In terms of dollars per pupil, and the thrust

of their constitntionarstandard is that a family's or a district's'economic means

are illegitimate criteria for the State to employ in distribnting funds for education.

The Supreme Comirt of California substantially adopted this theory, reaSoning that

education is'a fundamental interest which cannot be denied the_poor absent some

compelling justification. In light of the failure of the State of California to show

such a compelling justification Which could not' be satisfied' by a less onerous

alternative, the court found the California' financing scheme violative of the

equal protection clause of the 14th amendment.
'

In reaching its 'conclusions,: the court relied heaVily on the significance which

American Society places on eduoation. Puhlie school8 are commonly viewed mit

only as inculcators of the common 'Culture 'dr, in Dewey's phraSe, as promoters

of "civic efficiency", but also as legitimate
instrumentalities for :re,solving politicitl

confliets and achieving.socioceonomie
"nobility. While, many commentators have

lamented what they deem to be.an overreliance on formal schooling as,an indirect

method-of redress:ng, essentially extrinsic social.problems, the .court hekl that a

child's education ls a major determinant,of his life prospects, finding ,,mpport for

this view in the compulsory nature:of public schoOling.. ,

The court also .hold that classifications that unequally :burden the !poor are

constitutionally suspect when an interest as vital as education lies in the inlance.

Citing cases which struck down wealth requirements with respect to the criminal

prOcess,' voting,..interstate travel, and 'divorceS, the court. quite 'appropriately

found that the poor were entitled to similar 'protettion lii relation to public

schooling,
'For .this pnrPose, the court aceepted 'the plaintiffs' allegation that there was

indeed a strong correlation between Peer districts and poor childrem'iloweverilt

further' held that discrimination -against
children'fiving in poor districts,' eVen if

they were' not POor, constitiited an eqnal Pretection 'violation: In 'so doing,, the

California Supreme,CGurt firthly reCognized, the 'peculiarly Weak and vulnerable

position,of ail, children, regardles8 Of their robe or'Soeioeconomic stattie.

There are.ainimber of important'aspeetsotthe Serrano decision' Which must be

emphasized, in Order to avoid' thisuhderatanding. First, Serrano Miiphatically is

not a judicial' attempt to redistribute Wealth-in' this-country; it &es hot hold

that, the pricing,of all public and privat.,e, goods, with the'concomitunt denials to

those' Who CahnoCaffOrd the price, is uneonstitntional. The comirt is not redistrib-

uting Cadillacs and color televisions; rather 'it is .drawing significant:distinctions

between public and private goods, finding that 'only in the former dose does a

constitutional issue arke. Further, and most signifienittly, the holding of the case

applies only' to public education and the court specifically denies that its holding

may be immediately extended to arguably less important state and municipal

services.
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Second, /Serrano focuses on the operation of California's financ ming syste in
fact and does not dwell on the elusive search for a discriminatory motive. 'Nowhere
in the California statutes does it expressly indicate that chilaren living in poor
districts ermst have less spent for their education. The court, however, is uncon-
cerned by this omission. By delegating responsibility to loud school districts to
raise mone for education, and by creating districts that Vary Widely in their
capacity to do so, the State of California has sanctioned a ramie system that
inevitably leads to a discriminatory result.. Such a system, irrespective of its
rationalizing principles, and notwithstanding the intentions of its creators, is
inconsistent with the constitutional guarantee of equal protection under the laws.

Third, the Serrano decision is a basic reaffirmation of the Constitution's premise
of ethical conduct. While children living in poor districts may profit academically
from the infusion of added dollars, and while the taxpayers in these districts may
be relieved of an unfair tax burden, such results arc only byproductsalbeit
important byproductsof the essential purpose of the litigation. That is, the
Supreme Court of California has removed the soeial inju§tiee, the insult, of treat-
ing some children differentially in the allocation of public funds for education
merely because they, or the district in which they live, happen to he poor.

Fourth, quite in contrast to the dire predictions in a number of newspaper
articles commenting on Serrano, that decision does not mark the demise of de-
centralized decisionmaking in favor of a mindless equality. The Supreme Court of
California has not mandated equal expendituret; per child for every 'child in the

,.State, nor has it interveo.:d to lix political priorities with caeh community, de-
ciding whether highways or schools or hospitals or police protection should be
preferred. Rather judicial recognition has been 'given to the indisputable: Local
control of education, as it is manifested with the existing structure, is a hoax.
Poor districts do not choose to'spend less for education, they do not value educa-
tion less, they do not prefer other municipal services. Poor districts spend less on
education because they are financially incapable of doing otherwise. Ironically,
the districts which are willing to make the greatest sacrifices for the education of
their children a willingness evidenced by exorbitant property tax rates, are the
veg. ones thiit are penalized. under existing State policies.

Imally, ,while Serrano addresses itself primarily to discrimination against the
pour in the meting out of education .dollars, the beneficial effects of that decision
reach far beyond poor and minority group students. Children of all races and in-
come levels, living in both rural and urban communities, stand to benefit.; for the
California financing scheme not only preferred the wealthY but also, -in part,
randomly distributed cdtication funds across the State. AS the Supreme Court of
California noted: .

The cohunercial and industrial property which augments a district's
tax base, is distributed unevenly throughout the State. To aliotInore
dollars to the children of one district than to those. of another merely
because of the fortuitous presence of such property, is to make the quality
of a child's education dependent' upon the location of private comma-
cial and industrial establIshments Surely this is to rely on the most
irrelevant of factors as the-basis for education financing. . ,

Simply.stated, the fortuitous location of industry or the wealth of the neighbor-
-- hood, Iike the ,frequency of sunspots .or the'. incidence of blueeyed Children, has

little relevance to the education needS and experiences of children. By rejecting
these criteria as constitutionally, hnpermissible, the Serrano court has begun a
process which may, intimately render rational a funding mechanism which his-
torically has.been irrrttional. in any event, in the immediate future- both poor and
middle-income studepts attending,publie schools in poor districts will receiVe a
more equitable Share of the Stata'sieducation resources.

Beyond the Serrano decision itself aPprOpriate to ask what is likely to take
the place of the.current financing plans which have been declared uneonstitutional.
Row. will State, legislatures react? At the outset., the widespread judieinl aetept-
anee of the Serrano reSult,will.removc ninny of the bars th refolin -that haVe
plagued State legislatures. !

Powerful political grOups representing the recipients of ,i1,11 invidions privilz!ge
have,. in ,the pait, successfUlly blocked the adoption of a sehooLfinaneing scheme
that would achieve amore equitnhie &Si ribution of editeation moneys'. Fot example
tho .Clovernors of Minnesota anaPennsylvania have proposed signifitant reforms
whic,h have not been acted upon by their resPeetive legishattres. Seri'ono has broken

.

..1/1, . ,
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the logjam, and State legislative bodies aro now free to explore a wide range of

alternatives, subject to the constitutional limitation that they may not discrimi-

nate against the poor or children living in poor districts.
What funding scheme will be adopted? It is difficult to predict, but the value

choices are endless: centralization or decentralization, diversity or uniformity,

compensatory education or absolute equality. A legislature nmy choose to allocate

funds on the basis of the characteristics of the consumers of the 13ervice, the

children. Particular skills and handicaps thus may warnunt additional funds.

Such value preferences may include the educationally disadvantaged, the artis-

tically talented, the physcially lumdicapped, or the cmotiommly disturbed child.

On the other hand, a State legislature may decide to make cduoation funds avail-

able on the basis of family characteristics. If the family is poor, their poverty

could be treated as a shorthand for the greater educational needs of the children

in the family. Indeed, as Professor Coons has suggested, the family could be

designated as the administrative unit for purposes of receiving and expending

education funds, or dollars could be allocated to school districts, employing the

expressed preferences of the individual families in the district as the relevant

criterion.
Another alternative for financing the public schools which could be adopted in

the wake of Serrano is an assignment of funds based on the characteristics of

each school district. Obviously, a wealth 'classification would be invalid, but such

factors as the number of pupils, the number 'of schools, the willingness to make a

tax effort to raise education dollars, and the degree of racial integration within the

district could be considered. Extra dollars could be distributed to communities

where the cost of providing educational services is appreciably higher because of

high living costs. Also, urban communities could be compensated for the extraor-

dinary burdens imposed on their fiscal resources by competing demands for such

municipal services as welfare, street maintenance, and fire and police protection.

Local control is not hindered by any of these methods of funding schools. The

formula for distributing dollars to districts is not dispositive as to the issue of

how the funds will be spent. A familiar parallel may be drawn from Title I of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which allocates moneys under a formula

based on the number of poor children, and which, nonetheless, finances services

for all educationally deprived children living in eligible attendance areas. Thus

the funding remedies which will flow from the Serrano decision arc compatible

with any legitimate State interest In local initiative and in the decentralization of

authority. For example, under nearly all of the foregoing plans, the legislature

could allow local school districts to make educational policy choices and to

exercise broad discretion to fund and administer programs. Alternatevly, the State

could require, or recommend that districts fund specific programs and projects

such as bilingual education classes, special education classes, science laboratories,

kindergarten classes, or cafeterias.
The State could also compel local school districts to nAke direct financial pay-

ments to families, thereby enabling them to purchase educational services at both

public and private schools. The .most likelp legislative response, in effect a re-

affirmation of current policies, would be to maintain a mixed system under which

a portion of a district's budget would be devoted to State-mandated programs and

the balance to locally initiated programs.
In view of its 'substantial, if. 'not increasing, 'contribution to local and State

school budgets, what should be the response of the Federal Government to

Serrano? At a mininium Federal education statntes should 'not attempt to 'undo

the Serrano'icsult by allocating funds Under formulas that Increase rather than

narrow the disparities between rich and poor districtS. Public Law 874, which

allocates funds on the basis of the number of residents who live or work on Federal

land, often has. precisely that impact, and it should 'be, amended to take into

account the wealth of the recipient districts, A further kq WOttld be to Strengthen

time formula tot allocating Thiel ftmds so that districts wmthlow cOneentrations .of

poor childremi'wotild no longer be eligible:for assistance undott that act. Finally,- if

the Congress and the Executive are serious in their efforts to diminish: i nter district

resource disparities and to provide compensatory services 'to the educationally

deprived, district wealth equalization should be made a prerequisite to the impo-

sition of Federal funds. Under present practiceS, federally funded services arc

labeled coMpensatory or supplementary poor; districtsifeven though those

services are readily available front local resources in wealthier. districts. Such

practices are destructive of the coagressional, pui:pose in enacting' the Elementary

and Secondary Edueation Act..
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Once education resources have been distributed equitably among districts, there
still remains a great deal to be done; for the poor, notwithstanding the Serrano
decision, still may not receive their fair share. Indeedi there is mounting evidence
that school districts allocate fewer dollars to schools in poor and black neighbor-
hoods. Lawsuits challenging intradistrict spending policies have .been filed in a
number of cities, and in a recent decision in the Distdet of Columbia Hobron v.
Hansen, a Federal district court reaffirmed its earlier holding that such invidious
disedminations between rich and poor, amid black and white, violate the 14th
amendment of the U.S. Constitution. Thus far, the Federal Government has
waivered in its support of these efforts. In February, 1970, James. Allen, then
U.S. Commissioner of Education, issued guidelines to chief State school officers
requiring that local funds be allocated equally between schools in rich and poor
neighborhoods as a condition of eligibility for Federal Title I funds. The Congres,
swiftly reacted, and in April, 1970, these so-called "comparability" guidelineg
were suspended for a period of 2 years. Since this congressional action, the U.6
Office of Education has done little either to encourage districts to equalize ex-'
penditures voluntarily or to prepare for the period beyond the 2-year suspension.
If the Serrano decision is not to be emasculated at the district level, it is impera-
tive that the Congress reconsider its earlier action and, amend the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act to require local school districts to establish a
basic comparability between schools, nod that the Office of Education aggressively
and conscientiously enforce that policy.

. As a final note, Serrano v. Priest represents a timely and ambitious judicial
effort to resolve one of the many crises in American education: it is not, however,
in any sense, a general solution. Mere infusions of dollars will not insure a creative
and stiinulating school environment, or nourish a healthy diversity in education
offerings, or dispel the fear and paranoiac concern for order and silence Which
pervade. the public schools. Nor will such dollars be immediately translatable into
programs which wH1 raise the achievement levels of the educationally disadvan-
taged, .or the non-English speaking, or the physically or mentally handicapped;
for, in ,truth, we know .precious little about the workings of;the educatiOnal
process. What is needed is qualitative ;Is -yell as quantitative reform: In short,
what is needed is innovation and experimentation. If the financial burdens of

msupporting the present school syste or the attitudes of local school adininistrators
make locally.. supported innovation and experimentation ,unlikely, as I believe
they .do, then .the Federal Government, through the U.S. Office of Education,
should take the initiative. The Office of Educationshould be at the, center of the
movement for improving the quality of ,American education, and not merely a
conduit for providing more of the sameand. not .much more.

. .

'Sdiatbr .MONDALE.' Thank you 'Very much. 1 appreciate that; most;
bsefid StateMent.

Mrs. Carey?

, STATEMENT 'OF MRS. SARAH CAREY, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
LAWYERS COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS UNDER LAW

Mrs. CAREY. Thank you. My point of view in discussing the Serrano
decision' is...that of an organization that has- been 'Coordinating and
stithulating similar kinds Of' lawsUits around the' 'Ciiiintry; and in
many cases bding involved in litigation ourselves. . 4.

I think at the outsetI should state that the -impact of Serevno has
been abSolutelY; ;phenomenal...In 'a way that far' ekceeds the limited
nature..'af th6.,deciSion. It is, as the :professors have. Pointed out, a
decision of the California Supreme.Court, not the U.S. SUpreme Court.
It will' applY to California only if it passes a whole series of remaining
judiCial proceedings;

Yet,: despite these varioUs restrictionS, it, has had at ;least as, nutch
impact, if not more, than a number of the major U.S. Supreme Court;
deCisions in past years.

think, trying to explain 'the reactionvou haVe touched on it,
earlier, Senatorthat the whole spirit of this Nation has hem that

, t.. 14.
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we are conunitted to a universal, equal form of education that helps

all children, poor or rich. And then, suddenly we find out through this

decision and the resultant publicity that, in fact, we are not doing that ;

we are, providing, education resources very much along class linty and
diseritnmating against those who need it the most.

. That is just, a preface. .

The Serrano decision ,has been a rod mindblower in terms of the
issues it has.raised and, the activi6- it has provoked, legislative and

. ,

SIMILAR SUITS FILED IN, 26 STATES

At eur latest Count, we figured that something like' 43 attorneys in

26 States have either filed or are planning to file similar kinds of law-
suits. There is a great danger, as Professor Coops has mentioned,
that some Of these suitS will not be adequately prepared and could
prejndice. the consideration of the issues by the Supreme Court,

Senator, MONDALE, There is.a conference scheduled on October 16.

Mrs. CAREY. That is, a conference the lawyers conimittee is spon-
soring, and we are. trying to pull together=------.

Senator MONDALE:In Washington.
Mrs, CAREY. That is iight. But, as you probably know,' lawyers are

difficidt to control. They hide behind their clients.
Senator MONDALE.. I was once .a lawyer myself.
Mrs..CAREY. I would like to point out that our feeling is, that the

Serrano case has raisedMore questions than it has answered. It is very
exciting in, that respect, in terms of ushering in an era of reform that

will clutllenge the pdocational.establishment..
,Many. 'Of the questions that it raises are touchnd upon by the other

suits that are now pending. I Would like to just briefly summarize these
questions and then run :through the three major. categories of law-

suits that: are now pending,. so you.have an idea of .sonte. of the issues

being:presented. .

THREE MAJOR QUESTIONS RAISED

, .

-Serrano set
,

a negative 'standard.' It did not Say What the, State had

to do. it just said what it could net do; and, in so doing it yaised a
number of very complicated questions, including what-Might to be
done about the property tax., .

The' decisien does not invalidate,' the 'prOPertY tax, bitt it requires

that if that tax is.to be retained,, the distribution Of the incOne genel'-

ated hk:it must be'refOrintd'. nue probably. carinot'be done unless the

Manner n oiph the; tax le celleeted iS also TeforMed.
The' 4ecin1a) qneStion ts 'Should school diStricts 'he redraWn?

The .S6iiino'deCislon.indiCittes that aS fang .as the inecitntlitie8 in

resetifed
cOrrected,' there' is' nO neod to

alter present district boundaries.
Senator MOSDALE Could well be that that judgment, if sustained,

would have a bearing politically in 'the lOng run about how school
district, lines are drawn.

luiMrS. Cly...That is right. in .a.mtinber of macs now; pem ing, the

p1 ainti6.,rCcitieSt redistricting 'as a Means of sharing the Wealth among
Various units.cif government. ,

.

Thethird one I guess,' ProferSsOr )(tid of, has'. reallitaken -eare

of this, isSue40V Can in tradistrict ditierimination: be, prevented,. once

68-412-71--pt. 16I1-10
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the money gets handed down by the State, assuming the State corrects
its allocation pattern?

And then finallyand this is an issue the press has ignored totally
if education is a fundamental interest, as the Serrano court declared
it to be, what flows from that?

In the criminal urea., where the right to an adequate defense, has
been declared a fundamental right, the Supreme Court has held that
the State has to put the defendant in a position where he can actually
fully exercise that right. This has been translated to mean if he is poor
he must be furnished defense counsel; his trial transcript must be
paid for; and he must be given other support to put him in an equal
position with more well-to-do citizens.

'SERRANO DECISION DEALS WITH FISCAL EQUITY

Senator MONDALE. AS I understand Dr. Coons' interpretation of the
Serrano MSC, the court specifically Was not asked to deal with the
question of need; they Nvere asked to deal with the question of what
he calls "fiscal equity." So in MY way does that deal with the need
question. But there have been two cases, in Virginia and Illinois
which sought to deal with the fairness principle, the need principle
mid both wore lost.

Mrs. CAREY. I am gett.itiF, at it from a different way. The Serrano
decision did declare. education to be a fundamental interest, and it
said, as a result of that, we have to do certain things with the way we
spend money for education, But there are 'it whole lot Of things in
different directions that flow from the finding of fundamental interest.

In other lawsuits which raise the point directlywhich this case
didn'titinay well be that you will find fundamental interest inter-
preted as:requiring whatever kinds of support a student needs to
exercise that interest, the same way a criminal defendant nifty need
counsel. The student may need transportation, he may need lunches,
or special instructional auk..

Senator MONDALE. I understood Dr. Coons to ,say he hopes DO one
would bring h lawsuit of that kind now.

Did 1. nndcrs'tand you correctly?
Dr. COONS. Yes, sir.
N.frs CAREY. Dr. Coons does not want. to litive Serrano r6ided up.

on its way to the Supreme Court.
Senator MoNiontE. That iS going to be quite a conference in,October.
Mrs. CAREY. Ultill111:Iely,. or. 10 years down the road, there, will, be

cases that flow from the -fundamental inteiest..interpretation just as
there haVe 'been' in the yoting rights. and 'criminal defense areas.

To gei a little, more. specific,. ,On these questionS, I would, like to
outline the kinds Of caseS that are now pending. '

QUESTIONS ON, rROPERTY TAX

In the property tax area, there are a number of suitS, a Whole line
of new law,i that in effect are 'Challenging the way jiirisdictions aSsess
and administrate their prolierty taxes.' AS' 3ou probably 'know,
nationwide around half of school funds are fUnded through.* tirop-
erty tax, The tax generate' $33 ,billionwliich makes.it'seeohd only
to the Federal income tax"atid the SOcial Security taX: And yet; the

is3
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:manner in which it is administered hi Most States iS .an outrage. It
is steeped in corruption and snbject to tremendous political abuse.

Even though State constitutions generally define the level of rc-
quired assessment, this varies trememlouSly locally, so eVen though a

'State may require in its constitution assessment at full market value,

the local assessors will be assessing anywhere from 5 to 10, to 25
percent of value.

ltin'y Statesand Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin are among the
worsthave such a proliferation of assessing districts, with elected
assessors who are untrained and unscrutinized and unreviewed by
State. agencies that they are literally tied into the local political
-system which negates effective assessment. Further, the number of

tax exemptions granted have gone way out of control
In Boston and in other major cities where the exempt private .and

public property cuts severely into potential tax basesthe loss that
results from this maladministration of property taxes hits the schools

the hardest, although it affects other local services. .

The National League of Cities and the U.S. Conference of Mayors

has esthnated that maladministration of the property tax costs the
aies between 30 and 50 percent of their total potentialyevenues.

This could mean thatin acity like Newark, the loss through the

.eity's failure' to administer the property tax properly is greater than
the funds it gets through Title I, ESEA. So the Federal program, in

.effect, is merely making tt dent in the misfeasance of locabofficials.

In regard to the eases that. are pendingt.there is a major case in
'Pexas involving as plaintiffs the:school districts of Fort Worth, 'Dallas,
and Houston. 1 hese school districts are claiming that the manner in
which Texas assesses taxes is so divergent, from district to district,
that they are being assessed at three or four times the amount of
'neighboring districtswhich are being assessed beloW the statutory
level. That, since the State contribution to the local schoolsdepends

,on the value of the property assessment in the district, they 'aragetting
*hit on the other end, too. Moreis being taken ,from them and less
*being aivett back as a result of the way their properties debeing
assessebd.

They also claim that the tax exemptions from State and. Federal
'buildings in their jurisdictionsand these are facilities which benefit
the State' as a whole' and .'not j ust. the' localityalso cut unfairl-v 1. it to

'their revenues and discriminate against them by, imposing a htigher

tax burden.
'The Fort Worth case is before a three-judge ,Federal court in Texas

;and has survived a, motion to dismiss;' presumably it will be decided
sometime 'this fall:It Points up very direalr the second phase of the

.Serrano effort::A State may take OW step 'that California, appears to be

taking,' of elenning np the manner in which it distributes its reven'oes

,once they have been collected, but; unless it also Cleans upthe way in

which ate revenues are colleckd,,' it Will be hit by 'a isecond, equal

'protection Suit down the. road. , ! , ,

This' sninmer in. June it. Federal' court in' Alabama 'considered a

'simmilar isSue. Schoolchildren in that case'Claimed that inequities' in the
.administration of 'the prope...ty taxfrom 6 percent:Of' market value

to .26 percent 'of Market valuet-deprived them' ot 'mueltneed.6d re-
soureeS' fbr th eir sChool, in-other words, because the State' asseSsors

were ...mit /awing the' sta t n t ory level of 100 pement;: thby iv6rd ;lift

[Alt
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effect, cutting into the school budget by several million dollars. This
was the first icase to hold that under Clic Federal Constitution that
kind of divergence in the athainistration of property Lax violates both
the due process and the l'qual protection clauses.

The property tax reform effort is a movement that must be watched.
It is really another part of the kind of thing Serrano is trying to
accomplish.

QUESTIONS ON EFFECTS OF REVENUE SHARING

think without going into it too specifically that there is clearly a
Federal role in this area. If the Federal Government is going to accept
some form of revenue sharing, then the funds generated under that
program should not be handed out unless the Stat;!s are willing to
clean up their own tax mess, and, in effect, reform the property tax
and other laws that generate taxes.

As I understand it, neither S. 1669 or H.R. 7796, the 'special revenue-
sharing bills for education, includes any such provisions at present.

SUITS SEEKING REDISTRICTING

A second line of cases, which is of tremendous relevance to where
we go in, education and what happens with school finances, are the
suits that are seekhigredistricting. These,suits.have two goals. Some
of them:have a fiscal goal...The plaintiffs are asking that their .sehool
district be merged with a richer neighboring district in, order to share
the wealth. These suits have a second .goal sometimes, the separate,
distinct goal 'of seeking desegregation of what have become .raciall3
,segregated districts. .

WhileSerrano promises to eliminate economic distinctions .between
'rich and- poor districts, this line, of cases seeks to redraw district lines
altogether, so, you can merge rich white communities . with poor
,minority communities. far as school reform, movement is , con-
cerned, it seems, clear these suits can , only- provide. a. temporary form
archer; sooner or later there is going, to.tiave to be an overhaul of the
State laws to provide for a; greater State contribution. But .in the
.short -run the suits may help integrate the:poorer school districts with
their.richer neighbors and get some additional funding into thern;

To touch on .the cases..briefly, ,one of, them is pending. M. Federal
'court in Texas: Rodriguez v. San, Antonio Independent Wool District.
In the San Antonio area, the school districts have been .drawn with
great skill so the Chicanos are in on e area and ;the whites are in another.
The suitalleges thatthe higher_the white population, the more money
available. They-are asking for alternative relief, either a correction (if
'the fiscal .distribution at the 'State level, or redistrieting, so . that the
Edgewood School District,. in which . the plaintiffs. live, .,would., be
merged with a nearby richer district.

Senator MONDALE.' I think they- have something like ,12 school
districts within the city of San Antonio, each separately funded. And,
in addition, the city fathers put all the public housing in the Edgewood
School District. They. art located next to an, Air Force base.. , The
children all go by Edgewood, they go somewhere else Ns ith. their impact.
aid. The superintendentof:Edgew.00d testified before us.

Mrs. CAREY. The San Antonio case is,probably one of the worst ones.
But it is clear, the power ,to develop.. school districts has been greatly
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abused, in the same way zoning laws have been exercised to exclude

poverty sectors or predominantly minority sectors.
A second case that is presently pending is the one in Richmond,

Va., which I am sure everyone has read about. This is a case that
follows an initial order from a Federal court ordering the city of Rich-

mond to desegregate its schools. The plaintiffs came back a"few years

later and said "Court, we cannot desegregrate; the only way we can

effectively int:egrate is by merging with the. counties." The courts

brought in the surrounding counties as defendants and is presently
considering a metropolitan redistricting scheme. The Richmond case

alleged both racial dicriminntion and the discriminatory exercise of

State districting powers which resulted ih the distribution of school

resources .of ,an unequal basis. There are several similar silits, one in

NeW Jersey, :1?obinson v..
There is .One pending in Hartford, Conn., Lumpkin v. Dempsey,

where the citY of Hartford is claiming the only way you can integrate
education is by reaching into the surrounding dohnties.

In Wilmington, Del. and Orand Rapids,: Mich.,there are, suits

similar to the Richmon'd 4nit, 'Where an initial deSegregation' order

was granted, And the plaintiffs ,came back for l'iirther relief, saying

it is impossible te desegregate unless we join the .surrounding.areas

as defendants. .
r

Senator MONDALE. D,O,yon. think those Cases are' likeiy to be suc-

cessful, in the.absence of evidence of discrimination .and segregation

in the development of the lines themSelves? ,
.

Mrs. CAREY'. That is the issue that is being litigated, whether or

not there was discrhnination in, the drawing,of those lines. Of Course,.

the Detroit case, from what the press.sayswhich may or may not
be accurateseemed to find there ,IYas State action in .the zoning
nractices,and the way that resourc0 were allocated.
. Senator. MONpALE. Withinjthedistrictt

.METROpOLIT,AN' P.E§EG,IREaATION,ASES,

C.Mrs . A'. 16/ citY.But suggeating the onlYway
RM

the .State has .the .newer.in the entire Metropolitan.'area;
sinee it controls-60es atul'cauil take svay their ii0Werp; And giye,'them

additionq power. ,I3u,t thahdourt. seemed to be,sayine,that:the State

Is respOnsible',bedanse 'tfid,,sithation resulted' fretif the' deleaation- of

its zoning antd. financingpoiyars. ,

The 'metropolitan desegi:egation cases, which ar& a so groning iii

number very rApiclly, raisennportant questions that,relate to Sirrano.

Among theSe nre-77and theSe are qnestioits, "I think, the cothihittee

shonld' considerh fire the States oVerdelegated' th6ir 'districting

powers in such :a manner as to become unwitting Accomplices to local

discrhninathar Can the di4ricting hies§ be' 'cleared uPby ñ siMple
reallocation of resources?: Will the SePrano princiPle; With its elimi-

nation of economic distinctions between distriC6 'encourage in areas

of de facto racial segregation a system of separate but equal schools,

in effect ignoring the principles enunciated 15 years ago in Brown v.

Board of Education? Can the schOOls be equal if they' .nre radially

segregated? And,.finally, will the remedies fashioned on the basis, of

Serrano include integrated clasSrooms as part of the definition of
it equalization of resources"? 1.

.1
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These are all questions way down the road. But, in the two lines of
casos, each take cere of only part of the problems. Serrano really does
only got at the fiscal problem, and the Metropolitan desegregation
ones get at the racial issues. It would seem unless the tw are combined
in some manner, we aro not going tO fulfill

o
our constitutional principles.

Some of the language in the. first Hobson decision, I think; illustrates
the. problem that Serrano cOuld lead to, of separate but equal schools
Where you would make funding, the -allocation of funding sufficiently
equal to, meet the constitutional standard, and' yet the communities
would still remain segregated.

The final line of cases I wanted to touch upon very briefly are the
remaining school cases which more or less seek the same goals as
Serrano. Professor Yudof has already touched on the intracity snits,
and there is one in Chicago, one about to be- filed in San Francisco, .

and another about to be filed in New York. Intracity discrimination
is,, again, a pattern across the country. These cases all reflect very
real personal sitUations.

RELATIONSHIP OF WEALTH TO EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

There are; among the post-SeiTano cases., cases that are going a
bit further m terms of raiSing additional related -issues. The case
filed initially. by tho Detroit School Board, which was droppedand
Which we understand is about to be reinstitutedattempted to deal
with one of the questiens raised by Serrano, which is the relationship,
if any, that wealth has to actual educational achievement.

think many of the journalists raised this question. If you keep on
increasing the money, can you really make a difference in education?
Aren't these .,childron so- disadvantaged that pouring more money
isn't going to make any difference?

Well, the Detroit case 'triesthrough a massive study based on
Michigan school datato show that there are very direct correlations
between the resources provided to a .school, the background of the
children, and educational' achievement. There are figures showing that
educational achievement does at least correlate with the money
invested. And, finally, the study- shows thb relationship of all of this to
career opportunities. AS Nye understand it, this case is goi ig to attempt
to bring to proa
. Senator MONDALE. Where is that case?. Did I understand from your
testimony that the plainStiff's case in Michigan was dropped?

Mrs. CAREY. It was dismissed for lack of prosecution, but it is going
to be reinstated.

Senator MONDALE. This is the. Urban Coalition case?
Mrs. CAREY. It is the case for Which the Urban Coalition did a

study. ,

Senator MONDALE. Yes, I yead the study. I thought it was going
forward. I waS surPrised to hear it had been dropped.

Mrs. CAREY. Detroit got so involved in other issues that the
school board did not pursue it.

But these suits are going to be moving 'into some Of. these areas of
proof that raise still more questions.

Basnd on this background, I would like to suggest a number of
actions that theFederal Government Should consider.
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There is, from our.point of view, a tremendous need of research and

hard data on which to base the various remedies that are being
recommended. Such questions as the cost of municipal overburden,

the differentials between city and suburban areas, are not toodifficult

to answer.. The ACIR has taken care of a lot of that. But there are
very basic questions about the real costs of educating children that
nobody 'knows about, and perhaps if the Office of Education could
develop a 5- or 10-year research plan that could direct itself to this
problem, it would help the results of these cases.

Senator MONDALE. I agree that we ought to have a much better

and more sophisticated program of research and experhnentation. But
I think, if wo have a 10-year plan, the Congress would await the
results of that study before it helped schoolchildren. There would be

one moro generation down the drain.

NEED LONG-TERM COMMITMENT

Mrs. CAREY. Some form of long-term commitment. The .perform-

ance contracts,, for example, that some cities are turning to really
should be watched closely from the Federal level so that other States
can benefit from them if they 'actually work.

Senator MONDALE. I agree with you.
Mrs. CAREY. The present measurements are also focused so much

on the speed, on the efficiency with which the child is moved, through
the system rather than the end result, the learning.

As I think has been touched upon by the professors, I think that
a lot of things ought to be done about Title I.

If the Serrano movement really takes fire and the legislative
renaissance that Professor Coons has predicted takes place there is
clearly going to be a gap period between the time when die States
assume their responsibilities and the present. During that time
Title I really should be used to help make up the differences in the

needs of poor students in the inner city.
Beyond that, if the States do really correct their financing schemes,

Title I should probably be used as a source of funds for continuing
experimentation with regard to the educational needs of the poor.

An additional action that wo have kicked around that might be
.useful at some pointwould be some kind of special Federal legislation
that would give individuals the right to serve as enforcement tools in

seeing that the States comply with the equal allocation of resources
requirement. We felt perhaps something along the lines of the Voting
Rights Act, that would put in the office of the Attorney General and

in the hands of private individuals a right to enforce compliance with

the castitutional standards established by Serrano. I think that is
quite a way down the road, but those kinds of enforcement efforts,

where you allow private individuals to do what the Federal Govern-
ment may not do, even though it is its duty, are really tremendously
helpful in moving in this kind of area.

One final comment. We have found in following these suits that
many of them are outrageously expensive. Reform litigation, partic-
ularl3r litigation that is massive, can be extraordinarily expensive.
Legislative action is far more efficient, less patchwork, and really can

do the job faster.
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Just to give you a specific example,the suit that was brought in the
District of Columbia to enforce the initial decision in the Hobson case,
that is, the followup suit, has cost, if you include attorneys' fees

'
some-

where around $200,000 to $300,000 for the appellants alone. SO that is
something that must be kept in mind. Marvelous as the constitutional
issues arc-for lawyers, they are almost prohibitivelY expensive.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SARAH C. CAREY
My name is Sarah Carey. I am an attorney presently serving as the assistant

director of the Lawyers' Connnittee for Civil Rights Under Law. I am pleased
to accept the invitation of the Select Committee to discuss the nationwide imnpli-
cations of the California Supreme Court decision :in Serrano V. Priest. .

The Serrano decision shocked the Nation by demonstrating that the present
methods by which 'it finances public school education represent, in effect,' an
abandonment of the historical national 'cominitment to Universal, equitable
education for all children. The court's decision showed that poor children, those
who depend the most on public education asthe means of gaining full participation
in the economy and the society fIS a whole, are being provided educational
resources substantially inferior to those provided the children of the ri.ch.

California is net an exCeption. The laws whiab 'guide th'c disCribution of educa-
tion resources in the States today are out-of-ditto and grOggly 'inequitable. The
States have ;designated local school 'distriets, 'a ihodge-podge.Cif self-created and
irrationally constituted jurisdictions, RS, the basic .financing unit.s Each,tinitis
responsible for raising over half of its,school resources through a tax,levied on
property, thereby tieing school finances to' local wealth. The ,remaining,fnads arc
provided thrOugh State "equalizing" grants Which fail to (ace account, of spiraling
school costs and shifting property. values.

These grants no longer equalize and in Kane. States theY.evea help to ,rei nforce
the disparities between rich and poor .districts.. The result.is that. in almost every
State in the Union there is t wide disparity of resottrees'evailable'tiolOcal districts
which bears no relationship to local tt6: effort, mit. levels 'or educational needs.
In some dePressed urban find rural sections of the eduatry,' the.resoakes available
for the schools are so inadequate that public edittationas it isititown.in -the rest
of the State--Tis. denied.

The Serrano decision is the first successful decisibn to etnerge f rola. a national
htw reform effort that hag Soiight in a dozen Or'itiere,'StnteWievalidatie the
school finance 'laws on the grounds:thitt'theY discriminftew tiOnstihe .poor and
minorities. Over the past 314 years,. an increasing:;number,of these:Suits have
sought to bring .an end to thi s. blatant form of disoriroination, .Pareoto, school-
children and'sehool boarCis themselve. have sought to achieve through tho courts
the relia that the Stath legislatureS haVe;pergstently 'denied thein'.' . '

The Lawyerg' 'Committee IntA for'SeVilrelyetirsubpdrte.it Andliblped:ctiOrdinate
these efforts to achieve judiciareform. The:committee: plans Lb Tontinite this'role
over the next, few ytara in the, .hope ;that..thegaitv..achieyeci. by the Serranode-
cisipn can be,given nationalscope. On the ;bnsts .of (air exper;engc to date, I 'woad
like to summariie the iSsues raised and the' goals sapported 'by these daS6s and to
l'elate them to the Serrano holding.' "

, .',.
'riti DIc1rSIqN TN SERRANO ;

The law Of the Serrano case tit pr6sent'aPplieS ally' to the;Sfate of'Californiit
and even 'there, will becothe binding only after additional judicial proceedings
have been completed. The decision .holds tlmt under the equal.proteetion clause
of the 14th amendment to the. U.S. Constitation (as well as the' go lifornin consti-
tution) education is a' fundamental interest; and it forbid's a Sthie-sdheol finance
system that bases the amblint of money allocati4 In the schools on the')Vealth of
the di 4rict in which the sehools are located. It clooS not inwidate-nny specific wa
of financing schools. it simply states what a finance scheme mei- not do. The
decision, in effect, raises a host of complvt questions, opeah,g the doer to a broad
range of reforms. Among the important qitestions raised are:

What should be done about the properly ta:e? The decision does 'not invalidate
the property. tax. But, it requires that if the .property taX is retained, the
distribution of the income generated by the tax must he made more, equitable.
This goal cannot be effectively achieved, unless present inequities in the
assessment and collection of the property thx ore corrected. Thoso localities
where the tax is administered fairly ond at full statutory requirements will
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..., 'hava right- te Claim that:they have .been. discriminated against, in. favor

.: , of localities,where the assessment process is. grossly below statutory require-

ments: ,; .

Should school districts.be redrawntSerrano :states that present school dis-

,tricts can be retained as long as.the inequalities in resource allocation aMong

-them , are corrected. If. the:present -irrational patchwork ,of districts is re-

i .
tained=Often reflecting local .decision ,tcxeltiole. the poor:and .minorities
it will be difficult to achieve: an. equitable. redistribution of resources; One

way . of getting, rid of these, inequities would be to redraw .district lines to

., -combine ,poor areas,with,moretwell4oido areas. A limited, number .of larger

. .
units .wouldnot only provide a better. mix of resources; but would also create

.a better scheme:for administration. of the, property. tax. ..

How:can intradistrict,discrimination to the poor.be preventedt-If the State

., is compelled to equalize its :resource :allocations among, school districts,

2 there- is nothing:to prevent -the..distriets from favoring white.or well to do

neighborhoods in their distribution of funds.: In ;fact, such :discrimination,

. notwithstanding 'the recently issued. Title IcomParability, regulations, occurs

:,. in most. major: Oities in.the country. ,. ,,, : : :

. .1-If education is..a fffundamental interese.': as .the Serrano court ,declared it to

. ; be, what:does this mean? In.the:criminal law, where, the riht to:a fair defense
has ;been hold- to be, a fundamental .right, the. Supreme, Court has held that
therState:Musti put-the defendant in aposition where he can -fully exercise

that right2If he is:poor, he must be furnished defense counsel, his trial trans-

, .
Script' must, be ,paid for, etc: .Does this mean in the field of education that

poor students must be given the extra resources needed to-provide a real

. -equal odUcation'al opportunity? If so,: what are , those resources7 . Would they
.-lincludestransportation teschool; meals during the sehoolday, , special instrue-

- ,,:itional programs to: overcome :their. '"disadvantaged", backgrounds, etc..?

'The many! lawkiits: seeking to !bring Serrano4ype reform ta other States are

poSing theSe!queAtiena'and,"in-their 'demands for -relief, suggeSting some of the

anSwers:;; -": .; ! ,..: ,
.

;!, ?'" " 'THE PROpERTY TA*; SUIT&

,OVer.half of school funds; whether State orlocal, are raised:through taxes levied

On, business; re* and personal property. Nationwide thetax generates $33 billion,

second only to the:Federal-income and social'securitylevies.. In .moSt States, the

manner :in which.thi tax is ,administeredis ,an outrage. Even, though ,State con-

stitutions generally prescribe the level at which property is to be assessed (33
percent of ,marketivalue,,190 percent of market, value,.ete.), there ,are ,wide dispari-

ties al,.assessthent ,rates. Many States are` divlded. into' a Multiplicity of

assessing 'districts (1,42,4, in Illinois, JACO, in Indiana, :and , 1,834in-WiSconsin),

each with,. its,.own assesSer,.*ho all too Often, , an, untrained, ,electcd Official

sUbject,:i4 too4ppliile4pressureS:Many:;8tates :have, granted eicemptions froth the,

proper,tyi,tax,to).alf. (kinds , of .'organizationS;Of. dnbtottS Social !useftilneSS;! others

through ,the ,diseretion,of .the ,local"asseSsor;grant,..substantial.redtictions to cor-

porations,O(grcat veiilth. The Josses in' ie\rentic whiCh mink frOth these practices

Oei:schopls the hardest,Athey,,alsO ,, affect. ethCr seiviCeS. SuCh as police and
sanitatiOn tp, a lesser degree)., , :

, .

honest adMinistration Of,the..property.tai, would increase the revenues:Of

many , school diStricti , by ,thany millions of ,dollars.2 It,' ivoirld..also,", increase the,

reyenucs,available. to.,the, States for redistribution tO load, Sche01, diStricts.
In.,FOri:,'Woiljt.Inclependent.SchOol Disiriet V. 'Edgar;:noW pending before a,

three-judge Federal court J.14 TeXas, 1.he.Dallas yort Worth;. "and ,llanitoa

, se hool, ;districts .are, ; challenging Abe, present, manner . in 3;vhieh, TekaS Collects

.
property :taxes for, scheol purpose s,, as Well CO the, Manner in, thCse

taxes, are, le distribUted theiState. , The, plaintiffs; allege that they, Contribute,
thall.tillOrAhaie. to .tliej State SChopl:fUnd ,beetiuSe: their : property.:is.

, assessed . at full market Value, , while ,
other distrietS: are asseSsed . at rate§ :as

low as 5 perCent of Market vUlite. Since the State contributibn to ..lacal

distr icts, increases as- the. district's, assessed valuation ,declines, the: comblain-

: . ing distrietsreceiVe a.smaller,State..contributien than 'do Other,districts Where .

assessrpents,are, carried; Out.iimprOperlY.F.04 Werth claiins to. have . loSt'
. ,. .

. ..,1.(, s

I, H.f.;

I many of the Nation's cities which are suffering the greatest fis cal decline have 30:50 percent ot_their

property exempt.
,2 The National Loaguo of CitiesU.S. Porifeionee of I14,Ciri' lids estimated 'that 'maladministration 'of

the'property taiCaits sonia eitt430,,40, or wien 50 percont Of their potential peOpertylat revenue.

3 The sutt also ineludes a Challenge:to the forMula which is liseti.1,6 determine the States coritrIbation.to

local districts. o
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$2,632,878 in Schobl-year 1969-70, Dallas 85,395,487,!and Houston 85,587;960.
'Sirnilar losses will be incurred as long as-the 'present scheme is Maintained.

The suit also complains that tax exemptions to certain State and Federal
properties that hre 'located In the' plaintiff districts but that serVe, the State
as a whol&impoSe tindne' tax 'burdens' On plaintiffs. Plaintiffs seek! an injune-
tion'tO bar the State from "assessing and collecting taxes on any basis that is
not equal 'and uniforM". 'and from diStribhting the taxes "so asSessecL and
colleeteci'.'.... on any basis that is not equal and uniforth."

Thelinplications of the' Fort Forth case' tothe Serrano decision arc clear: a
State,that seeks to equalize' lochl tak"efforts,to require property-rieh com-
munities to provide increased contlibutions to a State School fund that will, in
turn be used to support property-poor communities, will face' a second set of
equal pi.Otection challenges unless at the same time it equalizes the manner in
which itS property taxes are assessed and collected. In fact, whether or not
Serranois upheld, a' new line of 'legal deciskus hopefully, require the
StateS to clean up their propertY tax administration.

Russman v.' Luckett, et al. (391 S.W. 2d 694), brought by taxpayers, schcol-
children and their parents held .1,11965 that the Practice of Kentucky assessors
of varying assessments anywhere from 33 percent tO 12-1 percent of market
valifei when' the State constitution required.full assessment was invalid and in
clear violation of the Kentucky constitution. The court pointed out that not
only did the assessment system deprive the school districts of direct revenues
but it also affected their tax rates which under law were based in part On the
assessed value of the' property. Similar suits have been brought successfully in
other States.

In the Case of Lee v. Boswell, decided in June 1971,' a Federal court (N.D.
Ala.), held for the first time that inequities in the administration of the Prop-
erty tax laws which varied from 6.7 percent of fair, market value to 26 per-
cent 4 when the State constitution required assessment at full market value,
violated the due process and equal protection clauses of the Federal Constitu-
tion. The court struck down as vague and lacking in standards, the provision'
in the Alabama code which allowed county officials to determine local assess-
ment rates. It found that the practice under attack caused direct injury to
businesses which were being taxed at the higher ratesand 'thereby suffered
a kiss of propertyas well as to schoolchildren whose school districts received
State 'assistance based on a fixed percentage of the -State's property-tax-
revenues. -Underassessment; the children alleged, had seriously cut those-
revenues.

These caSes dethonstrate the iinportance'oloverall Property tax reform to any
restructuring of the school finanbe systenis. They also 'suggest a number Of -ways
in which the Federal Government might' eXpedite that reform.

The 'most iMportant step would probably be to 'condition-rink Federal:revenue
Sharing that May' be approved on reform of local property tax' administration. The
conditions should establish specific"criterid SUch as: redUctiOn of' the 'nuinber of:
dssessing units (tdinebt federally established standards) ;'appointthentof assessors
who meet Special' qualifications and' redeiVe- periedic training a' Strong State
tax comMission, capable of asseSsing complicated' properties directly-and 'over-'
seeing local operations generally; frequent reassessments in' areas-where property-.
values are in transition, etd. These .requireinents are ParticUlarlY relevant to
special revenue'sharing for 'edticatiOn.'At. present 5."1669 'and H.R. 7796 simply:
combine' the existing categorical grants' for: 'education into 'sik main;' areas; and
require the 'State to deVerop a .plan ShOwing how the Money will'be sPent. They
do not impeSe. any 'new requirements On the'States:

Another Step 'thight be'Tederal asSistance to 'localities 'inEwhich major Federal
tax-exempt 'installatiOnS dre .16 cated: ProfesSor 'Coons,' "stiggeStS -that the' Federal
impact aid'prograin whiehprOvideS grants tO 'school districts h.aving a. substantial
number of children froth families Working 'on Federal histällatiOns,' will no longer
be necessary' bedause Stich '66Sts' will'be' distributed' StateWide 'if "equalization of
tax effOit" is 'adopted'. "

Under his equalization forrhtila, the'cost of Statetax' exemptinstitutiens-Which
inipO se heaVy 'burdens' en the diStrieta, in'Which theY are located will be' similarly
absorbed. It is iniportant' that 'Some -relief' be 'proved. tO'.Compensate districts for
such State and Federal facilities whose benefits accrue to the entire-State-'and

r 4 The conrt found that urban areas tended to have,higher assossnient ratios than, other areas of the State.
If this pattern }folds true in other States, it wauld Mean that Urban areas are doubly prejudiced: mom money
(proportionately) is taken from them* than frorn richer aims because of maladministration of tho property
tax; and less IS returned to them by the State because of unfair finance laws'.
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.

not just the 'local district. Another 'appioach iniglitbe totransforihiznact aid

from a system of grants to school 'distriets intólt sySteni of gi.ant' to the 'States,

available Only tO those'States which have taken steps to equalfze lereal'tak.base.

.*TIIE REDISTRIO'nNo 6IIITS

The second important line .of cases of .relevance to,the,Serrano, decision is .tiie

redistricting cases. State laws generally empower local :areas: to incorporate or

otherwise constitute themselves as school districts. Thispowey, has been exercised

in many urban areas to deliberately exclude:poverty sectors,which would dilute

the tax base and/or sectors in which racial minorities reside. A .riumber.of, lawsuits

have been filed to compel the States to exercise their districting powers on a more

rational basis and in a manner that will not prejudice the poor and- minorities. .

While the 'Serrano decision promises to eliminate the econOmic distinctionS

petween the poor and rich districts 5 this line of cases seeks to redraw district
lines in a manner that will merge rich/white and poor/minority Communities.

The most likely benefit from these suits will be. increased racial integration..As
far as financing is concerned, they may provide temporary improvements for the

poor school districts but they do not insure overall fiscal reform.
In Bradly v. The Richmond School Board, now pending in Federal court for

the eastern district of Virginia, plaintiff schoolchildren and parents allege

that the state school board has .violated the equal protection clause of the

14th amendment by (a) exercising its districting powers to create a racially
segregated school system and (b) by unfairly and without justification distrib-

uting educational facilities, school resources, school construction funds; etc. iri

a manner that fosters racial containment and provides preferential. treatment

to predominantly white schools. The requested relief is a merger of the pre-
dominantly white schools in Henrico and Chesterfield Counties with the pre-
dominantly black schools of the city of:Richmond and the development of a

plan. of operation that distributes pupils, and educational resources equally:

This suit follows an earlier court decision which held 'that the city was
segregating its schoolchildren within .its own boundary: :

In 1?odnguez v. San Antonio Independent School District, et al. (W. D. 'Texas)

a Federal courtls being aSked to declare unconstitutional the. system -of

school financing and districting in- San Antonio and Bexar County.Texas.
Edgewood Independent School District, Where the:plaintiffs reside; is corn-

. posed of 90 percent MexicanAmericati.children. Despite a comparable tax

effort; it spends $290 per year for etich'student, while neighboring Northeast
Independent School District, a white' district, sPends approximately $475 per

year: The plaintiffs allege that in the San Antonio area, where. there is'

multiplicity of local districts, "the lower thepercentage of .Mexican-Ameri-

cans in a . . . school district,the higher are'the expenditnrei per student."

The plaintiffs ask for a reapportionment orschool funds in a :manner that
will provide "substantially equal publieschool educeional opPorturiities" for

their district or niternatively,the abolition of present School boundaries and

the 'drawing of new ones so that "the property'.values in each 'of the resulting

school- districts" will be' "approximately equal :with regard to the .value. af

taxable property per. schoolchild." ' ,

Other casesraising the question orrédistricting.include: .

Robinson' v. Cahill (pending. in New Jersey State court) Which asks that the

State legislature be given a reasonable time to reapportion the school districts

and that, the court make appropriate apPortionment of State funds if the
legislature' fails to act. (there are also' charges of racial discrimination); :

Lunipkin v. Dempsey, pending in ;Federardistrict court:in Hardord,.Conn.;

challenges, the present State districting 'scheme -Which bases School district

boundaries 'on local. town boundariesivith the:result :that the .races are

segregated. : i,: : . .:.

Suits 'in: bothWilmington, DeLand Grand Rapids; Mich.; have been 'filed

to enforce earlier court desegregaion orders. These recent suits. seekfurther

relief :that' would, eXtend- beyond ;metropolitan boundaries -tO.:include. pre-

dominantly 'Whitocounties.° . .;

.: .

6 S'errano'lipèns uritwo oppOrtunities: the poor.V.111 le able
to'deVeldp their oWn quality ' schools' Cr,coli

ceivably; the suriounding districts will receive enough support to absorb.the additional vosts of.educating

the poor.
6 For more information on metropolitan desegregation sults, ,co»tact the Center for MAAR niliey

Review,.Cutholic,University Low School, Fourth and MichigenAvenues; NE; Phone 202-832-8525:
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In Detroit, Mich., a .decision was handed down in Federal court. yesterday
.! which found that, the city SChools were segregated as a result of State laws

and,private.practices, The jUdge stated that merger .with surruncling subur-
ban districts wobld be considered in' drawing up a relief order.

These cases which are being filed with increasing frequency raise questions that
have important implications for the issues presented in the Serrano decision. These
questions merit' close Scrutiny by this committee. For example: have the States
"overdolegated" 'districting :.power in sUch a manner as to become unwitting
accomplices tO local diserimination; can; the' districting mess be cleared up by' a
siniple ;reallocation of; reao faces; will the 'Serrano principle, with its elimination of
econOmic distinctions 'between districts'eacourage in areas of delacto racial segre-
gation' a syStem Of "separate but equal schools," in. effebt ignoring the principles
enunciate&15 years:ago in BrOwn v. Board of Education; can the:schools be equal
if they: are racially:segregated; and :finally will the remedies fashioned on the

we :fulfill our.;l'. ' ; , .

national coMmitment to a free, ,equitable system of public edueation.

basis bf Serrano include integrate& classrOoms aS part of the defnition of '"equali,
zation'Of resources:" ' :;:!, .

summary; the school finance 'cases, as presently formulated onlyget at part
of the. problem: 'resoarce. allocation: :The districting cases get at a :second -part:
racial segregation Only when- and if the two are eoinbined Will

, THE OTHER' SCHOOL'IFINANCE CASES

In addition, to the prOperty tax:reform and redistricting, caSes; !several dozen
lawsuits 'are, pending .or about to be, filed: in , Federal and ,State ,courts to obta n
resource alloeation relief .similar. to that songht in Serrano. (See:attached table of
currently pending, recently Bled, andcontemplated lawsuits):, !: .

- TwO .finánce..reform .cases haVe been dismissed in lower ;Federal courts and
affirmed per! curiam :by the . U.S. Supreme. Court:. McInnis vAlgilvie brought by
Chicago parents and schoolchildren was so decided, in 1968:and Burruss A% Wilker-
son, a suit from, rural ,Virginia, metthe same fate :in 1969:: Both of:these! cases
requested relief which the: courts found ;to: be' j udicially. unenforceable.; The, sought
a rediStribution of educational resources based on educational need without sug-
gesting how. that. need should ;be determined., Serrano proposed a eifiCh simpler,
more' manageable constitutional ; standar& that simply proscribed the dependence

scheol resources on local wealth: .. :.i
:The post-Serrano cases' raise;a;variety of.issues and rely on a diveisity. of, legal

argurnentsThere is no need to deal with those which simply; apply;Serrano to a
different setting.Two cases, however,i deserve speeial ;Mention. The ;first,:brought
by the Board ofEducation of.the, city of Detroit against the State of!Michigan
case which was dismissed fOrlaok: of, prosecution but which; is about , be ;rein-
Stated),raises in the complaint the problem experienced.by the city, because, of the
higher costs !which it incurs in meeting:both the educational and other,municipal
needs . of, its !residents, compared to.,thel costs in less ; urban .areas.7:For:Cducation,
these inclUde material costs and.salaryidifferentials as well as the.added Costs that
are incurred when; a school systemi!is.dealing; With disadvantaged children who
come from backgrounds that are, often hostile. to educational. goals::Attorneys in
the case are prepared to demonstrate the latter costs and to prove,that unless they
are met, the children of, the poor;.willIbe deprived of their right to education.

: Based, ona study funded by; the -;National!Urban Coalition,,the plaintiffs also
deal with the, relationship between!educational expenditures ;and, ultanate educa-
tional achievement;! an issue that .has been brushed over or assumed inmost of the
other cases to slate: The data collected in :the study demonstrate. 'direct correla-
tions between the. income levels:of; students; the:resource allocated to4heir, schools
(the poor getless),..their:educational achievements.and, finally their career .oppor-
tunities. Thissuit could help to, answerthe question raised.by:Serrano: as to:whether
increased resource allocations will make any difference in educational. achieve-
ments.,.It could .also help to: ,further delineate' the :concept of:equal .educational

--.The second ,Brown v..;; Board :of lEdy.tcation;; a,.Lawyers': Committee suit
presently pending in Chicago, challenges the manner ip ,which that eity,distributes
its school funds among rich and poor schools. Like the llo.bson VHanse.n.case
pertaining to the District of ;Columbia, the Brown.suit attacks intracity discrimina-
tion,:both in districting.patternsand in the allocation.of resources....It alleges that

7 For a riugh picture of how municipatand educatiOnal expendituieS for,core'eities differ frOM nearby
suburban municipalities, the Lawyers Committee has prepared a random comparison of three major eities
(Baltimore, Boston, and St. Louis) with theirilsuburbs. A copy of the comparison is attached.

1 5 3 cid
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the poorer,'Minority districts have systeMatically been given fewer resnureeS. I

mention this'ease*Guly to pointeut that unless bOtklines of reforin are pursued, the

Serrano vietOry mak not reach itsintended beneficiaries in the urban areas. Similar

suits are being prepared in New York City, San' Francisco and Othereities.

. I , THE FEDERAL '.RESPOWSE,

..The Nation. i, faeed with an' unprecedented .OPportunity to reform its-public

school SYsterri: The fulfillment of that' opportunity can be greatly expedited if the

Federal GOVernMent -is willing to play an. aetive *leadership role. I:Would like

to suggest *a feWOlthe foring that that role might take:
.1. There i$ a great need forjeSearch :ançl data tO form the basiS' for the

*various reMedies that are being demanded'in the 'school finance eases.. Most.
of these eases will require State legislatures to move in virtuallY unehrtered
:witterii: Feir!eicaMple, mOst .peOPle' agree' that equalizing educational resources

-Will 'require' not*SiiriplY an eqUal dollar'allotment 'per school -district; butnn

..allotMent that reflect's lobal coSts and thevaryini deniands'on the local' &liar

as 'Well ati theactual cost of edudating.VarieusgrouPSof ehildiën. The.fermer

factor 'Can be..edmpiited without. tOo"rifuch difficulty. 'HOweYeri, Mi. one .at

present' knOWS the 'cost 'Of 'eduditting ehildrefithat iS aetnally teaching thern

to read, write, et cetera, as opposed to simply processing them through the

school system.
The Office' of Education should develop studies directed to this issue and should

assess' thi effeetiVeness of performance contracts and other innovations now being

adopted hy .sorpe sehool systems to.relate teacher salaries to the learning progress

of the childrea.ck 10-year plan of.research and development is needed to both find

new methods for educating the disadvantaged child and at the same time, to relate

those methods to dollar outlays.
Research should also'hn-directed to7suehitems as: The relative merits of selOol

finance reforMithat haVe.alreadybeen proposed and/or adopted; the relationShip

between .emitrilization'of financing 'and decentralization of control, the effeetive-

ness of geogrohically large school' districts in comparison .to a multiplicity of

smaller listrictsand other similar questions that are raised by the Serrano

decision.
2. Special aid to the schools attended hy.ithe diSadVantaged .shoulcV be

provided by a greatly enlarged Title I ESEA program ,at leaSt :uritiLthe

reStates restructu 'their financing schemes to provide :silfficient,rcsenrce$,to

'Meet tile special educationaPneeds of the .poor. Beyond that poiniMif it

ever ocetirs) Title I should be relied upon-as a continuous source OfhintiSlor

research-and development of new -ways for meeting-the educational needs of

the poor.8
:c

Finally, if Title I is substantially enlarged-as we have recommended, the Congress

should consider making funds available*Oilly tO those States which take steps to

reform-their statewide sehnol-firfancing formulae to- meet the Serrano standard: A'

phased SOiedtiling should be developed recognizing the difficulties of achinVing

fulffiscal reform,: , ..

3. .The Congress. should consider special Federal legislation that will give.

force to the constitutional ruling that education is a fundamental right. in

inneh the.;same way it gave force; to the judicial decisions .of the*I950's,*Per-

taining if,o)the exercise of civil rights and to _the decisions of .the .mid-1960's

elevatini.the privilege of voting' and participating. in .the political.prOCeSS4 to

a 'fundamental right. Such legislation might grant a special priyate right of

action in Federal court to challenge the conduct of State officials in their

administration of laws pertaining to school finance. Or it might create'..i*ts.
furining".to`kivate individualSla the enferecnient .of the .new.066ajtioril4that

have becnproposed. above for'Federal grant_programs-In doinglie! it-should

provide:for the recovery of attorney's fees to enable .poor. parents .and tax-

payer'S t6 fully exercise theSe rights.
Another aPPioach would be id jirovide -for Federal intervention tea:44re

coniplianee with-the" constitutional Staifdard* States' Where interdigtriet'dis-

pad ties 'exceed a itattitorily-Oefined- levelalorig* the-liues of the-Votiurr Rights-

Act of 1965. As under that act the Attorney General could be required t7o.reyMw

legislative enactments intended to achieve compliance and:both privatelndiyid-

lulls and the Federal Government could have the right to enforce compliance.

The present standards pertaining to "comparability" under Title I should be made at least as stringent

as those developed by Judge Skelly Wright in Hobson v. Hansen.

. . t
154
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. The ,Cougress.should also consider the appropriateness of some form of Federal
legislation ,to jrnake np the striking differences between States of varying wealth
in: their capacity to .support their public schools. This would make the Federal
Governinent,the final equaliZer. Federal aid, however, should only be available to
those states which have assumed a substantial portion of local educational costs
and have progressive tax systems, meeting a statntorily defined level of tax effort.

4. Finally, the Congrese shOuld consider special "development" grants to
tates to assist them in redrafting their school finance laws and to help defray

some nf the additional Costs:that *ill be incurred during the transition from
the'preeent Sy.tem Of financing to the new. system.' These grants should be
aNitilable 'to research' the present system and deeign solutions (most States
lack the. legislati ve research and drafting resourbes' that in California produced
that'data relief 'Upon' as' the basis'of the Serrano suit) as well as to assist with
. .. , , . . . . . i. ,implementation. .

. .. . ., . .

..This Nation has always claimed that its commitment to thc future was demon-
strated by.its.Support to the pUblic school system. If the plddge.which that system
represents, to the Nation's children is to be fulfilled, we must openly admit:that by
distributing 'school .resourceS along class lines, we . have effectively denied the
future, to, the .children of the poor.. And we must .moVe as quicklY and effectively
as possible to give thern tliC resourees that will meet their educational needs.

MARYLAND

Baltimore City Baltimore County

Year, Year, Year. Year,
fiscal 1969 fiscal 1970 fisial 1969 fiscal 1970

per pupil expenditures:

State
' Federal

- i ,

$413. 00 ,

265. 00
47. 00

$328. 00
308. 00
151. 00

$526. 00
210. 00

12. 00

$584. 00
223. 00

12. 00

Total , 725. 00 . 787.00 . 748. 00 819. 00

.

1 School expenditures as a percent of total local budget.

MASSACHUSETTS

Boston

Year 1968-6 9

Lexington

Year Year 196849' Year

Per pupil expenditures: .
' Local '

State '

Federal

Total
; ., .

' $548. 52 $763.26
178.16 170.25
95. 57 33.42

' .822. 25 966. 93

Assessed value/pup 1 4, 222 21 513
Assessment ratio (percent) 84 88
Tax effort (in mills) ' 1 28. 69 36.26

2 24. 15 3 31. 75
Municipal overburden 3 (percent) 23. 4 64. 3

Demographic characteristics:
Enrollment 95, 713 9,61*
Percent black

Tax information: .

Assessed value/pup 1 4, 222
Assessment ratio (percent) 84
Tax effort (in mills) ' 1 28. 69

2 24. 15

. ..
Tax information:

21 513
88

36.26
3 31. 75

Municipal overburden 3 (percent) 23. 4 64. 3
Demographic characteristics:

Enrollment 95, 713 9,61*
Percent black

.1 Official.
'2 Equalized.
3 School expenditures as a percent of total local budget.

' $548. 52 $763.26
178.16 170.25
95. 57 33.42

' .822. 25 966. 93
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MISSOURI

St.1011ia; : Clayton;
; :

'

; 3 :

.

,3'. , ' , . Year. ,
fiscal 1969

i Year, ,

fiscal 1970
. Year,

fiscal 1969
. Year,

fiscal 1970

Per pupil expenditures.;
Local
State
Federal

Total
,

_
i ax information:

:

$336.
161.
:71.

83
07
04

$366. 81
199.79

67.14

gl, 218. 36
170.18
11.00 .

$1, 343. 01
165. 33

8.05

'568: 94 633.84 ' 1, 349. 54 1, 516. 39

. Assessed value per pupil
Assessment rAtio (peccent)34.
Tax effort (in mills)

' Municipal overburden 2
Demographic characteristics:

Enrollment
Percent black

'

; ' '

.

1

814, 008
38. 36

", 27 1

124, 706 ,

63 5

. + $14, 319
38. 37

29
I

121, 856
64. 4

' t $38, 325 ,; , ,

87
' ' 35
.,

3 2, 550

'840, 306
, 34. 80

36

2, 538

School expenditures as a percent of total local budget. .

. ,

Senator -MoNnALi'.., Thank- ydd 'very Much for most 'useful
statement. ` ' : ' . ., ) '.'

We .will take about a 10-minute break here, an&then I have some
other questions. ,

(Recess.)
Senator MONDALE. Dr. ucions; in your statethent 'you' set forth a

forninia that yon'think might bensed,' for example;;in.Oalifornia, based
On the' Serrdno On'pageS 7And 8; srou haVeaii example of
hoW'California might' reSPOnd 'W. the Sei*ano rule 'and; equalize.. the
finatrial PoWer 'of 'each SchOOrdiStriet: ' ; -`?' ; : )

WoUld yon deSeribe.that'fOr the redora,' if 'yott Will?- '

Phe idAa' is to; provide'.eaCh district with' the
same opporttinitY. Capadity. to' spend So that,-irresective of
whether diStricts were' parmlakable wealth., that the tax:rate locally
chosen would have the same effect, as it would everywhere 'else 'in the

="":. '

,FOr ekariiple if the' pOdreSt 'district 'bL7( the;State' 114(3'U) tak itself at

33 Mills;' hypOthetically; and the richest. district 'wera..io tax ifself 33
MillS on italOciit,prOpertS7,that -each' Would-have the'Same nnmber 'of
dollars:per pupil to! spend.. 'I:

It could be thotight 'rather:simply, as A table of equiValents. The
legislature might enact a table of equivalents in, which the:left side 'is
a column' Of periniSsible tax levies;" locally. ChOSen, by The local board
ranging, let's sayfrom a minimum of $600 or $700Up to 'a'inaximum
of, say; ;$1,800: 'For each 'amount that., the district -might choose to
spend on its' stUdents; ' there:would be 'an 'appropriate local tax levy.
Let's say' that for' 2 'percent'a district wouldThe 'permitted to spend
81,000 per pupil. If the 2-percent levy did not raise that much locally,
that district would, then.be subsidized to the extent Of the difference.
If it raised more in a rich district, the excess over $1,000 would be
redistributed to* pay' fOrthe poorer distrietar r,

Senator- MONDALE: So; under that formula; tbe poorer the district,
the' more subsidy the richer the district;.perhaps .the.greater it would
Subsidize otherS? : 1

,,, .
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EQUALITY OF SCHOOL DISTRICT'S EFFORT

Dr. COONS. That is correct. But, in any event, for each and every
taX rate, thé.same.spending Would be permitted so that there would
be an equality of sacrifice ainong the districts for any given level of
expenditure. If you want to spend more, you have to tryharder..That
is the ethical principle, that is involved.

Senator 'MONDALE:: So, the political effect Would be that a ; poor
district could not go out and campaign for a higher effort, since there
will be a nice bundle of State money coming in to match the district's
-effort, because its valuation is so low that even though it tries,:it'ean
not obtaiii;adequate funds from local sources. The State will,make:up
the difference between the $400, say, it raises per capita,and the $1,400
developed in the Statelormula. The district will get $1,000 Perhead
from the State government.

Dr. COONS. Exactly.
Senator MONDALE. But there is juat the. reYerSe iiieentiVe; hOWeVer,

for the rich tdistrict. Are ,the.politicians there going tosay, 1.etg,try
harder so more of our money will gO somewhere elSe." An4ow is
thatgoing totworlp?,, !,,...1,; ,It!.,;; it,t,t1t, ,,;,. ;it

Dr. COONS. We have no idea.
Senator MONDALE. How would you like to try it?

.; Dr. CooNs,; I wopla Ake AY 1:43194.:* ) Jr )
It, seems, to: "Tie, Joolqng; at 44-.14y!s, ;pattern :of:SpendirwSenator,i.we

see poorer, distriptg trying, innch harderthan.riOrldistrictsy.We. See
them willing to ax I thernselves t th .e:bOne, in, order t suppoq,spe*7
inK at one4hird or one-fourth of Ithp

Rich districts `: Cgq, ji. ;OP, illAbitt of saying; ','ILook innphl ;we
c are t abou t edup a tion ;, we ;spend, so,:in uchihere. ; be igteresting
to findout .whethen they really dp careand, are,willing,to,taa.; them:.
selves? at tkIP ; same rate .as, the/ PPKAisit.iot§, fop, th4t.,**!cypi,*
exPenditüreTtif itiittyll 910 t /1;;I 1,i;),, o:H

Of course, there. are certain problems inherent m that, not theJeast
of them :the, political !prob1erAn9f,recap,ture,,fPoPl; th lopal, district: I
am.,infOrmedbynpe.ople, who tknow, these.,thingstho it poi91ly
difficult 1 t9 ,.establioh a! gys avtem, in, hich,; ;if BeVerly i BOI iS! siito; spend
$1,000, it may raise $1,500. It is cosmeticalftba,d,politipallyptj,

Senator ;A OND4LE1(IYOU _would; get a t .big.t rtieting; We might you
propOsed that --::1;1:;.!;i,,, It) -,hit,;

;:Dri eo ()Isis., ight.!,Th e re aro,, how e yer, ways
redistribiltioni ..;) fii !Hui) .

One, of , them, s .first.. to remove jndustrial commerpiaL,Prop:erty
from the local tax.ibase-Ta (form pf1egis1ation,Thick;h4§i bçfre
q,.iently)suggeSted,tanyway,,andione:which..isinlierentlill'.4491.1a1..:

-,fm! ;(.:: (,;/-61 -).1)

ti TAX' IND usiTv/CorikElicE STATENvioE)7,
,), . Cr! wil;10

That is to say, take a statewide tax,.of 3., Pr ;41percent
-to all .indutrial. and,Comrnercial property,t,The lodar,levy10ip:Nould
Mily be :on residential yroperty. And the -range .of ;wealth taniong, dis-
tricts would haVe been squeezed to such a narrow speCtrinn,,compared
to the present spectrum, that there would be no problem of recapture.
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If .you took all the industrial, and :commercial wealth out of. Beverly.
Hills and the other rich districts in California, the range of local resi.-;
dential :wealth, per pupil woUld be sufficiently .narrow that you could
Operate. the, kind of system that I outlined in my testimony, without
having to take any money away from Beverly Hills. That, it seems
to me, would be a highly desirable political apparatus.'

Senator MONDALE. In the absence of some kind of adjustment,
in the rich,district, would you .not actually be .encouraging private
schools for the, rich?.:Would .they. not say, "Well, .we are in thiS trap
where we can raise a lot of money to be sent elsewhere, or wd:can
put downward pressure .on,revenue for our local, schools and siMply
spend all of our money on private schoOls for . our children."Since all
the.capital costs.of constructing private!schools is.deductible from the
taxes, anyway, it is sortof publicly supported. -; ,

,In other. words, I am trying to .think .howtheincentives, of your
program Would .work..I seethe one point you make., ,

Would not a stateivide, income tax, make more sense ..than trYing; to
depend principally upon the:real estate tax:or . some other form?:, .

,Dr:. COoNs., Let, Me say. this;; that .a 'statewide, income, tax:could
certainly be employed either in a centralized or a decentralized
manner to provide the neCeSsary, funds.. There .is nO question about
that., , I..
, If ;you. are.. asking, :in a. decentralized model,. should . a local, income
tax be preferred over .locatproperty tax,''the-answer.is
in my yiew., Because, it seems to . me. that the incoinetax--,..

Senator MONDALE. I am talking .abont . a statewide. income, tax.:: .

Dr. COONS: You could have 'both,: as a :matter of 'fact. No reason
you, could,not have both., , , !.. ,,:; .

1, Senator. MONDA LE. Ile-income tax has 'additional advantages.- I
thinkit is a better reflection. of wealth than: a property. tak; ;

:;'.:1, .
P.REFERS.: LOCAL i INCUME TAX::,-, !.. .

;:-.'

; Dr. Co ONS. At east.,as the property ;tax is-lpresently; structured,
. . .

there is.no question, and that is why we would prefer a local income
tax. 't

May I answer that other question Which you had before about the
rich! district and ,its disincentives?.;It' is andinprotant ?'.

,:;!It-depends entirely' upon the forinula .adopted::Thit,is to say, .if 'the
relationship :between spending, and t is..c aref ullY: a dj sted, and,: if'
industrial and :cOmMercial are rerrioved,froniAhe local' tax .baSe ai
to,'squeeze-the :Wealth spectrum down; it;ismyTjudgment,' that :there is
no stage ..at.;which have a,Powerfiil incentiVe.'.f or: rich
districts to opt 'out y of: the 'sySteni., But I :think theamount, that would
alreadrbe t aken !out: in:Personal in cdme and other. stateWide taxeg for
the:general :support, of education .ivould he'enough'sO that mcist; people
would ,.not be 'able to .afford both the suppdrt
private education:-At.least; there :would not :be...it- saficierit .nninber,Of
such people that there would be any but, alringelofi.districtg in,which
the demoabraphy:WoUld :be such:that theie woUld .be- so many:very: rich
people that'they. Would,Opt mit of: public':education: altogether:.:

And, of course, it is up to the State as to whether they: Can
The State, after all, would set some kind of adequate miniinuM:which
every child shouki:have,available in publicieducation: A districtcOUld

68-442-71pt. 1611----11
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simplydrop: out; ; as it were *Old. 'haVe to'. stay' in- the, 'SySteM.
Beingin and p aying .f or that 'system, .peoPle are going 'to' Use
are ;going to have to, carry the burden of ' that loCiil' sYSteni;.' and So,'
there' is a:powerful incentive to staY in it 'and- make it all 'Work- ita.
public system: .,.. ; '.

Was I responsive?, , ; .

.Senator MONDALE. Yes. , , ; . ,;1i . ; /
: Would, either. of the _other ;two witnesseS ; care tO 'respond ' tO' thi

question of 'what the State§ should' do if :the' Serrano' .priniaple-béConies

Mrs. 'CAR1Y. I have a -couple of. Comments': on the 'basis of What
ProfesSOr 'Coons has said: ; ; f "

think the isSue you have raised; 'about ihcoine taxes iS :key"one2
The experts on property 'tax; 'who I':gather yen 'are hearing next; Week;
all 'can. tell :you. how; this.. tak 'can , be' 2 adnuniatered- in 'a; progrethive
manner, but they cannot point 'to any 'c onirnuni ty ere -it is beinaiti
administered: 'So; ; we :have all. bought !that.mythOlOgy.16; ' 207' or
30 yearS,,,andthe evidence' is ,piling, up that; perhapsythe' ptOpeity.t ax
Cannot; in fact; be a progressive tax.; ThIS Would be d 'strong perSuaSion
for income-tax. ;; . .; ; !: 1 f,

'suggestion.of remOviriglindustrial; and ;COminercial -properties
from the local assessment base,.I think it would ineet with tremendons
resistanee from ; the induStrial and commercial interests. They .' have
no-desire at' alF to .be. assessed : and ;taxed :at 'the Stateleliell' You leokat.
United State&Steelin .GarY; they, would fight' it,' tOoth' 'and nail
to prevent r In dian aPolis ;from :doing Ahe assessnient; aS ose'd ; to ..the
local .assesSor;,whowork& par t 'tim6 for f!) I

On the private school issue, that is one thateveryone kick's laroun&
As..a .f actual in atter; I am-. no t/sUre : there's ; tiriy. . differenee right now
between the: Scarsdale school SyStem:and,:Scarsdale.;with priYate
school system. It is just the admission practices that are slightly
different. At present it !is a queStiOfl')ofibUying& house rather than
getting into a, school.

. t"
!-;50; net :sure' 'that Will bhange' thitigs' frdni the AvaY;theY area t,;.)! ',; ;..,1,! )1;!f, i; :1/I '1.,! f/ i :J10

.ARE PRIVATE SCHOOLS NONPROFIT?
)ii; ;wt! 11'/Ei If II017'!);';.) .;1!!10

Another thing to,consider is viliether;riff private scheols are: actuall
set ,a!;nonpiofit !dirPorations:hnd.sd on,i whether' there Would--110e.be
groUnds.for attackingithem...,There :is' a casei &Lawyers COmMittee base
in: Mississippi; Green 71 Kennedypwhere whiteiparen ts) tried ;tO;Set.1.4): a
sChool; a private-,schoolLior the, purpose, 'of avoiding in tegration,' .and
the t court 'knocked dOwnt their tax, exeinp tion' on iheigroun&that,it
Was >a; deliberate :evasibirbf ithg Coliatitutional linandate.1 ; i)
I ()Now if I tihe, ConstitUtion,Ideclarth 'education i tb,ibe a: fundathental
interestrit- might be Jyou }could 'at tacklprivate schools 'on; ;thatground:
,1 Senator MONLIALE: Tho,ker to the Greeit base was deliberb,tesegrega-
tion'icivhite flight Fi designed :to eScape the court !order.k f;:;!;
11,NIrs.,..CAREIL-iThat; i&right.1 ;id Jr22

II- Senator 7321mo:omit. You..might saY ; there is!a` ;Similar: 'cons titutional
And(that ond .can I dscdpe the publiC; schools: ; MaYbe, that

will! be !the daw:i; '.1f! /- 1111 ;r!i Ji t!it)'; .1r)
hinOW '1'011; , ')i ft iq

/I Mrs; .-CATiEY,... That is; roughly' whit II NNinted to: kik:0 ; 1)1

It-- :1;1 r

1.
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.Dr. Yupor.:.I can :add to the confusion, because 1 am not exactly
:sure .how. Professor Coons'scheme would work..One of the things that
wOrries.me.is the fact that.it seems, to me, it iS difficult to tell a child
or :a family. .that lives in a .par ticular community that you are not
going to have equal educational opportunityas measured in the
.resource allocationby virtue of the fact that your neighbors happen
not , to have children; or,..for, some other reason, have some value
.prejudice against funding education. -

in' some sense, I am .not sure that a community's values expressed
Under this, type of equalization scheme are any more legitimate- than
the criteria which the- California Supreme Court has brought out.
And for -that.. reason,. I -personally would be much more inclined
toivard this type of State income tax, that you have described. And,
in some senseI have not totally thought it, throughI.might: be in
favor of separating the finaneing function from the education function;
that.the district will have, in aict, wide discretion to make educational
policy decisions, but the basic question of funding should be something
which should he done on a statewide basis.

Senator MONDALE. Let me ask you: a reactionary question. There
are a fewthings that are working fairly well. Silberman says the rich
suburban .schools are joyless, but,' quite apart. from that, I think
those people agree that in this country there are excellent schools;
the wealthy suburban schools aro awfully good. Do we not ruin
something in this country if, though some kind of equalization of
:financing, we pulled down the quality of suburban schools and lifted
up the quality of some of the others? Do we not impose sort of adull
;uniformity on the school system?..

USE, RICH SUBURBAN SCHOOLS AS NORMS

I .woUld like -to pUrsue a strategy of Using the rich suburban schools
yardstiCk, and then try tO get the Other schools up te that level,

rather than .teying tO create kind of a broad,,,Statewide, UniforMkind
of 'financing, .with,, if I may say se, :an incentiVe to :the suhUrbanites,
if they want ri. :better school systeni, to tak themselves so that most
Of the iricrease :goes: SonieWhere else . ,

In .
other words .rnY .instincts tll Me. that We. Should riot try. to

diMMiSh the- 'quality: of -suburban' SehoOlS. We shoUld. try to:bring the
others up to that level.

Dr. Cowls. The only. thing I find ;troublesome in that statement
is that you labeled it "reactionary'. It seems to me the really reaction-,
ary,,principle is to :homogenize

Senator NIONDALE.,.As matter. of ..fact, . one, of your:key :points
is ,choice,, which, is the de-homogenization.

Go . ahead. , .... , ,1;

Dr. Cowls. It seems to me there are many :ways to get choice.
This is.;perhaps the :least desirable rof, :nuinber ,of opportunities: for
choioe that Serrano ,Opens. up. , . :, ,

it :seems to me. fair to: argue, as. ;Professor. YUdef. suggests,
that a :child .and. his parents ,may Icel.:aggrieved if their neighbors:do
not vote:as high .atax rate.in their.district; and,: therefore,. the expen7
diture : somewhat-lower. ,

'211
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.1 That is the pattern one would 'expect for districts Will not all behave
the same,' presunlably,: given 'the seine opportunities; TheY' will nOt
;tex' theinselves all at the same' leVel. Still, if that Pattern which 'no*
favors the wealthier' is 'broken up so thet the differences in spending
'levels no longer reflect the wealth of 'the districts,' it' iS also true that
families may choose to livein areas which 'emPlitisiZe various mixes
ofpUblic service, includina education, withOut.haVing that choice tied
to their personal wealth. fthink that is an extremely nnportant point.

Also, I just find that the democratic process on the local levet, in
reaching 'different' conclusions about how much education shoUld be
emphasized .is, to me, a perfectly acceptable- Process; that is, for
eighbors tO get together and make different 'judgments about
education is certainly not something 'that one can think of as in-
AtinSically invidiouS. In a relatively low-spending district, if mcire
;Money isleft over for swimming pools, parks, museimas, and libraries,
'that seems prima facie a rational choice made by people on e free
basis, so long as wealth does not determine it.

Senator MONDALE. Do you have any doubt that the Serrano prin-
Ciple of equality is: fully applicable, if not More clearly so, in intra-
district decisions' as it is interdistrict?

Dr. CooNS. I think it is' applicable, though distribution on the
basis of wealth would in such a case be Inubh more difficult to proVe.
I should add that, what Mrs. Carey said about property tax, is very
important. ,We have never had a concerted- legal effort against the
'abysmal apparatus for enforcing the property tax. And what Mr.

iMorgan and bis people are doing n Dallas end Fort Worth is a very
important step. This is the case to which Mrs. Carey referred. The
lawyer who organized that is a man named Cecil Morgan. The com-
plamt might be interesting to the: committee. It is an elaborate
complaint with interesting facts about the property tax in Texas.
Arid; if that attack is successful, and it may 'very' well .be successful
On State groUndsI mean,' tliere is no . reason to evenhave to resort
CO' the Federal Constitution in this caseit' .seem's to me.' it 'could
begin ,a movement foi rationalizing the prOperty' tak and all kinds of
State leVieS; ultineately this cOuld Produce a muCh fairer isystein of
schools and all other kinde of muniCiPal SerlioeS: ,

SentaOr. at 'Some'pOint \ye 'talk ebOut c'onimunitY, control?.
SenatOr'MONDALE: Go " '" ' " " :

COMMUNITi CONTROL .

Dr. COONS. Something, Mrs:, Cai'ey said I think is,. again, ,very
iinportant in this regard. There is a kind of dilemma whiCh might' be
developing here between cominunity, control on' 'the:one lland;; 'and
desegregation on the other, which, to some extent, -the.,'Seriicno
principle Avill aggravate:, .. :

. , !

!''.That ieto say; if the. Principle thefthe quality: of education;may'not
be a function of wealth is adopted and applied In adecentralized way
by a-Statelike Nevy Yo'rk,..there.,:is, no reason' economically; fiecelly,
that' an 'area like' GiCen Ri1143rOwnsville could noti be given, the same
capacity to raise Money as .'Sc9rsdal6. :Ocean : HillBrOwnsviIlor and
similar poor neighborhoods could now become -es independentas'hae
been the rich, white suburbs. And intrinsically, there is no reason to
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think, that, they,.§119u14 not,be, 1.11.1les,there is another policy at Stake.,
1,i) wit, deSegregation. ,

, .

Senator`MONDALE. Imother words, at,t,he point:Brownsville becomes
viable' fin'andallY, the aPPeal 'for coMmunity control might be.much
stronger than for desegregation? : .; . .

. Mrs. CAREY. It works two ways:. I do not think that is tho only
obstaele. I. think tho other obstacle , isl,the resistance of the, white
communities. The myth of the suburbs previously has been: "We
Want., to have .the power ,to enforce our zoning .laws'. and that sorttof
thing, because the costs of absorbing, the disadvantaged. people are so
great in, terms of services. The cost increases--

Senator MONDALE. It is not entirely a myth, is it?
Mrs. CAREY. If Serrano is carried out
Senator MONDALE. But, I mean right now.
Mrs. CAREY. I am not denying there are costs, but I- think they are

often used to camouflage resistance that is based on racial or class lines
other than just costs. , .

hat I think Professor Coons is oetting at, is that you could have the
two communities adjacent to eacli other, one white, one black, each
with faiily well financed schools and maybe still find the white resist-
ance to accepting blacks, if the blacks want to. move. On the other
hand, you may find a reluctance on the part of the blacks to move,
because they want to have their own power.

Senator MONDALE. I think a lot of the black leadership is saying
now that, "We [ire coming close to controlling some of the center
cities politically, and now Serrano comes along and says wo are going
to have enough money to educate our,children, and now you say, 'We
are going to move you out'." : -

ou are hearing more of that from black leadershipthat integra
tiOn appeals to them less and less and community control more and
more. _Chat is the impression I am getting.

Dr. COONS. It is possible, I suppose, to imagine an apparatus which
would permit inner city people to move out, voluntarily at least, to
districts spending at levels different from theirs and have an adjust-
ment made accordino to the. formUla on the basis of that pupil's at-
tendance ratherthanchis residence. That is to say, :a child who wanted
to travel, daily to Scarsdale, or even, indeed, Who was bused involun-
tarily could be counted in the Scarsdale tax base. Scarsdale 'could be
giventhe same kind of subsidy-that the child would trigger if he lived
in Scarsdale. Such a trade-oft could probably be worked out in the
formula.

But it does become considerably more ,complicated than tho kind
of thing. I was suggesting before. So,! I think it is fair to worry that
there may be some opportunity for collision of policies here. ..'1

May I .alse suggest something .else? l'had forgotten in my original
remarks, something that I,think this coinmittee ,might suggest to its
colleagues:.

: .

CONGREgSIONAL ACTION 'ON SEitRANO STANDARDS

Congress has, of course the, duty, and power wider the 14th amend,
ment ,to engage in, the enforcement of emistitutional right: under, the
14th amendment, section 5. And I would think that that might be.
an'i area, aslwith.,voting1, which (would: be highly appropriate, even
absent a U.S. Supreme Court decision on the,question, for the Congress

g§t'.
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to 'define the meaning of the Constitution and to enforce that meaning
of the Constitution, either through constraints on spending and/or
through tho7creatiOill of standing to sue either in private parties or
the Attorney. General: I.' .

I do not know what the politics of that are.*I do not have any idea
what the chance for .Success would be. But, it 'would not be difficult
to draft such a policy precisely in terms of the Serrano standards, and
then to set together apparatus such as was created for the voting rights,
which, as you know, the' Supreme Court in Morgan v. Katzenbach
declared perfectly appropriate; indeed, they avoided decision on the
substantive issue, the constitutional issue, because Congress itself
had undertaken to enforce, to define and enforce the right.

I would like to hear if my own colleagues were interested in speak-
ing on that.

Senator MONDALE. Would you care tb submit proposed language
for such a standard?

Dr. COONS. I would be happy to, Senator.
Senator MONDALE. All right.
Dr. COONS. 'If you will give us enough thne to put something

together.
Senator MONDALE. We will be around here a long time.
Dr. COONS. I will see if I can exploit one of my students.
Senator MONDALE. We are trying very hard to write into the school

desegregation bill a private enforcement remedy to permit private
attorneys to bring desegregation lawsuits, lawsuits affeCting consti-
tutional rights of students, which would set aside a portion of the
desegregation money to pay fees, appellate costs, et cetera. But we lost
that on the Senate floor. But a fairly reasonable substitute, the Cook
amendment, allows payment of attorneys' fees at the discretion of
the court, if it determines that the lawsuit was necessary to enforce a
constitutional right.

PRIVATE ENFORCEMENT PROVISION

I do not quite know how it would work out, but I think it is progress.
I am convinced that, in any of these fields which do not have a com-
mercial basis to them, the Congress, if it means business, must couple
any of its proposals with a meChamsm to encourage private enforce-
ment. Otherwise, it is just not being done. And that is where the resist-
ance is taking place. They are trying to destroy the legal services
proptm so they can only bring nice lawsuits. They fought very hard
against this enforcement provision on desegregation. That was the key
point in the lobbying effort. That is where we lost. As a matter of fact,
that is the only key provision'of the bill:we did lose.
. They are now. trying to duck the class action program for consumers
under the same, principle. They are trying to deny the Consumer
Advocacy Agency the right to participate in those proceedings.

Of course, one of the key issues in the EOC extension has been. a
whole new .set of private enforcement remedies in the Senate version,
including payment .of fees in administrative proceedings. They are
very alert to what kind of trOuble it is going to Mean, because it
wonld' mean law and order'in' a new field where hunian problems are
concerned. J'

think the'*law schools'.ought to, help, us generath.* the case for
effective private enforcement. .* - ,t
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;:l\Tow, there' is some 'precedent for e. Public Accom mod atiots

-Act -.is Oiled the most SuCcessfully implemented sectionS of the ivil

Rights Act, and one of. the key reasons:is 'that the defendarit kriew

he mas going to' get. soCked with a private lawsuit and havetopayor
the. fees and, a fine to' boot:'Withit Months, that Public .Adcomniodu-

tion:S Act_ was etormously Successful.'
r I dO tot think ,we have really f aced' up' to that. It is a Scandal what

iegoing on in .the civil right§ field.,. of Course: The JustiOe'Departrnent

is not enforcing anything. The Gl'een.6tise that' you talked abotit;: the

Internal Revenue Service has promised 'us time and again thoy .0e

going to'. bring lawsuits. In f act, they haVe net ,done a: thing...They

have taken a negative position..
'Mrs. CAREY. The idea Professor Coons has j ust. Outlined is described

mord extensively in my- written testiniony.'
The idea of having some sort of provisions analogous to the Voting

Rights Act---it is. an 'area we have been working on,, and it is another

area of copout b3r this administration in terms of failure, to exercise

the Federal-role. That act has reallY been of tremendous.assistancein

private suits for reapportionment, for registration drives, and so on',

And I think that is a .very powerfut'analogy, one that should be

considered seriOusly in this field.'
Senator' MONDALE. In the Voting Rights Act, are the plaintiffs

awarded fees?
Mrs. CAREY. No; there are no attorney fees. It would be far better

to get 'attorney fees. The act did not specifically provide for the

private right to sue.
Senator MONDALE. That is the Morgan v. Katzenbach case where

the privateright was clearly established.?
.Mrs: CAREY. ',Yes.' But I think it should have been clearly spelled

out from the beginning, and attorney fees should be provided; -if

possible, to cover the costs of the case:
Senator MONDALE. Right. ,

Dr. YUDOF. I wanted to add that there has been tremendous

difficulty in litigating precisely because of the failure to specify
private actions were permissible' under the legislation: ,We found a

number of courts were willing to allow ,private parties to bring, their
suitSi birt, On' the. other 'hand, there 'have been 'a nuinber of courts

which hfie raised' .jUrisdiational 'and' Standing- issues which have
Prevetted parents and Title I thildret who are not, in faCt receiving

the benefits' Under; that.law from raiSing: the issue:-

Senator'MONDALE. Thi:s' runs thrOUgh all the educational programS,

the- johnsonO'Malley "distribution for' Indians, the Title I futdS,' the

migrant; funds==alli.theSe .prograini 'are . in .profoiind tronble,' and we

have simply' got. tO: get .sothe kind 'Of te enf &cement..
Dr.' Codris: Senator.',. wOUld. be -apPrOpriate . to address a .fetT

r emarks te family choice SYsteMS? Is there tithe f or that?
Senator Morrol.a..E'. Sirre'. Golahea&

, . . .

.
Ciicad .S.irsOms

Dr. Cooris: When we talk abOd'eqUality of educational-opportunity;

we 'of ten, thlk only'aboutgiviiig the' poor equality, but altnost never
about giving , them- opp ortunity in- the same sense 'that My-. children
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alTe opportunities: Myfour, school-age ;children go to the ,Berkeley
nub& schools, but certainly, if,I yanted to, I could send them to pri-

, ate schools. 'Someday , .

.t The point is that for us rich p,eople, there is the:whole spectrum:of
school, options: But, for the poor, even' if we,succeed in implementing
all that Serrano stands for plus every other .policy, that we think
appropriate to recognize special qualities of chiloiren, still all that wehave done is, to say from the center, from Government, "You., child
of the poor, will have the following kind ofteducation and the following
amounttof money spent on you. ,

Nobody in all of this asks the parents, "What are your intereststin
education?" Nor asks the child, 'What are your interests in educa-
tion?" "Are you willing to spend a little more and' to do something
extra, or even would you like something extra, or something
different?"

Senator MONDALE. I think of these Chinese children in San i'ran-
cisco who are being bused to schools where the teachers cannot speak
Chineseand I assume most of the children speak only Chinese. We
have decided they are going to go to those other schools.
, Dr. COONS. There is another dilemma for you.

Senator MONDALE. Of course it is a cOurt decree, but, once again,
I assume those children's parents do not have the money to exercise
the options that the rich Chinese do.

Dr. COONS. That is correct.
Senator MONDALE. SO, we deliver up only one meal to the poor,and they will either eat it or starve.
Dr. CooNs. If I were interested in avoiding integrated schools, I

could find a way, because I can afford to do that. And, thus, we have
educational freedom for the rich but compulsion for the poor, this
&spite what is the essential equality of, children.

,

Children, it seems to me, deserve an equality of treatment that no
one would insist upon, with respect to adults, and this is equally true
with respect to their early education.

RESPONSIBILITY AND DIVERSITY IN CHOICE

I think Congress ought to take very seriously the suggestions that. . .have been made fel. &living poor families,opportunities to make a choice.
There is a very wide variety of suggestions and opportunities in this
respect. Some schemes, would ask poor 'families to make a srnall
contribution, would begin the process of making all of, us contribute
something to our Own education, even. pnblicly financed education.
Most vouchei j.)lans would not require such. contribution. In any event,
all suCh sChemes .Wonld provide fainilies with a range of public and
private options, , including ,religiouS, schools if the Supreme ; CoUrt
permits it. We don't, know tlie answer, to that yet, of' course.

Dr. YIJDOF. I'de not have very, Much, te, add., I thinki would be
very much in favor of the scherne PrOfeSsOr Coons' has jnst outlined.
Among other things, it overcomes my initial difficulty with the power
equalizing scheme, and thaf is, die responsibility is placed where it
belongs,, at ,the, family :level., Andi.it,that family, andtm terms of its
decisions,about what it,wants.for,its children, is not,dictated by, any
outside sor,t of structure, 'governmental orotherwise; it'seerns,to melt
would go a long way.
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The 'other ispect-4 assuine Mese of the Pla:nS that have been advo-

Cated fer a familY power equaliiition Of sorta look to the Ovation Of a

Certain fOrm 'of diversity and a certain ceiripetition in our eduCational

Systerias, and I think that it's very iinpertant, that if a family iS given

some sort Of a Vouchet, soine sort of poWer to putchase educatiOnal

services,''One would hope there Would be sortie competition for the

vouchers ftom those familieS'; that public schools weiild then be Com-

peting With religious and Private schools and nonsectarian private

schools; and that, in effect, there would be a competition Which would

make the quality of the serviCeS much better in all' our educational

institutions, and you would not haVe 'what you' have now; essentially

the schools operate like any monopoly. They have a captive audience.

This Captive audienee is so captive; parents can be prosecuted if the

children do not show up for' the requisite 10 yearS or whatever it is.

So,' I think that is a very good idea.
Mrs. CAI1,EY. I think it is a 'good idea on the broad level, as you

have suggested, in terms 'Of all the needs. You have the same problem

in the health area, 'the saree.problem With food stamps, jobs, and other

thinge. Although I think it is a sound long-term goal, there are just so

few choices right now, thechoiee in some communities is between the

public school arid the next door public school, bOth inferior: It Would

take a tremendons investment to generate the choice's before you even

gave peOple the decisionniaking power.:
So,. I think it is a ,o.reat goal, but it seems to nie awfully'rernote.

I would like to kkk Man aPproach that has been' tried in one State,

since we aro sort of covering the field. ,

,

SPECIAL LANGUAGE(AND 'CyLTURE SCTIOOLS .

Hawaii; as I undetStand it, 'apart from being the onlyState that is

centralizing' the funding Of 'Schools,' has'' a system that reflects the

cultural diffetences in' the State. The State has spebial schools that

tire lariguage arid .culture schOeli;'iri afterneon, after the regular

scheol:' SO, if you are Japanese; you Can go to. the Japaneee language

School; ,and if yOu are a native; yon cad go to' theHawifian language

SehOol, or Chinese, WhAever yOur backgmund MaY be:"

This has 'been 'done privately in ';Other" minriunitieS fot :religious

urpeses 'brit never in! terMs of the'reeltUral' intereSts:' That:really

mtrodriceS an' element ',Of 'el:166e 'of ediffeiefitt kind ; and recogriiies

.th at 'we are; in,' faet,",a multicultUral society.

' 'Senator MorinAi4E..Berkeley'haS deVelOped SubsysteMs likeblack

house" that recognize these 'differenteeS, and ;Whieh: arel Contr011ed. by

the cultures. ,

01

Last merith, tit the month'befoteWhen We Virere fightineciVetinipact

' did IforIndiana-- '; r !:
i',11

Dr. COONS. You are speaking te' the Werld' giiSatek ekpeit'On'the

subject, Senator. Professor Yudof has done the most basic work in

this area.
Senator MONDALE. Do you want a job?

Dr. YUDOP. I have one, thank you, Senator.

IMPACT AID

Senator MONDALE. There wattairpposal made to the'Senate Labor

Committee to do away with the iinVait, aid and come:up with a brand-

1 6 5
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new sort ,of Indian Title I. ;And. I was surprisedsome of the most
Progressive Iridian . educators came and said, "Don!t; c10 that.", They
said, right noW the average Indian near a reservation has $700 ,or $800
riding on his head because they 'are in the general impact aid' program,
and that his been rising. But 15 Years' ago, nobody wanted an Indian
Student. Now the high schools and the elementary schools in and
around the reservation are all:fighting for them. They want to keep
them there. They want them happy, and they want the Parents
haPpy. Everybody. likes Indians.

That is sort of an interesting. developinent.
Mrs. CAREY. Maybe we should' try it across the board with other

minorities.
Senator MONDALE. Yes; if you could have a system where the poor

could begiven 'some kind of persOnal bonus that would go with them
wherever they went to school, there might be tremendous competition
and tremendous variety at the same time: And the 'Schools which did
the bestWhich is what We should wantwould get the most.

Dr. Cooris. I think that was the original -theory that Dean Sizer
employed in his desion for votichers. His Objective Nirfis to take the
Titlel money, whicChe saw was' going to bo 'very difficult' to get to
the children for whom it Was designed, and give it to them, give the
Children the money outright in an educational chit of some kind,
which they could take to the sChool of their choice. Children Of the
poor wbuld be attractive to the school for that reason. And it wobld be
clear that the money would get to the cbnsumer for whOm it was
intended.

Dr. YUDOF. Senator, there is an interesting sidelight to what you
were saying. In Texas, there was a recent decision involving two school
districts, San Felipe and Del Rio.
; The . net result in that case, in ;any event, was the fact- that the

. students from the Air Force base Were' being. transported across a
predominantly Chicano district to a predominantly white district and

.,bringing all the impact aid funds with;them. Now, the minute the court
said that that is not, permissible under the constitution, that those
;children must attend school in what was, previously- the, poor district,
and they May .not be transported out, and all the impact aid dollars
must: go to, the poor; clistrict=ionnediately.there Ws a petition inter-
venina. in , -the; case ;and.. a; motion to .consolidate, the twodistricts,

.whichb: the ;court; ,proiciPtly granted, , becaus'p it was clear to the rich
district that it could not survive; economically Without, those, impact

.aid,funds ;which were, _coining ,in. for: SODIP years. I. think that,is.,a good
example of mhat this kind: of chit, can:clo., ,

Senatbr 'Math)ALE. Thank 'You.
The committee is in, recess, .subject, to Ithe ,call .of ;the
(W hereupon, at. 12 :15 p.m., the' Select Committee was.recessecl; to

.reponyenq lot Ole call. of ; choir)


